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F6REWORD

Teaching Woodwinds is one of w_series or instructional
elides for botti genemliits and 4,eciahsts in music education.,

AuteUded es a basic resource it contains inggestioni -for1the.
:selectiorr, .care; and repair of woodwind instruments And
equipment; goals and procedures for beginning, intermediate,
arid advanceoi levels of stritly; and specific,- annotated'refer
ence lits The project was initiated by A. Theodore

llitrimiiformerly chief of the Bureau ,uf Mupic Educationi_

no,w executive director of the Music Educators National Con,
ce, arid will ultimately include individual publications for

eiching strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, keyboard in-
straments, and voice.
- The:manuscript for this publication was written by Mary
Anne Bennink, flute specialist and instrumental music teacher
in the Jamestown public school system; Philip R. MacArthur,

= principal oboist with the Synicuse Symphony Orchestra, -first
oboist of the Center Orchestra of Lake Placid, and assoCiate in
musk at Syracuse University: Thomas Nazaro,, clarinet spe-
cialisl -and chairthan of the music department in the
Salamanca, public school system; Donald ,F. cantwell,
saxophone specialist and director of instrionental music at
Whitesboro Central School; and Thomas C. Closser, first "basL
soonist of the Tri-City Operim and the Binghamton Symphony,
And director of, the Binghamton ,Central High School Or-
chestra.

Edited by Bennett Reimer, professor of music at Case-
Western Reserve University, the -material was published '11
tentative fOrm and distributed fbr tryout in _200 public schools
throughout the State. The manuscript was then revised by
Mrs. Bennink, author of Lhe section on flute, in accordance
with the suggestions from the teachers in-the 'tryout schools
and the following specialists:

GraVenor Atherton of Wilmington, Delaware,
Donald Hartman of the State University College at Fre-
donia, John Oberbrimner of the Syracuse Symphony Or-
chestra, apc1 James Pellerite of Indiana University, .who
reviewed the chapter on teaching flute;
Mnald E. NlcCathren of Duipiesne University, Harold
Sachs of Forest Hills High School, and William C. Willett,
of. the Mutt College Of :kiosk," who reviewed the clarinet
section;
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e following members of the' World ,,Smophone Con-
gress: Kenneth M. pearls of the UniverSity Of Corg
James Tioulikiof Ealt, Carolina University, -Lee Patrick of

7:t1ie_ University of Kentucky, SigUrd Rasclier of \Shushan;
New' York,- James Stoltie of the State 'University College

, at Potsdam, Lawrence Teal of the University of Michigan, '
and Lawrence Wyman of the State University College at,
-Fredonia; and Ralph Rasrnusson of Falconer Central

110431, -who reuiewed the .suggestions -for teaching
saxOphone;
William J. S-crilmer of the American Symphony .0r-

- chestra, who reviewed the chaiiter on bassoon; and
Eugene -J. Cunningham, 'associate in mnsic education,
an Charles j. Trivia, then associate in music eduedion
and now supervisor of the Humanities and Performing
Arts Unit, who retiewed the entire manuscript at various
stages.of its development.

Maching Woodwinds was wxikten under the careful super-
vision of John A. Quatraro, aissociate in music education (now
deceased), and prepared for press by.Richard G. Decker (now
deceased) and Rita A, Sator, associates' in secdndary cur-
riculum development Special recognition belongs to Richard
Latin, a student at Darkmouth College, 'for his remarkable
illustrations.

CORDON E. VAN
Director, Division
Curriculuth Sc'rt:ices

HEIVERT BOTHAMLEY
,Chief, Bureau of General
Education Curriculum Development
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

e flute is-:a hollow cylinder witl-r:one closed an_!eni7
tire plaie and aperture at thal eçl, ana a s ties of cov--

d and/or open tone holes' along its length:It produces t
of tones when tRe player vibrates the enclosed column

of air by blowing at an angle against the edge, manictulpting
- -keys, and covering some of the tone-holes: -

Today most flutes are made of metal :. but those used by the
people of ancient civilizations were shaped &oil reeds; wood,
and clayas well -as metal. Flutes of the 17th and 1 cen-
tdries were conical instruments carSied frOm wood and having
fewer tone holes than\ their mod6i-n1 counterparts. The- first
cylindrical flute was made from metal in 1846 by Theobald
Boehm, who also designed a systril that made it possible to
place the openings more accurately, and -theretore improve the
intenation- To this day, flute -manufacturers still utilize- th'e
principles of what has come to be known as the Boehm Syv-

, tem.
There are two basic types of flute: the vertical or "end-,

blown" model, and the horizontal or transverse model". The
names derive from the manner ins which the instruMent is
held as it is played.

The vertical flute generally has a :'whistle-type -chilmber
with a mouthpiece into .which the- player blows agains,t an
edgf. Some Arab tribbs still use an early form of the in-
strument called the Egyptian noy A later type, the -re-
corder, was a standard member of European orchestras
'and chamber groups until the middle of the 18th century
and has recently become popular/with-college stodents as
well as chamber players because of its mellow tone, ease
of blowing, andrelatively low cost.,

e, horizontal flute, has an embouchure plate and aper:
tore in the cylinder itself. The player blows across the
aria-tore at variout angles and thus controls the timbre
intonation, and dynamics of the sound he produces. Early
forms of the horizontal flute had cumbersome tone holes
and key mechanising which created both technic.il ind
acctustical probljns ; but Boehm's cylindrical-bore metal.
flute arid h15 rearranged fin ering system "d much to
solve them. 1



The instmmental music tjachcz_ will probably be most con-
-- cerned with the C flut-e: although otlier-..me'rlibers of the fam-

ily are also worthy of rote. The C flute has--a-practical range
of c' to c4 and is.a standard member _of the-woodwind-s-ection
in a band or orches,tra. The C piccolo, which has a practical _
,range of al to c4, sounds an octave higher and adds brilliance
to the 'ensemble; but it is not eq-uipped with low .0 and CIT
ley's. The instrument cohies-in wood, metal:and plastic'.
Some professional musicianS prefer the wooden piccolo be-
cause of its Mellow tope, although the instrument is sensitive
to sullen changes in temperature and tends to develop water .

. bubbles if the bore is not well oiled. Others find that piccolos
made of,silver are more resiionsive. In general, plastic or
Metal piccolos are the ones most 3ften used in schools. For a
number of years, the Db piccolo was preferred for bands be-
Cause it afforaed a greater facility in some keys and had a
somewhat brighter tone; but during the,last few decades, it
has been, almost completely replaced by the C piccolo: Some
teachèrs have used the Rb flute.i;iiccessfully with very young
beginning flutists. It sonnds...a minor third -higher than the
written pitch and is adaptable to E h clarinet band parts. Fi-
nally, there are two thifes which sound below die written
pitch: the alto ilute in'G and the bass flute in C. Although
some professional perfiirmes use the bass or con t rabwis flute

in solo arid ensemble playing; the instrument is rtirely used iii
elementary and. secondary schools. The alto flute is aim- used
primarily in solo and ensemble work, but parts for this in-
strument are beginning to appear more freipiently in orches-
tral repertoire.

SIILECTION, CARE, AND REPAIR -

Advanced students and pi'ok's-sional miisicians 1:smilly play
tist model flutes and piccoloN with sterling sih,e;

white gold springs; iindon instrnuients made hy Lod
silver-soldev?d tone holeS. In selecting tin instrunwnt fur !Ugh
school use, 'the f011owing specific,itions should there-fOre be-

Considered as nunimuni re'yu iremen Is, The flute should have:
A nickel or German silver body with silver plating;.
Ribbed construction;
Rolled:or beveled tone hot
Stainless steelor more recently, iylonscrews
rods;
Phosphorous brmze springs;

2 13



Drawn tone bole s kets;
-`, Bladder pads;-

Forged-keys;
A closed Gg key;
Keys and/oryings of' even height; ard
A seawless body construction.

Ih ;Addition: if the piccolo has ;I sliAbt brolidening in the bore,-
it' will produce a mellower tone- with greater .blending power
aim) if the hove is Strictl;

, nufacturers list a number of options I r- the flute, some
,hich are detailed here:
Alow B kev

This is recommended cc! students
'fessional musickins becaust it increases the ninge of
the instrument', gives extra resonailce to the lower re-
gister, and adds resistance.

An open hole or French mode
The opvn hole or French model oilers improved into-

nation and response, has been used suceesslidly with be-
ginners, and encourages correct hand position from the
start. ,An inset or in-line G key, another wise option, is
mailable without charge on this model. The manufactul'-
ers also titipply plugs that cim be used temporarily at the
discretion a the teacher, hut most students adjnst so
quickly to tlw open 1-ioles dun there is little need fOr
plugs, (A mirror is a valuable aid in developing correct
finger positioni
A sterling silver head joint

Solid silver produces a richer, more Colorful tone; but
it is .also more expensive. This option should be carefUlly

ablated it) terms of comparative responsiveness and
cost.

Regardless of ik particular qoalities howeVer, a flute o
piccolo should always be tried bv an accomplished flutist,
possible, andin the ease of secondhand instruments
further ii1ic1 hy a COMpetent- iufiithiñ, before thcc pur-
chase is made.'

Once a suitable instrunjent has been purchased, it should
be maintained in proper wolking condition. The flute,or pic-
colo should be enclosed in its own case whenever it is not in
use. In _order-to prevent the case ,from opening and/or being
dropped!, it should be loeked and carried by the handle, ir it
doesn't have a handle, the case should be placed In' a simple
outer covering that has one. Canvas covers complete with

-1 4



-handles ind made to fit over plain cases are 'readily available,
and well worth the price.

In assembling and disassembling the instruMent; each sec-
tion should he gripped 'ahoilt the neckau:J:1T an 'the Iwys, or
rodsand given a gentle twist,-'keeping the joints free of
'stkky grime will facilitate the process and further protect die
instrument from harm.: fn addition, the interior of the flute or
piccolo should he thoroughly swabbed alter each playing to
keep the surfaces clean and to -maintain responsiveness. A
flute can .be swzibbed with it strip of nonlinting cloth or
chamois 'whieh has been threzided through the eye or a clean-
ing 'rod-and then wt-apped around its length to prevent any
scratching of the metal surfaces. A piccolo should be treated
in the same way, using a snnill strip of thin, nonlinting,mate-
rial attached to a rod specificzdly designed for swabbing pie-
colos, Occasionally, km annoying,lmbble will form under_the B
key; but the moisture can usually he absorbed with a piece of
fine paper or .thin cotton tow ! trig. If it becomes nceessaly to
emove the,cork in the hea5 joint, the cap should ube ny-

ewed and the _cork removed from the body end because of
the parabolic shape 4)1 the joint. ',I

It is hest to wipe the outer surface of the instrument with a
soft, untreated elofh and leave the use of silver polish and
jmilar cleaning agents to experienced repairmen. Any stieki-

'! ness on the pads can usually be removed by drawing a piece
' of fine paper or a thin, damp cloth between the depressed

key and the .pad: lint staiborn cases may require alcolMI or
lighter fluid -as a solvent. It is imperative that both joints be
kept free of grit and dust. Cork grease is designed for use on

_the corked joints of wooden piccolos and is not recommended
for.metal joint's, although it can be helpful in easing a bad fit
until a repairman can-make the necessary adjustments. joint

- protector caps are sometimes zivailablehut these were origi-
nally intended to protect the case (from grease annual the
joints) rather than the instntment, and are no longer provided,
hy some manufacturers. Periodically, the itistroment will re-
quire oiling: birt because too mlich oil catdots dust and umins
the actiOn, the following catitions should be observed:

Hold the instrument in a vertical position.
Place a minnte drop of oil at the hinge of each key.
Carefully remove any excess oil.

Minor maladjustments can usually be repaired th the
small tools in a jewelry repair kit._ The screws which gin erw



the height'and sealing of the kivs can lie adjusted with a
ieweier.5 sCrewdrivvr and, if' nec ssurV. held iii III lit bY
drop of clear nail polish., (Nyli'm screws appear to be less af-
fected. lw the y..tra..ons produced:when the instrument is-
played.) Finttllv, as the eork- tabs and 'levers inevit.tbly wettr
thin . they can be ti Qsted temporarily In, building them up
ugain with strips of nasking tape, SCotch tape, or gnmmed
'envelope stickers...,

TUNING ,PROCEDURES
Before the student attonwts tO tunu a ,ilute Or a piccolo,

s/he should warm the instrument to Playing telnpeniture
4 either by phiviog it or 1;)Y liluss lug iii fln'Ough it on I sili. itt c'

fingering. Tuning .idinstments itre made. by ptisliing, or ptilling
head j(iint' in Or mit Of thc bOdV. 136210_1Se, it its ShOrtvSt

Ligtli 114 flute..will play slightly above-the a' 440 cps, it is

advisable to extend it about 1/8" to a ';:1-12st'" position and then
begin the tuning- process. \Viten the head joint is pulled ,
slightly,' the instrument tends to lw in better tune with itself; -

and the cg2 is flattened and improved ,in resonance.
If the instrument respmds poorly, if the octaves; - ottt

of time, ihe position or the cork in the head joint should_ be
checked, Measure 17 mm. on the handle of a cleaning rod for
flutes (or 9 to 10 mm. on the handle of a cleaning rod for pic-
colos), mark the spot, and :insert the rcid into the bpre until
the end toudies the.,cork. In propey adjustment, OW Mark Will
appear -in ttle center of the, blow hole. If the instrument is not
adjusted properly', loosen the cap and move the cork untjl the
distance-between it and the center of the blow hole is 'con-
sonant with themark on the clettning rod.

A Bute, shonld be tuned to either A or IVrt in the lbwer two
oct.:Wes., .tnikthe fifths in between. To ayoid the student's
'lipping" the instrument into tnne# lrave him/ber approach
the tuning 'note by moving np and down theseale.-Once the
Nu, is generally irCtunc, tninor adjustments can be made by :

altering:
The shape and size of the opening between the lips,
The direction oldie air column, and/or
The:velocity and volume of the' alP suppIN

but 'the'.changes must .be related to the r gister and the
dynamic level being played,

One hr more- of these alterations can also lw used to correct
the tiberrant pitch temlencies of specific notes on the inStrti-



A discussion of- these totes, with an accompanying
.chart, can be found in Frederia WilkMs' The Fhitisfs Guiide
(see brief annotation in the Selected Respuree Nlitteri.als list-,
mg at the end of this chapter). Changing the direction of the
.air Column can help to aye anOther problem as well. Begin-
ning flutists often pltly sharp in forte passages and flat at the
piano level. However, by dropping the lower jaw and blowing
more into the bottom of the embouchure hole, the student
can correct the sharpness of his/her tone, and acthe opposite ,
tivity will avoid flatness.

9

H. Method Criteria
,

According to many professionals, the young flutist s chief
. difficulty -is inadequate breath support:- and this, in turn,,
'-,Causes a number of 'problems with tone quality, intonation,'
and phrasing. For .this reason, one of the most important
items to consider in selecting a, method hook is the inclusioni i - 'of us'eful material on the mechanics of erect breathing Mid

I posture, acCurate phrasibg, and related detairs. lu itldition,
the ideal text for individualized group-instruction shonld have:

i A simple, uncluttered format with Strong appezd for
..4.,students!

Accurate and comprehensive fingering charts, photo
graphs and diagrams of such Ifindamentals as plavii
sition, and otter\ visual Materials
A suitable balance between high quality solos and etudes;
Clearly presented scales and arpeggios:
Ample material fbr ensenzble playing;
Regular and efkctive reinfiu-cenwnt in such iircas zis fun-
damentals, spevial fingerings, and the lichievernent of- good' tone; and ,

Occasional reminders of the virtues of consistent practice
t, ith an analytical approach.

Becat se few . method hooks are entirely appropriate for
given student/teacher combination, it will be necessary to
supplement almost any choice with other texts, professional
resources, teacher-devisrd materials, ,ind oral directions.
Self-teaching manuals are espechilly- valuable in this respect,
'because they provide 'continual reinforcement of" new
rhythms, fingerings, etc., through a variety of" nmsical exant-
pies.

1nStructional materials for adianced levels of study should :
include a finrly estensiv exposure to the standard nute reper--
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joir . Accordingly, the materials should coutam representative
selec ions from the major types and periods of coniposition
including solos, ensembles; and orchestral excerpts

III. Teaching and Learning
BEGINNING LEVEL

A stndeni's chances for suce_ess in plwing a musicil instru-
ment are closely related to his or her werk habits, scholastic
ability, interest .n music, aptitude for it, and to some extent,
whatever experience s/he 'may have had with preband instru-
ments. Performance on a fhtte or piccolo can also he afleeted_,
by such physical characteristics as buck teeth, a protruding
law, a teardrop Air "Cupid's `how7 formation of the upper lip,
and wiinkled or severely and requently chapped lips. In gen-
eral, students with one or jfiiore of these characteristics will
probably Choose another itjltuui ineiit ,-but if ti W. really wLint to

r play the Bute and if they ereiye proper. instruction, there is
no reason why these plislcal conditions should prevent them
from playing well.

It is wise to have idents begin their lessons with the head
joint alone, loarnin to blow wit) tongue in two registers.
Four notes are pos ibletwo with the end hole covered; and

. two with it open nd nmre can Jie prodneod by partially
cos 'ering the hol ss itli L or by sliding it fIiigt m iii and
ont of it. When student cat) satislactorily_produce tones on
the head join he will be ready to work w_ith the complete
nstrument .

roblems in later years are oftenllie re:,:ult -of
awkward p avimig positions established during the first year.
From the ry beginning, theil, the student should work to-
ward a 11 -grip which is natural and well balaneed,between
conutet itO uts. If s/he, places his/her thumb approximately
under her firs and second fingers, the fingers will curve
nattirl1v to touch the ceitter of the keys. Contact between the
base .4 the right index finger and the key rods should- be
avoi ed, Proper positioning of the flute' joints wtll also pro-
mo C i correct grip, :ind this can be accomplished lw Idigning
bo h the embottehore hole 'and the key rods of fhe foot joint
wth the center of the body keys.

In addition, b&gitinzing flutists will have a greater chance for
.

success if their music stands_ are placed tat eye level; if they
flave folding stands fin- practicing at home; and if there. is



''-eripugh spaot in e seatin
th'eir flutes w_thout interfering
ments.

-Fingering

During the first year of study, special attention shoilid
i/en to such recorrent problems in fingering as:-

f#L-,and f#2--.--which should be played with, the thi
finger.of the right hand, not the second;
bbi and hb2---which should be, learned as a 1-and-i fin,
going; and
cP and ck)----Which are often played with first octave, fin-

, gerings.(left index anger down), a situatibn that can he
avoided by lifting the left indev finger in each case.

enable them to extend
ither players or instru-

* This might be taught later as an alternate lingering pat-
when bb is not preceded tw ftl3, h,or b

Additionally, the student should:
Guard against the habit Of using second octave fingerings
played 'as harmonics in place of true third octave finger-
ing's;
Prevent poor quality and intonation...on the f$P brrele..-
ing the left thumb 611 key; and
fiernember to debresS the Eb kev with the i de finger of
the right hand for e , -, and f41especially when ihev' 'I

are preceded by c', c#1, or W.



A taped some other simple outline drawi on the of-
fending fl er in the instances delcribed above can serve'as
an effective ual reminder.

Beeath Coritrol
t.

Beginning flutists often fin d it difficult to sustain phrases of,
reasonable length, -either because they inhale through the
nose rather thaw the mouth or beeause they use a lip opening
that is too large Explaining that air can be,inhaled mpre effi-.
ciently through the anouth and using the analogy of a water
faucet' to convince the student that the airstream must be nal--
rovied to avoid --draining- the lungs before the phrase...ends
could be helpftif in solving the. problem. In addition, the
teacher might _help (Abe 'student fo'develop more efficient
breathing patterns dirotigb specific ewrcises 'designed to in--
crease his/her: \

Knowledge.of forced expiration oliime and wa ys to in-
crease it;
Ability to check, his/het own forced expiration volume; .

Kinesthetic avi,arttiess of the difference between breath-
ing with the ugpel- portion of the lungs :alono'und breath-
ing With the low6r lung areas ag well:
Ability to expand and contract the lower portion of the
lungs durink inctialation and exhalatimi;

.
Kinesthetic awareness of-the 'proper moveme the
lungs and abdomen in diaphragthatic breathing,
Ability to breathe diaphragmatically;
Ability to prolong and contrdl expiration; and'
Ability to apply tnore efficient 'breathing patterns 0.,play-
Mg the flute. -"c4

Articulation
Another, difficulty for ,beginning flutiSts is the use qf the

tongue. As indicated :above, the,throat and the mouth cavity
are much like a water pipe with the lips for an opening- and,'
the tongue for a. valve. Accordingly; the proySer placement of
th c! tip of the tongue is just behind the upper front teeth at
the, gumline. To preseive tonal cofttintaity in articulated pas-
ages, the player must supply. a continuous stream of air by

lettingr1/2pressure build behind the, tongue and theta releasing jt
slowly (or quieklY, when appropriate) by draWing:the tongue
back. As it becornes 'necessary to produce longer. Well
connecte0- phrases, students should bet encouraged to ptish
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the a r ahead of theiKingcrs down the length of the flute or
§pin the air through the instrument. Verhal descriptions or
this type might help them to grasp the concept of aggressive
projection of tone, and therefore prevent such habits as:

Tonguing between the lips (except N.vheri needed lot i
rare, sharp attack) and
Constricting the throat or closing the glottis.

The syllable tali is normally -used for articulation; hut d
or ;lah has a softer sound and is preferable for beginning les-
sons. It virtually elimin'ates -hard, explosive attacks; produces
stnoother legato_effects; ;md lends itself tosfast virtuoso articti-

, lations in laterstudies, because the speed of the notes gives
,the impression of staceatO while the softness of the syllable re-
/tains most of the tone. For_ slower staccato_pAissages, tali or_
any other open-vowgled sound will be sufficient. Only riirely
should a tongue-stopped stitccato such as tald or daht be
used. For even when composers write staccato markings on a
score, they usually envision notes that start with.clean tongu-
ing and end in a sudden decay of tone, and these effects are
best produced by simultaneously pushing the diaphragm and
releasing the tongue.

Tone. Quality
Helping students- to tehiev e I good quality of tope wit))

their flutes or piccolos is one of the feiicher's ITUIJ r
concernsfor if the -tone is underdeveloped, the notes v. ill be
out of tune, the third-octave will be sill-ill, and the first octave
will barely clear the podium.. Pgor tone, particularly if it is
localizecl in a range of noteS, may be ,caused by leaks in the
instrument. Since the problem often stems .frOm the right-
hand keyS, _it elm usui11 be_soked by making screw adjust-
ments which raise or lower connecting' keys. Replacing a few
of the pads may' also help; but complete repadding by a. coin-
petent repairman k generally a better- sohitionespecially

. when the pads are,made of plastic, because they tend to 'stick
with ',age and do not seal well In, this instance, complete ro-
placement with a bladder pad is the best alternative.

Tone qtnility- can be .improved in Other ways as Well. For
example, if the tone it small and flat 'in pitch, -the student
might turn the instrument out to uncover _more of the aper-
ture and increase his/her breath support. If the tone ic loud
and rough,.'s/ht is probably overblowing and should be able to
correct the situation by dropping the PAW a bit, and directing
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the airstream more deeply into'the flute. The .hrvittliv qual-
ity in tone can be lessened bv a ,earelid lOcus h it dapts to
each of the three J.egisters. Reducing the size of the em-
bouchure hole, tucking' the corners of the montb.between the,
teeth, and 'pulling the upper lip down will add inore edge to
the low register. The sound of leaking air, a less frequent
symptom of this characteristic, should be eliminated experi-
mentally' by having the student watch. his/her-airstream in a
mirror as s/he:

Raises and lowers the end of th_, flute;
Turns the instrument slightly iiiward ;
Places the embouchnre plate higher iincl then lower on
thebottom lip; and
Moves the Mite a Ii to the left.

If the student has it Clip1( S tHiss-, Or if his/her upper !fp points
down a little in the middle, s/he hot.ild either slide.or rotate
the flute to the left in order to take advantage of the- natural,
curve of his/her mouth.

Alusicianship
Of equal importance to lei t-ring the technical aspects of_

playing the instrionent is the dif,velopment,of musicality, To-
ward this end, students should he exposed to lime, literature
during tkir VcI"V first year of studs- through simple melodies
Intd folk Tunes, elisy .solos with ipiimo .accompliniment, and en-
sembles..The ensemble ,materJial, in 'particular. will provide
them. with real proof of .the crucial interdependence of'
rhythms and of the critical imiportance of tuning and accurate
intonation.

\Vithin the first year. students should learn how to tune
their flute s to m or a2 tor ordwstra and to bill or ,l)f.,2 fin' band.
They shon14 also leorn how to read key signatures and
accidentals and at the 'same time develop an understanding
of half and whole steps and their relation to major and minor
scales, .in iiddition, they shonld grasp the concept of beat and
understand the relationships of downbeats and upbeats to

'common rhythmic patterns. Since these principles are closely
related to.note values, rhythm, meter, and meter signatures,

should be developed concurrently in, each student's
overall learning plim.

Front the very beginning of their lessons in flute stucknts
should form the habit of 'practicing daily with hill attention to
the task at hand awl an intelligent approach to troubleshoot-



ing in technically difficult parts. In other words, they should
think while doing; and .the results will gradually make them'
aWare that hard work pays, if that work/is done with consis-
tency and 'care. They should note and *follow all directional

,signs, And they will need to "tnne in,- irialiti6ally,7:0,11 their
own playing. -In this ,electronic age, tapes and iceor'ds can
provide excellent 'opportunities to antilyze both student and
professional performances for musicality, rhythnis, pitches, in-

, tonation, and tone quality,
Most method bOoks inchide examples of simple Musical

forms- snch as binary forms; ternary forms:, rounds, theme,
and-variation forms, etc.' Since musical style generally appe4ils
to youngflutists, the teacher can easily clisctiss mood.and the,
effects of.tempo, dynamics, mid articulation upon it, And if
the discussions, are 'reinforced by the students' attempts to
render the' cbmposer7s wishes as accnrately'as possible, even
in early practice sessions, they will soon develop, a firsthand
knowledge of the effects orthese elements on the expressive
nature of the mlisic. Beyond _this, the students' natural -intel-
lectual curiosity should stimulate' questions and additional ac-
tivities through which they can learn _more about the rniusic,
the composers, and the '4t of playing the flute,

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Fingering

Alternate finge-rn g patterns can be very effective in helping
students at the intermediate level to meet the demands of

nsistcncy and increased fiicility. Used with discretion, the
second trill key can be a helpfid addition to the e2 fingering,
particularly at exposed piano dynamic levels. Adding the fin-
gers of the right hand and the third finger of the left hand to
the -cg 2 will lower the pitch and give it resonance, but stu-
dents who have difficulty, with this pattern will find that
nearly the same results c:in ,he achieved with the,right hand
alone. Using the second finger of- the right hand, rather than
the third, will m:ike the fIP and the f112 nuire accessible when
they are preceded or followed by7,,e in rapid passiiges. ni-
larly, the double-thumb B b can he helpful in gaining
in flat keys, although this fOrm is awkward chjrcin-ritica.
auxiliary 13b key played with the side of the right index,
is useful in chromatics and in,such combinations as b 4°,

to g. It is light in action, and less denuinding of perfect'co
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dination. But fluti-sts iii search of-ever-easier
,be reminded that, for :decurate intonatiov,

are generally reserved for trills .

Articulation

During their second or (111141 year, tilents tan be
duced to compoun(l tonguing. Because s )(led prO;duces
a staccato effect in double or'Jriple tong Rig, tit Short notes
iii faSt passages must 'be played Iee.iti, l d -sptiftering-Aiirwl
will -ult. Th effect can further be ay idedliv pniet g a
relaxe dub-gull or dull-oh-dull slowly !nci at lull tOne,,I.vith
care it chieve an equal definition of:the (1 and the .g..
increases in speed can be governed through the use oil met-

n en s shOpld

ronome.
In order to coOrdinate the adjustment of the emboliiihure'tn

changing notes and registers, students may 'need specialt.rattert-
don with rewircl to slurring.. All too often fltitistS-Iire,4 .the

stream, rather than blowing between and th-rough the,
notes.

.Vibrato

Since the production of vibrato invol _,... the proper Use
muscles in the diaphragm an_ in the:throat, students whO
master- the technique generally improve 'their tone. They .also
develop tReir ability to play controlled crescendos, decreseen-
dos, trict'accents by using the.clialihnagm-to' pump gusts of air
throtigh the throitt in a huffing milliner. For this reason, in-
termediate students should receive the groundwork for vi,
brato whenever their basic tone iS secure.

Exactly how vibrato -should be learned is 'still a 'matter of
discussion among competent flute instruCtors, the chiefeon-
cern being the avoidance -of either, of two resultsa fast,
nervOus, -nannygoat- souod or a slow, labored vibrato. Ac-
cordingly, the Itudent must come to understand dud vibrato
evolves from a-straight tone to a periodic iluctuatiOn of pitch
and volume that produces the charactovis le,sound from which
the term vibrato is derived. In order .t -r,l)uild a mature vi-
brato with six or seven regular, fluctuations per .second, s/he
mightbegi.n by using the dniphmigm to jLiroduce- two pr three
slow, powerful pulses of air-per second- with wide vkiriances
of pitch, and voluMe. The stndent should then develop the
.ability to prodtke pulsations with the Muscles of the throat.

4i
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This might be accomplished by coughing into the instrument
at regular speeds -of four, five, or six 'times per second

ut Moving the diaphragm. The result will l i series.of
brief, choppy sounds in 111 abrupt on-anik-off pattern. Done
properly, _the movements will soon seem natural; the speeds'
will iner_easet? and the student will griiduldly'combine the twv

-- types of pulation until the yesulting sourid is a mature vi-
, brato. At some point in his/ber karning-lietivity, tlrg- student

should he encouraged- to experiment with the tedmique in
easy, lyric sol6s at two, thvee, or four pulses per f-beat note.

Sour teachers have found that a whistling or singing ap-
proach of laud/soils on tied notes is useful in helping shudents
to grasp the concept; and live and/or recorded examples of
fully developed vibratd pwduced by the teacher, bv. fellow
student, or hy prokssional perforiners,can be ven' effective
either lu and of themselves or in comparison with the
learner's own oftempts.

Tow ()Ii alit !f-

ile intelligent application of some basic principles of tone
production to,the position and fee/ of the instrument should
enable .sludents to avoid many of.the pitfalls of note-playing.
F:or example, the flute should. seem to hang from the player's
lower lip; lOr if there is too much pressure Oti the lip, there
will be a consistent lack of flexibility among tlw registers. In
addition, end) of tbeIhree octaves has a special embouchure
position and VI:

Above i the corner if the mooth should puSh.fOrward
to form m Miln11,- flat. oval aperture which intensifies the
air column arid directs it dpwn toward the opposite edge
of the tone hole. ,
In the middle register, an open: relaxed throat in a simu-
lated vawn Or all will provide the necessary resonance
and enlarge the lip opening a
Below c2, the corners of the moilith shookh be stretched
and the upper lip pilled down to lOrin a wider, slitlike
opening which directs the airstream almost horizontally
aerossl the tone hole, thus creating -edge- and carrying
power in the weak upper partials.

IF,the student wears orthodontic correetkv braces. s/lw will
. , 9 , ,eocounter special prriblems won me mite. C:ot be les-

sened by relievimg, the press'nre of the instrumeot agftinst the
lower lip zincl attenipting to control the tone witli the upper
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lift and the corners, of the mouth. The sensation will b, like
pointing" thelips, to play. In inty event, students will 1)-; nera

. most from learning how to poditet+ithe best'. times with !then-
instrument ..through their- own' experiments in handling it ,

a Suggestions, for rjoping with this ,problem are included, in ,Or-,
Modotitio§ and Wiwi in8trtinwnt Perfininance, an NIENCpub-

.1ication`described in the Generat Resource Listing on p. 148.
Ascending slurs, to'03-andsfg3 al-, tc:frequent souvce :olifrus-

lration, These notes speak more easily if they are prayed with
an open throta eas in singing (Itch ) and a ...tider opening of, the\
jaw. Pritctice in harrnoincs is tt. useful remedy, an examples
irer avail,dble in many teadling texts,'Init inveigh)" bugle c:,ills

us

dl

much more Inn, and the activity provides a bonus ilil----skill
development as well,

Musicianship
As 'the students encounter music which demands g_ Itt'r,

degrees of finger facilit., tlwy will need speeizil help in orcier
to improve both clexteritv and speed without dissipating the
quality of tone throtig,h -an oycrconcentnition -l'ill the fingers.
The Metrononic,is a nseful aid in controlling the development
of speed. It can he set at tempos which are compatible with
the student's level of itchievement. 1.ind then reset for ilister
speds in small, and iniform gradations, or it can he Se,t to
click in subdivided,tempos, such as -IA time converted to 8/8.
Thus, with the ti_;_iCliel:S miremitting (_.tre ;:tbout thc (itiality Or

' tone t,he sttakmts call use the metronome to establish their
Own goals, to measure their own progress, and to motivate
their own acti itv. Ilwre .,ire other ways of improving.(lexter-
ity zinc! spe,d. Those include clhinging ticeents, cluinging
rhythms ilotted to even or -ice versa), and pra.ctieing
Inwkwardsa icchnigili which works especially wll with 3:s-
cvnding scales or passags in the third octave. It is done by
I Awing the last two notes of a passage, then the last three.,
the last hair, etc., until all the notes have been played in that
manner. ,

Bee:tuse of teclinic%il problems ;.tral scheduling, the students
fir-st eNposure to ensemble work is often limited to pl).iying
with groups of fellow ihnists. In stihse(pient velirs, however,
they should gain experience with mixed woodwind ensembles
iral i.epreselititive solos from the importlint perimls of musical
composition, yortimately, there is a great deal of appropriate
literatiire from which to choose. .



At the intermediate_ leve , _the students should understand
'd be able to.appy the following elements of music:

'Major, minor, an&modat scales and arpeggios;
Chromatic scales encompassing the entire practical range ;
and .

The 18th-century triad., system.
They should also he ready for less common meters and more
sophisticated rhythmic concepts, such as 3-against-2 and intri--
cate beat subdivisions The application of voice-leading as it
affects the Use of the sharp or flat accidentals, the recognition
and application of double flats and double shaips, and the sig-
nificance of dynamic contrasts* are allpertinent at this time.
Finally, the students should become familiar with the chief
forms of Classical music (sonata-allegro, concerto, symphony,
etc.) and have some degree of appreciation'for the use of vi-
brato, tempo, articulation, and ornament in the interpretation
of four major styles: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Mod-
ei-n.

At some point in their work, the students should be ex-
posed to other flutes, ** both ancient:and modern, and to
similar or related instruments in the non- estern world.

ADVANCED LEVEL
In helping his or 'her students to become, accomplished

flutists', the instrumental music teacher will gradually change
.his/her role in the learning process from instructor to
catalystparticularly if s/he is not a flute specialist. In the
difficult but infinitely more valuable role of catalyst, s/he can

. assist -his/her advanced -level students by encouraging them;
by exposing them to high professional standards of tone and
musical style through- tapes and records; by helping them to
identify and secure additional resources (including human re-
sources aiid a variety of opp9rtunibes to perform), when and
where they are needed; and by maintaining quality control
through continued reinforcement of the ever-important fun-
damentals of flute technique and musicianship.

* Electronic visual aids make it possible for the student p lean
dynamic contrasts through individual and/or group activity.

** The II2-page, illustrated checklist of the Dayton C. Miller crAcction
is useful for this purpose. It is available without charge from the Music Di-
vision of the Library of Congress, Washin ton, D.C. 20540. Local relirnirces
should also -he utilized. 2



Tone Quality and lntonation
7 Advanced students exhibit periodic regressions in the guar-
fy ,of their playing, which usually means that they hgve for-

gotten to apply one or more of the following principles:
The lower hp ghould cover approiimately one-third of the
aperture in the first octave, and no more than half at high
extremes of range.
The-lower lip should be r011ed out over the aperture.
The corners of the mouth should be pulled down or in
between the teeth, with the jaw slightly open.
There should be little or no pressure of the flute against
the lower lip.
In the low register, the upper lip should be extended
downward to form a flat lip opening.
In the high register, the lips should be pointed out over
the aperture .to form a small, round opening which di-
rects the airstream down toward the opposite edge of the
hOle.
The lip opening should never be wider than the em-
bouchure aperture, and always centered above it.
The throat should be open and relaxed, in order to pro-
duce resonance from the head and chest (as in singin
with support from the diaphragM.
Air pressure should be steady in the low register and in-
creased in the high range.
The lip opening should vary 'in size according to changes
in volume, growing,smaller as the dynamic level lowers
but maintaining air support at all times.

Advanced level students are generally capable of learning
some of the-special techniques of virtuoso flutists. For exam-
ple, pianissimo, attacks in the high register can be facilitated
by starting the lone_ from the lips as puhso long as the
technique is applied judiciously. Flutter-tonguing, which is
scored in some 26th-century music, is another possibility. The
extveme control exhibited by accomplished performers on di-
minuendos which reach the ppp level can be achieved by
gradually slowing the vibrato to a complete stop before the
tone ceases. Findliy, the student can produce a dramatic
moreudo by ,pushing the foot 'end of the flute away from his/
her body as the tone diminisheS, a technique which also helps
to prevent the pitch from saggifig.

The special effects produced by professional performers
inevitably require a greater use of lung capacity, more effi-
cient breathing patterns,, and prolonged, carefully controlled
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Taking two quick breaths instead of one is an
od-of securing the amount of air neededIfor long

and 'there are other ways to develop forced expiration
For example, students might pretend that they are
unalLtornadoes.inside their flutes in the form of ed-

that parch:ice the tone. The airstream developed by
professional flutist blowing f3 at ardynamic level of fiff was

once clocked at,100 m.p.b, which is hurricane speed!

Musicianship

Advanced level tudents should expand their repertoires by
adding standard orchestra flute solos such. as Debussy's Ail
ternoon of a Faun, Br ms' Vaations, and Stravinsky's Thei
Rite of Spring. At the sa

ri
e time, they should become increas-

ingly aware Of musical ,form and develop a greater sophistica-
tion in their understanding of it; and their knowledge of
theory should include the hindamentals of serial music and

fatonality. .. .

Before their work at tle adVanced level has been com--
pleted, the students, will have become flutists in fact as well

, as in name. They will identify with noted performers
throughout the world and perceive their contributions in
terms of the unique coloration and timbre of the instruments
they play. They will begin to understand that perforniance is
one of the highest forms of communication; and_ when this
happens, they will fee) a sense of bailment in their ,own
playing, and the conscientious rendering OF the composer s
musical intent. They will seek opporttinities for solo, small
ensemble, and orchestral performance; and their personal li-.
brary of records, books., and-tapes-will- grow-as--their re
toires growin quality as well as in number.

IV. Selected Resource Materials
BOOKs AND PAMPHLETS
Bate, Philip. The a study of its history, development,

and construction. ew York. W. W Norton and Company,
Inc., 1969.

Berger, Melvin. The flute book. New York: Lothrop, ,Lee and
Shephard Company, 1973.

Written for young flutists, with appropriate vocabulary,
diagrams, and photographs. Contains pertinent information



on the_eare and assembly of the flute, acoustIcal principles
of tone production, Intriguing stories about fluteLmaking
and flutists of the past, and modern career opportunities.

Boehm, Theobald. The
technical, and artistic tspeets: 2d ed trans: by Dayton C.
Miller. New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1964. pa.

ConWns detailed material abou%, the instrument -arid how
it should be played, plus biogriiphical notes about-Boehm, a
list of his musical compositions, a short bibliogr:lphy, nd
rnore than 50 musical excerpts and illustrations.

Chapman, Frederick. Flute thhnique; 3d ed. New York: Ox-
, ford University Press, 1958. Order from Oxfotd UniverSity_

Press, Inc., 1600 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, New Jersey
07410.

e-playing in-acoustical,

Includes an extensive listing of' chamber msufor itute.
The Dayton C. Miller flute collection: a checklis the in-

struments, ed. by. Laura Gilham and William Lichten-
wanger: 1961. Available without charge from the Music Di-
vision of the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540.

Contains a complete and informative de:ieription df the
instruments collected by this famous physicist, including
specific antiQue flutes.

Delaney, Charles. Teacher's guhle _for du. flute. 1969.
-Me without-ebarge from the Selmer Division of- the Mag-
navox Company, P.O. Box 310, Elkhart, Indiana 46514.
40-page pamphlet.

Uses concise text, illustnitious, diagrams, and fingermg
charts to present technklues for playing the flute, Includes
a discussion of the production of vibrato and its ipplication

music, with exercises and mnsical examples that are
ricid )graph y-cmitains-rclpresalitathxiitexa_ture_ancl_

studies.'
DeLorenzo, Leonardo. My complete story the in-

strument, the performer, the music. New

the flute.
Educational materials 'on flute-playing and performance.

1971. A -olable witholit "charge from W. T, Armstrong
Compan Inc., 200 East Sycamore Street, Elkhart, Indian:a
46514.

Free pnphlets on iimster lessons by_ Cavally, alto flute

itadel
Press, 1951.

Contains memoirs of his life as a flutist, acher, and a
composer; short biographies of contemporary flutists and
perlbrmers in the past; and a brief discussion and history of

9
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e care rind maintenance, comprehensive trill
ute (Cava Ily), flute tonguing and articulation;on anct balance, 'vibrato, .fone production and res6-e picc6lo, and building a flute repertoire.

:avai able: The Flute: A tgollection of Educationalographs.
'bbon, Henry. 'The story of the flute, being a history ofthe flute and-everything conneetell with it, 1928. 'Availablefrom Finch Press Reprints, 337 East Huron Street, AnnArbor Michigan 108.

Contains a dis ssion of the historical aspects of the flute,

, 148
- 'and lists-of music written for the instrument.
Franz, Frederick. Metronome te-chniques. 1964. Availablefrom the 'Franz Manufacturing Company, Printers Lane,

South -Boulevard Business Park, New Haven, Connecticut
06519.

_Describes the uses of the metronome in establishing
tempos, developing ;kill in cross-rhythms, and teachingvibrato. Includes .a brief history of metronomes and manyhelpful suggestions for effec 'ye use in-practice.
oore, E. C. The flute book Kenosha, Wisconsin: Leblanc
Publications, Inc., 1962. (Th Leblanc educational series).

-. The flute and its daily routine. Kenbsha, Wisconsin:Leblanc Publications, Inc., 1962.
Musique pour flute. Paris, France: Alphonse Leduc, 1951.

Available without charge from M Baron CoMpany, P.O.
Box 149, Oyster Bast, New York 11771.

A-Small, hardcover thematic booklet which contains
singlersheet excerpts froih the repertoire of the National
Conservatory of Music in Paris. Includes information aboutthe flute, plus diagrams and illustrations.

_ Pellerite; James. A handbook of literature for the flu
Bloomington, Indiana: Zalo Publications, 1965.

A graded collection of flute methods, exercises, solos, and
eesemble literature which includes brief, descriptive com-ments with each selection and a bibliography. A valoable
sourceboolc for flute students and music educators.

A modern guide to fingerings for the flu
Bloomington, Indiana: Zalo Publications, 1964.

A complete and authoritative source of basic fingerings to
e4, trill fingerings, -harmonics, tremolos, and altered finger-
ings, Recommended for serious flutists and as an addition to
the school music library.
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noteoa of techniques for a flute recital.
gtdn, Indiana:-Zalo Publications,. 196Z.

A companion booklet to Coronet recording No. 1291,
es Pellerite Plays Flute. It contains a detailed discuslion,
Measure nitmher, of the peiformance practice and style
specific works by Schubert, Varese, Wilder, Rogers,

oechlin, Mauquet, and Boehrh. (See am-rotation on p. 26).
EFIwin. The art of flute playing. Evanston_ Illinois:

SuMmy-Birchard Company, 1970. 4The art of . . series .

' Written specificatiy as a guide for instrumental music
teachefs who are not flute specialists. Part I tleals with .the
basic principles of flute technique.and peaagogyineluding
embonchure, common' problems, and bread.' control. Part
II xleals with the problems of advanced studentsincluding
compound articulations, torie development, vibrato, style,
iind perforinance. Contains musical .examples, diagram,
and charts-in profusion.

Flute pedagogy and performance . Chicago: Estes
Music Publishing Company, 1955.

Flute pedagogy, part I.. Tampa, Florida: Presto Music
Service, 1955. Available from Derby Music Service; 5143
Busch Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33617. =

Bmic techniques of flute-playing clearly presented.
antz, Johann. On playing the flute. A complete translation,

with an introduction and notes by Edward R. Reilly. (Orig-
4nal title: Versuai einer Anweisung die note traversiere zu
spielen). London, England: Faber and Faber, 1966. Availa-
ble &dm the Free Press (Crowell, Collier and Macmillan,
Inc.), 866 Thii d Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

`CO-mains information-about flute technique and Baroque--
musical stylP perceived by 18th-century Quantz.
ockstro, Richard. A treatise on the flute; 2d ed. reprint.
London, England: Musica Rare, 1967 (c1928). 1st ed. 1889.
Available from Ruhank, Inc., 16215 NW. 15th Avenue,
Miami, Florida 33169.
/ A technical, detailed source of information about the con-

,

/struction, history; and'practice of thp flute for persons who
are particularly Interested in the evolution of the flute and
its acoustical properties. Part III deals with the art of
flute-playing; Part IV consists of biographical notes and crit-
ical notices about 60 eminent flutists between 1640 and
1868. Much of the material in Part IV was translated from
German and'Italian by Georgina M. Rockstro.
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1.11
her, The hist or of the Boehm ute; 2d ed.

n, England : Rmiall-Carte, Ltd. 1892 reprint. Availa-
from Pietro Derio Music Publications, 133 7th Avenue

South, New York, Newl York 10014.
eludes a hating of Boehm compositions fm: the flute
ly.

Frederick. The flutises guide. Elkhart, Indiana:
ley, ffic., 1963.

An LP record and text combination that treats all aspects
of modern flute performance, lists recordings of flute reper-
toire, and includes graded lists of flute literature. Recom-
mended for flute students, instrumental music teachers,
and as an addition to the school music library.

ETHODS
es, Henri. Complete methods of the flute, ed. by F.
Caratge. Paris, France: Alphonse Leduc, n.d., 2 vols. Dis-
tributed by M. Baron Company, P.O. Box 149, Oyster Bay,
New York sr1771.

Includes exercises plus a running commentary on the
basic principles of flute-playing.

'Brooke, Arthur. The Brooke method for flute ,,Cundy-
Bettoney, 1942. Bk. I, Bk. II, and a composite of the 2
vols. Distributed by Carl Fischer, Inc., 62 Cooper Square,
New York, New York 10003."

Includes a discussion of the techniques of flute-playing.
Flute packet. Levels. 1 and 2. ColUmbus, Ohio: Charles E.

Merrill Publishing Company, 1973. (Learning unlimited
band series, nos. 1224 and 1232).

Consists of -illustrated, colorful instruction books coordi-
nated with modern cassette teahing tapes- designed for
individualized or group instruction, accelerated learning, or

, remedial aid. Practice material includes -lively, popular
songs, many copyrighted and never before available in
other methods programs.-

Hotteterre, Jacques. Rudiments of the flute, recorder, and
oboe, trans. by Paul Marshall Douglass. (Original title:
Frincipq de la flute). New York: Dover Publications, Inc.,
1969. pa.

Includes elements of 18th-century ornamentation.
Kincaid, William (in collaboration with Claire Polin). The art

and practice of nzodern flute technique. 5 vols. New York:
MCA Music Company, 1967. 3 3



In addition ,to traditional method -material, the contents
.include a number of ensembks, su_pplementary discussions
and diagrams on the art ofnute-playing, clues to efficient
practice, and a. detailed analYsis of ornaments.

Lejeune, Harriet. Flutist's mnual. Evanston, Illinois:
Summy-Birchard Company, 1964.

Explains the 'basic principles of flute-playing, includes a
fingering and trill chart to 434, and uses musical excerpts to
correlate diseussions of alternate fingerings to the reper-
toire. Offers practical solutions to the omnipresept problem
of eflicient use of practice tinie.

Maquarre, Andre. Daily exercises Ole flu e. New York: G.
Schirmer, Inc., 1899.

Contains brief comments on practice techniques and
identifies pitfalls to be avoided.

Stokes, W. & R. A. Condon. Illustrated metlwd for flute ; 2d
ed. Distributed by Trio Associates, P.O. Box 2752, Culver
City, California 90230.

Presents 'the art of flute-playing methodically, scientifi-
cally, and comprehensibly through the resources of modern
photography, graphics, and technology. Information based
on recent research in the acoOstics of the flute, the physiol-

:,.ogy of flute-playing, and the authors' experience in teaching
:and performing. Includes systematic daily exercises in con--
temporary idioms with unique ideas on the application of
practice methods.

. Special effects for flute. 1970. Distributed by Trio As-
s4iciates , P.O. Box 2752, Culver City; California 90230.
)f"A'''Creative piesentation of the flute techniques demanded

composers of avant-garde and popular music in impro-
vised- style. Includes instructions I'M- producing key vibrato
lid quarter tone trills, hollow tones, whistle tones,
'nging-and-playing, and a mute for the flute.

FIE

ODICALS
orum. W. T. Armstrong Company, Inc., 200. East Sy-

camore Street, Elkhart, Indiana 46514. Robert Cavally,
editor. Published quarterly.

A compilation of pamphlets which deal with various as-
pects of flute-playing.
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FILMS ANDT yILMSTRIPS

An introductiOn to the flute. (2 color/sound filmstrips, with a
teacher's guide). Cat. No. 722. Warren Schloat Productions,
Pleasantville, New York 10570.

Flutist Harry Moskovitz explains the principles of sound
-oduction and fingering. Useful for beginning level stu-
ents, or as an introduction to the flute in general music or

instrumental music classes. .

The flute. (film). World Mirror-Realist- Productions, Ltd., in It
association with the EducatiOnal Foundation for Visual Aids,
Great Britain. Distributed by Bailey-Film Associates, 11559
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90025.
1966. 22 rain: sound. color. 16mm. (We make music
series).

Flutist Richard Adeney discusses the development of the
flute over a ten-century period, including how the charac-
teristic sound of this member of the woodwind family iS
produced, the g,radUal increase in the number of holes in
the, body, and how the use of keys ultimately made it pos-
sible to play a complete chromatic scale. Through examples
from the works of Schubert, Mozart, Gluck, and other in-
ternationally known composers, Mr. Adeney demonstrates -

the full-tange and color of the flute. Appropriate for junior/
senior high school, college,.and adult students.

- Flute and piccolo care. (filmstrip). Encyclopaedia Britannica
Educational Corporation, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611. 1966. 46 frames sound. color.
35mm. (Filmstrip series no. 11020, band instrument care).

Vivid closeups of each step emphasize the intricacies- of
caring for a flute or piccolo. Developed, by teachers, the
procedures are well within the capability Of students.

Flute-playinga study with Mark Thomas. (film). Mr. T.
Armstrong Company, Inc., 200 ast. Sycamore Street, Elk-
hart, Indiand 46514. 24 min. sound. color. 16mm.

Compiled from Mr. Thomas clinics and appropriate for
use with beginning, intermediate, and advanced level stu-
dents.

Set one. (4 color/sound filmstrips, with a teacher's guide).
Warren Schloat Productions, Inc., Pleasantville, New York
10570. Available only as a set.

In one of the four filmstrips, flutist Harry Moskovitz
exhibits his personal Collection of antique flutes and ances-
tors of the flute; describes the contributions of Theobald
Boehm; and demonstrates the five members of the modem



j'family Of flutes, the electrically amplified flute, and tuning
procedures. The other items in the set feature violinist
Michael Rabin, electronic music composer Morton Subot-
nick, and the Guarneri String Quartet.

RECORDINGS*
A Baroque recital. Coronet S 1305. James Pellerite, flutist,

With Wallace Hornibrook on the harpsichord.
Flute contest music. Lanier Records. Selmer Division of The

Magnavox -Company, Box 310, Elkhart, Indiana -46514. 3
vols. Charles Delaney, flutist.

The selections range from easy to difficult, and were cho-
sen for their musical and educational values. In each re-
cording, the music on side A was 'performed on a student
model-flute and the music on side B was performed on a
sterling silver artist model. Suggettions with regard to tbe
stylistic and technical aspects of performing each piece have
been included in the program notes on the record jackets.

The flute family. MRS za 396. Mark EduCational Recordings, -
Inc., 4249 Cameron Road, Buffalo,- New .York 14221. Harry
Moskovitz, flutist.

UnaccoMpanied flute solo's which demonstrate each
member of the flute fainily, including the bass flute and Ab
sopraniao. Note on the record jacket provide the student
with pertinent informatioj about each instrument and about
the music.

The flute in its showcase of styles olden Crest Series, BE
7023) and A flute recital (Golde est Series. RE 7010).

James Pellerite's A Notebook of Techniques for Recorded
Flute Recitals, Vol. H: -Performance Methods for Flutists-

companion book for these two records. Part I applies to
the repertoire on RE 7023, and Part H applies to RE 7010.
Detailed analysis of each composition includes such topics
as concepts of flute-playing, articulation, principles of
ensemble-playing, and general musicianship. Literature in-
eludes Poulenc s Sonata, Telemann's Suite in A minor,
Hue's Fantasie, and Mozart-Pellerite's Larghetto for Alto
Flute.' The text is programed for advanced levet stud,ents.

* The following items are representative of the types of recorded mateTial
that can be most useful for teachers and/or students. The selection is far
from complete. For a more comprehensive listing, consult the instrumental
music sections of such catalogs as the Seinuonn Artist Issue produced by W.
Schwann, loc., 137 Newbury Street. Boston, Massachusetts 02116_

25
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ute solos -with band. Coronet S 1724. James pellerite,
flutist, with the Indiana University Wind Ensemble.

Includes such popular selections as Chaminade's Concer-
tino and Kerman's Night Soliloquy.

Flutists' 'showcase. Crest LP 4020. Available from the Conn
Corporation, 1101 East Beardsley Street, Elkhart, Indiana
46514:

Solo and ensemble material performed by renowned
utists Blaisdell, Kart, Kemp, Moskovitz, Panitz, Pellerite,d Wilkins.

ames Pellerite plays flute. Coronet LP 1291.
In a -companion booklet (A Notebook of Teclmiques for aFlute RecitalVol. I, available from Zalo Publications, P.O.

Box 913, Bloomington, Indiana 47401), Mr. Pellerite dis-
cusses-the selections he plays.

Music for the flute. Columbia LP-ML 4339.- William Kincaid,
flutist.

Includes such contest pieces as Dutilleux`s Sonatine,
Coplet`s Reverie and Petite Valse, Marcello.s. Sonata in F,
SaintSaen's Mr de Ballet, and Hindemith's Sonata.

Music from the greats:' Solog for the flute ark' pima). Stereo
MMG 35851. Distributed .by Mark Educational Recordings,Inc., 4249 Cameron Road, Buffalo, New York 14221.
Robert Mols, flutist.

Recordings with a coordinated study guide designed to
enrich the intermediate level flutist's appreciation of musicthrough reading, listening, and performing-. Includes
medium easy to medium difficult solos from four great eras
in music, beginning with the Baroque. Appropriate for stu-
dents, teachers, music libraries, and multimedia learningcenters.

Music minus one. Available from 43 West 61st Street, New
York, New York 10023.

A series of udits consisting of printed solo flute parts plus
.LP recordings of a woodwind quintet minus flute, a bandminus flute, an orchestra minus flute, a string chamber
music group minus flute, and a piano accompaniment for
flute. Newer recordings in the set include a complete per-
formtince of the work(s) on one side, and the same perform-
ance minus the flute part on the other. Selections range
from beginning to advanced levels of difficulty.

Robert Willoughby, flutist. Coronet LP 1244-
Includes such Grade 5 and Grade 6 NYSSMA soks as the

Hindemith and Poulenc sonatas and Faure s Fantasie.



Sarah 'Baird Fousesolos. Coronet LP 1245._
Includes works by Piston, Quantz, and seott.

Twentieth century inusic for flute. MHS 906 sterep. Available
from the Musical Heritage Society, Inc., 1991 Broadway,-
New York, New Yoik 10023. jean-Pierre Hampal, flutist.

InclUdes sonatas by Prokofiev and Poulenc, plus
Debussy's Syrinx.



uction
R1CAL BACKGROUND

is; the soprano voice in a family of conically bored,
dion &reed orchestrO instruments. Historically, it evolved

OM the shalom and the cromorne (G. Krummhorn), two
..-_doubleTreed instrunients that 'were important between the

I3th-and 17th centnries. The Modern oboe is a direct de-
scendant of the, French hautbois (haut, meaning -hig,11- and
bois,'Meaning '`wood), which dates from the latter half of the
1600's. The hautbois had a 2-octave range from c1 to c3, in-
eluding all semitones. Despite the..'open tone holeS and the
unsophisticated skeletal keywork that were characteristic of
the period, 'the instrument cap readily be identified as -the
immediate predecessor of today's oboe: Refinements and prac-
tical impmvements durlrig the next 200 years resulted in an

`'eonservatory 'iystem oboe that has remained sub-
stantially unchanged in terms.of range, keywork, and general'

' appearance since 1860. Another modification, the covered-
:hide -plateau system,- is generally preferred by professional

players._ In its present form, the oboe has a pracficd range of
2% octaves from bb to P, .with great number of alternate
and trill fingerings:

The other inembers of the oboe family 'are the oboe
d'amore in A (alto), the English horn in F (tenor), the_
baritone,oboe in C, and th'e Heckelphone in C (bass). These
instruments are similar in appearance; but unlike the oboe, all

, have a bocal, or crook, and a pear-shaped bell.

SELEC11ON, CARE, AND REPAIR
The instrumen

At the present time, oboes, range in price and quality from
.$300 for the least sophisticated plastic modelS to more than
.$1,000 for the most elaborate French or American professional
models. In making a choice, it is therefore wise to engage the
help of a professional oboist who knows 'Where and how to .

select an instrument which is appropnate for the particular
needs of the student. Professional advice may reduce _the
number of technical ,problems that might arise as the instru-
ment is used. 3 9
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To some extent, the selection depends upon the grade level
of the still's:lent who will play -the instrument. For example,
standard models with a minimum nuMber of extra keys are
recommended for beginning ob6ists in elementary and junior
high s6hool flastie oboes of this type are -generally durable
and are acceptable di initial instrumentsif their intonation,
response, and tone quality have been approved by an expert.
Students in Eigh.school, however, should have wooden oboes
with optionaf keys. The F resonance Imd low 1317 keys are es,
sential, and the following keys are highly.desirable: the left F,
low B to C4 slur linkage, and the A i7 to Bl7 trill keys. The'.
antomatic octave key should be avoided, as it is chronically
unreliable and it-eliminates 'some good third octave fingerings
and harmonics. The plateau system or'closed hole model with
a semiautomatic octave key (standard'equipMent) is preferred.
In general, the best instruments -are made ''-by manufacturers
that specialize in oboes.

It is important for students to develop conscientious habits
in caring for their instruments. New ob4es require:pkticular
attention, especially with regard to cleaning and tempetre
changes. For example, the entire surface of the bore should
be thoroughly cleaned with a turkey feather or a cominercial
swab after each.playing,'-and wheneyer there is an accumula-
tion.of moisture. If a pwab is used, it is importantAhat it reach ,

the entire Surface of the corneal bore. The fiat adjuStments,_
pads, and'springs should,be. checked -at least once a year by
quabfied.,repairman, and More often-than that if the instru-
ment is sUbject to hai-d use. A wooden oboe should be kept at
as constant a temperature as possible because sudden changes
can crack the wood, particularly in the top joint. In addition,
a cold- instrument should he warmed front the outside, in
rj.ther 'than the reverse, as breathing warm air through the
bore may cause it to expand while the outside is still in a con-
tracted condition, thus increasing the likelihood cii cracking. If
the oboe does develop a 'crack, it should be pinned im-
mediately by an expert repairman in order to prevent the
crack- from becoming longer and deeper. If the crack goes
through a tone hole, an insert c.)- bushing must be installed
when the instrument is pinned or'a good seal will be impassi-
bre. The Orbeedure is fairly expensive, but it usually results in
the oboe playing as well as it did before. cracking. If the.local
instrument repairman is not an expert in oboe,. it is wise to
ask a professional oboist for a recommendation.

29
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Tbe Reed

The selection of a suitable reed is a priine consideration for
thestudent as well as the professional Oboist. There are three
main types from which to choose:

Long-scrape cane :reeds,
Shortscrape Cane reeds, and
Synthetic reeds.

The long-scrape reed (a reedthat has been scraped over most
of the length of the exposed cane) is the type used by most
AMerican oboists primarily because it iS quite flexible and can
produce 'the rich, smooth, and mellow tone that is presently
considered so desirable. Prdfessional performers are the best
source for this type of reed, since it is not readily aailable on
the market. Given specific information, they should be able to
suit a reed to ale student and have it made to the same high
standards they require for their own instruments. Most com-
mercial distributors sell short-scrape reeds, despite the' fact
that this style tends to hamper the free:flow of tone produc-,
don and is characteristically harsh, brittle, reedy, and even
metallic in sound. Synthetie reeds, which are made from
material other than :cane, are often sold with the claim that
one synthetic reed will outlast several cane reeds. The "claim
is justified, but the -value of it is greatly okweighed by the
high price and inherently poor tone quality of the reed. Snch
:reeds also fail to reSpond to normal adjustments by scraping.
-However, because of their more rugged construction, they are
sometimes desirable for. beginning students.

Some suppliers offer a miniature single-reed mouthpiece
built on an oboe reed tube. Due to its greatly reduced size in
comparison with the mouthpiece of a clarinet, its desirability
for doubling, or for helping a player to switch from one in-
strument to the other is questionable at best. These devices
are wisely avoided.

For reed adjustments, thii&ohoist should have a reed-
scraping knife, a chopping or Mt ing block (billot), i pbtque, a
piece of lishskin, and some clear nail polish. Among the major
problems and their probable solutions are the following:

A reed which is too open, too stiff, and therelbre hard to
play, can be iMproved by scraping the back of it on either
side of the spine. This will dose :the reed a bit, and gen-
eral scraping of the tip and of the thicker area behind the
tip will ease resistance as required.
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A reed which iti too'closed can usually be- played easily
enough,. but. 'often Sqffers from volume Innitations or dif-
ficu1ty in los.V register playing. Trimming about 1 mm
from the tip may help; orif this is not suflkient the
.reed.eari,bp opened i little More by gently pinching the
flat sides of the -tube At the winding-with A pair of pliers..
Inserting a mandrel into the tube before pMchingit with
pliers will prevent acCickntal crushing and also .help to
reshape the tube properly:

- A reed which-fails to produce a sound, although appear-.
ing to be intact and in proper adjustment, may give evi-
dence of air.leaking out between the blades. In this case,
a 11/2 x .4-inch piece of fishskin should be wrapped
.around the bottom of the cane portion of the reed, over-
lapping the winding. The whole' area -may be coated with
clear nail 'polish to insure permanent adherence to the
reed.

Visibly damaged reeds' and those VVhich-rio longer play be,
cause of age and wear should simply be replaeed. Depending
upon the nature and quality of the cane, most reeds- will sur-
ViVe at least 15 to 20 hours of playing. Frequently,.howeyer;

'debris will iiccumulate inside and the reed will fail to .re-..
spond. This matPrial _an usually' be removed with thin pipe
cleaner: stripped clean of lint and drawn through the reed-

in the bottom to the top.
Single-edge razor hlades are rwt recommended fOr scraping

reeds because they are awkward to manipulate and often pro-
duce Mutilated reeds and cut fingers. Scraping should be
done with a commercial reed knife, kept r:.-rzor sharp. The tips
may be chopped with a razor blade, hilt only as an ccononncal
alternative to a chopping knife, and never with the easily
darn:Aged edge of the scraping kinfe. \lore detailed infmma-
tion c iii he found in 'pr c nklt nid LciliA's The Art qf Oboe
Playing (see annotated reference on p. 47 of this publication).

TUNING PROCEDURES

The oboe may be tuned to -440 cps in a fairly simpk prOsff
cedure which involves pulling the reed out when the tone is
sharp, mid pushing it in when the tone is flat. If the pitch is
flat over the entire range when the reed is pushed in, the
reed tube liould be shortened by cutting about 2 min. from
the corked en& Trimming the tip is a common remedy for
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flatness; but unless .the reed is soft and unstable, (he trim-
ming process leaves it stiff and hard to play. Shortening the
tube is generally a better solution, because it only affects in-
tonation and leaves the reed free-blowing and intact. Consist-
ent sharpness results from performance Problems (e.g., con-
stricted breathing, pinching the reed) more often than- from
difficulties with the instrument or the reed, and steps taken to
correct these faults will also help in bringing down the pitch.
,If the problem does stem from the reed, scraping the heart
and.spine tends to lower the pitch.- The reed should "crow- at
an octave c2c3, a characteristic which can be used as a gen-
eral check on pitch. e,

ethod Criteria

The, primary concern in selecting instructional materials
should ,he the degree to which 'they illustrate real, practical
relevave to:

Anticipated instrumental requirements, and
The developuient of a true sense of musical self-
awareness in the students.

In music, each instrument plays a unique role which em-
braces many concepts and skills._ The learning materials
should therefore provide appropriate tools for developing the
students' physical ability to play the oboe, while stimulating
within them an active awareness of the rewards and respon
sibilities of being a musician. Accordingly, methods for %teach-
ing oboe should deal effectively with overall musicianship, lyr-
ical and tonal aspects, and technical development. In addi-
tion, both the materials and the approach should have suffi-
cient appeal for the students to maintain their interest and en-
thusiasm.

A useful method for oboe should include initial emphasis on
the rudiments of phying and continued stress on fundamen-
tals through-all levels of difficulty. Both the pattern and the
pace of instruction should be geared toward-helping students
to gain a firm foundation in each area of study before going on
to the next and then to reinfbrce their newly acqUired skills
and understandings. In terms of content, the method should
provide sufficient information, examples, -and practice cxer-
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else& to enable students to identify and, solve characteristic
problems of the oboe. Since individual texts 'are rarely equip-
ped to meet all instructional requirements, it is useful to work
with several books, techniques, and resourcesincluding solo
and ensemble literatureat all stages of learning develop-
ment. It is important to remember that whether the learning
experience is an interesting and effective one or a seemingly
pointless exercise in drudgery is less dependent upon the
materials thari) upon the teacher who selects and interprets
them.

III. Teaching and Learning

BEGINNING LEVEL

It is desirable for beginning oboists to have, had prior musi-
cal training, although not necessarily with another woodwind
instrument. The inherent difficulties are more easily sur-
mounted by beginners if they can read music and have begun
to think musically. A year or two of experience with the
clarinet, the flute, or the saxophone is not always an advan-
tage; however; for despite the fact that one can finger notes
and support a tone on a woodwind instrument, the process of
adapting to another hand position, fingering system, em-
bouchure, and breathing pattern is troublesome at best and
can be detrimental to the development of basic skills in oboe:
This is particularly true in situations where the student con-
tinues to play his/her former instrument. However, if students
have a s4rong desirerto learn the oboe, either in addition to or
as a change from an earlier choice, it is advisable to let them
do so.

Early progress is often slow and sometimes discouraging for
yoUng oboists. For this reason, and because some beginners
tend to be le-ss careful with equipment, it is wise to postpone
instruction until the student's physical growth, coordination,
and patience are sufficiently de-veloped to make the experi-
ence both pleasurable and meaningful. In general, a student
who is "ready" can accomplish more in a given period of time
than one with.comparable potential who begins to work too
soon. Regardless of age, however, the student should be in
good health, particularly in terms of his/her respiratory and
circulatory condition. Fairly even upper teethare advanta-
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geous in-that they make it possible for the student to draw a
generous amount ofqjpper lip into the mouth and -around-the
reed. Large, irregularly spaced or protruding teeth can hamper
the development of an .effective embouchure, although ,a
number of performers have satisfactorily overcome conditions
that were more adverse than these. Braces on the teeth are
another type of hindrarice and, while they will not prevent
students.from playing the oboe, it, is often better to begin les-
sons.after the braces have been removed. This- topic is fully
explored in Orthodontics and Wind instrument Performance,
an MENC publication described in 'the General Resource
Listing on p. 148.

During the first yearof study, young oboists should develop
skills and understandings in three major 'areas: tone produc-
tion, effective use of embouchure, and fingering. For obvious
reasons, the first two items are always interrelated.

Tone Production and Embouchure

From the beginning, oboe students should work toward the
'ability to support a freely exhaled column of air, using the
diaphragm. Exercises specifically designed to develop efficient
breathing habits are efisential. These and practice niprodue-

'ing long tones in a/comfortable register and /at various
dynamic levels should be included in every learning session.
It will be easier for students to breathe deeply/if they stand
while they play. When sitting is required, as/ in ensembles,
they should sit tall, as though they were standing. 'Students
Should also begin to coordinate' the embouchure and dia-
phragm to help control the pitch, volume, and quality of the
tones they produce.

'Fingering

Learning to finger the oboe requires a simple, understand-
able chart. The.type showing a diagram of the oboe fbr each
note, with the appropriate keys and holes colored bhck, is
preferred. A correct, comfortable hand position should be de-
veloped, in which the fingers of the left hand are placed
lightly on the keys, with the`wrist tilted slightly toward the
body. This causes the fingers to cover the holes on the top
joint at a slight angle, rather than perpendicular, to the oboe.
The appropriate choice of octave keys or half-hole fingerings
shduld be required of the student at all times.
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Standard Use of Octave Keys an Finge ings
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No_ octave
k-e-ys- only

Thumb octave_key 2d octave key
(side) only(1st) only

. In addition, students 'should begin to grits{ the importance of.
.efficiency of movement, especially with .regard to fingering
-and -tonguing. The -fingers should never be more than 1/4 "
above the keys, their contact with Ahem always light and re-
laxed. The tongue should also be relaxed, and it should Move
as short a distance as possiblewhen tonguing- the reed.

intonation
Most notes on the oboe _are -capable of being dtered as

much as a thir .because of the particular characteristics of the
reed and embouchure. For this reason, beginning.level stn-
dents' -should develop a discriminating.. ear and the ability to
use breath and embouchure to cori:ect those intervals that are
out of tnne. Work on_ octaves and fifths is especially helpfid.
Rolling:the reed and lips inward over the teeth, with a Oght,
downward pressure_on the lower jaw, will raise the pitch. The
opposite actions will lower it.

Articulation -

Tonguing on the oboe tends to produce a crisper and more
brittle separation of notes than on other woodwind instru.
ments. As they study the_technique, beginning level oboists
should be made aware of this characteristic and ultimately
learn to tongue notes at maximum length (legato tonguing), at
minimum length (staccatissimo tonguing), and at all inter-
mediate lengths. Since oral conformations vary from one per-
son: to another, students will_ have less difficidty with the
process if they tonch the reed with the part _of the tongue
which seems most natural to them. In general, tonguing on,
the oboe is smoothest and roost easily accomplished .kith the
syllable doo, especially in the lower register; but in cases
which require short, crisp notes, the syllable too is more ef-
fective.- 4 6
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The universal benefits of scale work apply to beginning
oboists as well as to experienced players. Since beginners
often play in' a disconnected, choppy manner, it is advisable
to have them slur their scales until they can consistently play
a well.connected group of nniform notes. Major scales should
be played for two octaves wherever possible; but students
should be mad& aware, of the fact- that practice over an ex-
tended i'ange requiresspeCial attention to embouchure and
breathing in order to maintain good intonation, volume level,
and tone quality throughout the scale patterns. Students
should learn'to recognize simple phrases in music and adjust
their 'breathing patterns in -a rnanner consistent with the
phrasing requirements.

Tone Quality

At beginning levels of development, students should learn'
the basic principles of breathing and support. In particular,
they -Must come to realize that nearly all the physical energy
required for playing the oboe is produced by the muscles of
the diaphragm. The muscles activate a stream of air which
moves upward through a relaxed, open throat and out through
the mouth as effortlessly as if the player were vocalizing with
the syllable loo. The airstream ultimately vibrates the blades
of the reed and the sound is produced. For this reason, stu-
dentS must learn to support a steady column of air with the
diaphragm while using the muscles of the embouchure to-
maintain a constant, unwavering pitch and a pleasing quality

'of tone. The embouchure should be eircular in shape, with
the corners of the liPs drawn together, the jaws widely sepa
rated, and the lips drawn iii over the teeth in an inverted
pucker:or whistle. Students may develop a proper em-
bouehure more easily if they think of the lip and facial mus-
cles as exerting pressure inward toward the reed while the
teeth pull apart, away ii.orn the reed; ;Is when drinking a thick
Milkshake through a large straw.

It is advisable for beginners to practice long tones and
interval exercises on _the reed alone (without the oboe) until
they exhibit reasonable control over the device which actually
prodyees the sound. In this way, they will be better equipped
to make the. reed/embouchure adjustments _required for
smooth, in-tune playing. Low pitches, such as those in the=
first octave of the oboe, are best produced by playing on the
tip of the reed alone. For higher-notes, "r011ing-in" adjust-
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mentS. slu uld he made, with the fundmnental lov position as
-a -point of departure and:reference.

nship

Beginning level students -should become familiar with- key
signatures, with scale structures, .and with musical and
rhythmie notation in general. They should come to realize
the value of a slo w an d deliberate warmup before every prac-
tice session or perforinzince, both .as im aid in-toning the mils-
des tind as-ml opportunity 'fbr listening. And they must grasp.
the- importance of controlled rela_xation while playing.

stndents should begin to develop. a sense of dis-
criMination about their performance. -A_ sound criterion for
self-evalitiition is the student's OW11 concept of bettitY beauty
as s/he perceives it. The concept will change is the ,student
changes, with exposure and experience; lint being aware of
and striving to iiehievt- what s/he considers to he a beautifnl
tone, a beautiful phrase, or a. beautiful perfbrmance will estab-
,lish i liighl ii tistie yet flexible standard aginnst which s/he
can judge his/her .musical efforts. Eventually, tbe student will
come to realize that all elementary skills and achievements
are not, ends in themselves, but rather tools which can be
used fbe making music.

-Motivational experiences if-e piuticuliirly important at the
beginning level of instruction in, order to maintain interest
.and general progress. For this reason, students should be in-:
volved in ensemble playing as early as possible; they,shmild
have ample oPportunity to hear live and reciirded perfbrm-
ances at .their level of interest by serious pi-olessional in imsi
ci ins md they should listen critically to their own- perfiirm-

. ance; liotti on tape :And as they pkiy. ,Finidly, the students
should become aware of tbe necessity for conscientions prae-
Hee habits, and simukl observq a diligent practiee Ill

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

Tone Quality-

the intermediate level, students should produce a pleas-
ing quality _of tone most of the time. They should be able to
control the sound -at all dynamic levels and, in moiit cases,
sustain long tones c_.tsilv for extended periodS, klVerziging .30 to
45 seconds. With correct breithing ind effective MC of the
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embouchure,: the students endurance should improve and
fatigue become less and less a problem. Students should
feel comfortable when.playing on the reed alone, and should
have control over its pitch in interval exercises. If they are
nota,bly deficient in area's of pitch, xolume, or tone control,
particularly in slow passages, intense mirk on sustained lyrical
-tudes over a period of months will help. Many students are

clined to take more breaths than are needed, often at the
expense of the musical line. It is recommended that the
breathing habits of students who have difficulty in extended
legato playing be carefully observed.

Technical Facility

Intermediate level oboe students should be able to play all
Major scales and arpeggios in all forms of articulation over the
range of the instrument Minor scales should be studied as
well. In addition, the andents should be acquainted with
many of_the alternate fingerings on the oboe;and some of the .
special trill fingerings.

Preferred Third Octave Fingerin-gs

b

4 9

OCNUe kcy UM/ half-hole

Intonation

-Developing good intonation is a very important area of con-
centration. at this level of learning. Students should gain the
ability to hear pitch errors, .know how to correct them, and
.begin ro anticipate:those which are consistent-or chronic.
They- should be familiar enodgh with their own instruncients to
be able:to compensate, for possible built-in pitch iniweuraeies.
A good deal of duet playing is helpfnl at this gage in develop-
ing a sense of relative intonation with other players. In_ any
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case, students should be encouraged to concentrate on cen er-
ing the pitch of each tone they play.

Expressi

At the intermediate level, students should -le:arn some of
the tools of interpretive expression. They should begin to play
musical:phrases more cohesively, demonstrating an awareness
of the share of each phrase and the functidn-of its component
musical tones within the whole. In addition, their ability to
use dynamics as an expressive device should grow, and with it
a concurrent :realization of the need for vibrato in helping to
make the tone-sing. Vibrato is 'Most effective when it can

_function as an integral part of a flowing and-continuoure
umn olait ,stimulated by spontaneous, yet regulated activity
from the diaphragm.

More specifically, a satisfactiry vibraio in oboe pbying re-
sults:from an alternating increase and decrePe in the velocity
of the airStream, which causes a corretiponding risd and fall in
pitch and volume. This is accomplished by changing the
amount of diaphragm support in a rhythmical manner, while:
keeping all Uf the other factors (embouchure, throat, hands,
etc.) constant. The only deviation in pitch and volume should
result from alternating changes in the support of the dia-
phragm. Students shuld duplicate the characteristicS of Dia7
gram A, gradually increasing speed until the vibrato begins:to
become quasi-automatic and natural in sound, as indicated in
Diagmun B. If the vibrato seems erratic or artificial (as in Dia
gram C), it is well to have the students practice: more slowly
until the muscles ,of- the diaphragm become conditioned to
this sort of activity.

DIAGRAM A

TY 0 Above median pitch and volume

-s--CENTER or \PITCH

4ow median pitch and volume
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D __GRAM B

flowing, balanced pul

DIA RAM C

accented "machine-gun" effect

uneven effect
51
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tremolo effect

, The studentS' ability to read mnsic, esPecially, at .sight,
should improve. consickrably at the intermediate level.- It is

--important that they .see 'the ootes in large groups, a-nd begin
to identify pitterns and idioniatie passages. It is also impor-
tant that they farm the habit of reading-ahead while holding
notes of longer value. Studying complex rhythmic patterns
can be helpful in improving the execution of cOmmon
rtythmic figures.. that are eisily misread. More carefnl atten-
tion should be :giVen to staccato and legato playing. Efficient
tonguing is an obvious prerequisite for fluent articulation,
which requires complete 'control over all note lengths at all
-speeds. Sloppy passages can, be greatly improved by practic-
fn. the 'notes at varying speeds, for maximum and minimum
lengths' of time; and if the slurs are awkward, -they should be
drilled in various, repeated rhythmic -patterns .until they be-
come consistently smooth and even.

The Oboe Reed

At .some_ time during the intermediate level of instruction,
students should begin to make their own reeds. Sinee the
process requires a_ hi_gh degree of manual dexterity,_ the
teacher should be fairly_ confident that the students will he
able to make good use of both_ time and equipment before en-
gaging them in the highly skillcd-practiee of reedinnking. The
following diagram-should prove mein! iii ident4ing the vari-
ous parts of -the reed. _A reedmaking manual is 'advisable
unless the_ students can receive direct instruction from -a pro-
feSsional. oboist; In)irly e-ise, they should be expected.to nnike
the simpler reed adjustments described on pp. 30-32.
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MUsicianship

As the base of their listenrhg-exper , grows, students
should becorne familfai with a variety 'of musical farms and
styles. ,They Should also develop 'an understanding of eleMen-
tary music theory; relate it to their instrumental playing and
begin to speak the language of musicians as.they learn ta read
,and use notation,.terminology, and symbols,

rtl addition to the structured study provided, by method
AaPrials,;interthediate level students should begiq to acquire
Some knoWledge of the repertoire of important 'Zoe litera-

- ture, If solo musie is a regular part of the learning program,
they will probably have played'a good deal of the less (Inc-
music by this time and will have had some 'valuable expe
ence in playing w ith piano accompannnent, The students
should now become hurriliar With ts many types of 'ensemble
literature as 1.1ossible, ,through playing as well as listeni4
Duet and woodwind quintet wink is especially helpful as a
suPpleMent ni regular playing in band and orehestrand it'

for.studentsJo methorize a solo or :a part of the
lessor', frori4 time to time, in preparatiow for performances
Y. are given-from memory. .

At the intermediate level, it .is likely thi4 enthusiastic stu-
dents will have begun to think of themselves, with some de-
gree of pride., as oboists. They will, be looking 'Ibr oppor-
tunities to play Their instruments° beyond the regular routine,
and should he ,encouraged to do so. Their musical experiences
to date should have;iroused a gennine curiosity about the
world of ruusie, preparing the thundation for:the development
'of inquisitive, resourceful musicians. They will soon become
aware- of the soloistrer naturerof the,Aoe, not only in terms of
the :literature, but also with regard to its unique role in the
orchestra: Ideally, their sense of musical, discrimination will
have began to produce a perfectionisman insistence that .
every musical passage be as totally satisfying:as they can make
it, both for listening and for playing.' The desire for excellence
Will manifest itself in activities such as reedMaking, which re-
quire,great patience and perseverance, and will ultimately be
coMe. the chief motivating force for personal progress. If Stu-
dents want to study the oboe privately, and can anrd the les,-
sons, they should be urged to do so.

Contact with other oboe players Itlso an imPortant means
of stimukition 'it this stage. 'Fleilthy c mpe tition among stu .
dents can provide,thotivational benef&tsumd a valuable oppor-



_

ty to observe 'each other's playing habits and styles. Un-
ss they take private- lesSons; student oboists will probably
ve little if any contact with professional performers. The

teacher should therefore arrange to have them meet, talk, and
,even_ work -with fine oboists as well as attend live perform-

,- awes of solo, orchestra, and chamber music. Such experi-
_ _

ences are not only highly motivational', bUt they can also pro-_
vide -the students with a point Of ieference for their -instru-
mental goals and enable them to increase their musical dis-

'crimination:
_

As they mature, seriotis oboe students will begin to realize
that_they are responsible for their Own musical progress, and
with this realization will come a growing awareness of the
need for self-discipline.

ADVANCED LEVEL

At all levels of4nstruction. but particularly at the advanced
level, it -is important to remember that individual skills .are
functional components of total musical ability, not ends in
themselves. For this reason, it is advisable to group the
specific elements orbeginning arid interniediate level work,
into broad categories of musical, tealFri-era, and practical skill
developMent, and then extend these areas of study into ad-
i;ance'd levels, according to each player's needs.

Advanced level students should continue to expand and re-
fine their musical skills, especially in terms of interpretation,
tonal concept, intonation, and Overall control. They should
recbgnize many of the periods and styles exemplified in the
repertoire and be conscious of the composer`s intent and the
interpretive requirements of the music they are playing. They
should have consistent control over dynamics in all registers
and spend a good deal of time working on nuance, vibrato,
and levels of intensity. By this. time, their experiences with
the oboe have probably been suiTicient to lead to a well-

-developed Concept of tone production and qualtty that will ul-
timately produce a beautiful and expressive Aound capable of
=making a dyhamic statement of a musical idea"; as required. In
most students, discrimination for intonation improves gradu-
ally; b_ut advanced oboists will generally be in tune with
themselves and with the other players in ensemble if they

member to listen at all times and adjust when necessary,-ba



Orchestral repertoire is an appropriate addition to sOlo and
etude work at this level. With practice,' advanced oboe stu-
dents should be able to execute w.ith accuracy most of the
standm-d -solo and orchestral literature. They should also be
able to play all major and minor scales over the range of the
oboe in various articulated sixteenth-note patterns at a met-
ronome setting of 120. If they demonstrate a deficiency in
such areas as rhythmic recognition, tonguing, or Articulation,
they -should'begiven remedial work to correct the problem.
Some students exhibit a weakness in sight-reading and should
regularly be asked'to read a great deal of unfamiliar music at a
level of difficulty which does not require practice for correct
,execution. In most cases, the students have not learned to
read ahead. Once they have developed the habit of looking
severknotes beyond the place where they are pkying, They
will make fewer and fewer mistakes in reading and more dif-
ficult music can then be introduced,

,The areas of practical concern for advanced oboists are
Teedmaking and instrument adjustment. By this time, they
should have acquired enough information from experience and
have developed enough manual skill to be able to make usa-
ble reeds most of the_time. Few oboists, professional or
otherwise, are always satisfied with their reeds. Students are
not an .exeeption; but they should be encouraged to persist in
their effbrts td produce the elusive -good reed." Professional
helli is invaluable in this area.

With regard to the instrument, it may be necessary to make,
minor mechanical adjustments-at periodic intervals, or on oc-
casions when a qualified repairman is not available. Advanced
students .should understand the 'numerous, but simple ad-
justments on their instiliments, and be able to diagnose ad-
justment problems. Because of the troublesome nature of
sothe oboes, emergencies can occur at inopportune times and'
_advanced level students should be expected to handle such
situations adequately.

They should also possess a clear understanding of the con-
tinued importance of fundamentak to oboe playing at all
levels, and spend a good deal of time practicing basic
exercises both technical. And tonal. Their growing storehouse
of information should, encourage experimentation in all sig-
nificant areas of playing and in reedmaking. It Mould also
prove useful in' working with beginning,students, a reponsi-
bility that will help advanced level students to clarify their
own understanding of what they are doing and why.
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ent oboists should participate in as -mriy diverse musi-
ca -activities as their,time and interest will permit. Solo play-
ing in public is strongly recommended; and participation in
mixed wind and string chamber music is also desirable, as it
helps to develop musical perspective and versatility. In addi-
tion, advanced_students should expand their knowledge of
oboe literature of all types and styles by building on earlier
listening experiences, with some emphasis on contemporary "
music.

At this level of learning, student oboists will be motivated
primarily by a deire for excellence and by their own
achievementsparticularly those whieh have been recognized
and/or rewarded by people who are important to them. Their
sense of musical discrimination will have become increasingly
refined and should have led to the fqrmation of specific musi-
cal tastes. They will have become acquainted with other
oboists, both student and professional, ,.vhich should further
motivate their_own Activity. Finally, they should have begun
to establish specific goals in the direction 6r an actively musi-
cal life, perhaps as oboists.

Whether or not the sjudents ever become professional per-
formers, their experiences with the oboe should enable them
to enjoy the instrument, to appreciate its potential for musical
expression and communication, and to derive a sense of per-
sonal satisfaction and fulfillment from their musical accom-
plishments in playing it.

IV. Selected Resource Materials

'BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS

Bate, Philip. The oboe; an outli story, dece!opment
and construction; 2d rev. ed.
Scholarly-Press,-1962,

An Authoritative,- comprehensive reference to:'the, oboe
family.

-Best, Arthur. The oboe and English horn.. Available frorn the
Corm Corporation, 1101 East Beardsley .Street, Elkhart,
Indiana 46514.

Contains suggestions formaking and caring for reeds Se-
Jected solos and methods, and a fingering chart.
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Lehman, Paul. Teacher s guide to the oboe. Elkhart, Indiana:
A. Selmer, Inc., 1_65. Available froth Derby Music

Service, 5143 Busch Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33617.
A concise booklet designed for the instrumental music

teacher who is not an oboe specialist. Includes many valu-
able ideas and suggestions.

Moore, E. C. Tlie oboe and its daily routine. Kenosha, Wis
cousin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., 1962.

Rothwell, Evelyn. Oboe technique; 2d ed. New York: Oxford
Uqiversity Press, 1968. Order from Oxford 'University
Press, Inc., 1600 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, New jersey
07410.

A Compreherisive- Volume oriented to all aspects of
technique. Inchtdes an extensive listing of music for oboe
and English horn,

Sprenkle,) Robert & David Ledet. The art of oboe playing,
Evanston, Illinois: Summy-Birchard.Company, 1961.

A thorough guide to oboe playing and teaching, witfr a
fully illustrated section on making and adjusting rqds,

-Stanton RObert. Oboe players encyclopedia. Oneonta, N w
York: Swift-Dorr Publications, n. d.

Contains valuable lists,..frf solos, recordings, clout)! e reed
supplierS, and oboe repairmen.

METHODS
Andrand, Albert. Vade-inecuin .11 San' Antonio.,

Texasi Southern Music Publishing Company, _1940
A-voluminous collection of advanced level technical and

orchestral studies (185) fbr Oboe and English horn.
Capelle, Ferdinand. Twenty giwnd etudes. Paris, France: Al-

phonse :Leduc, 1943. 2 Vols. Available from M. Baron
Company, P.O. Box 149, Oyster Bay New York 11771.

Advanced studies after the violin works of Rode, Fiorello,
and others,

Ferling, W. 48 etudes, op. 31. San Antoni6, Texas: Southern
Music Publishing Company, 1926.

A good basic study book for students at early stages- of
the advanced level. includes well-known etudes in all keys,
arid selqctions from both -lyrical and technical works.

Gekeler, Kenneth. GeGler method for oboe. Mdville, New
York: Belwin-Mfils Publishing Corporation, ,1940, 2 vols,

An exmllent beginning-thronghAntermediate level pra
gressive course. Logical, well presented, interesting, and
well timed.
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. Practical studies for oboe. Melville, New York:
elwin-Mills Publishing Corporation, 1948. 2 vols.
Ideal supplementary Material for the Gekeler Method for

Oboe described above. Includes mostly technical studies.

litsvey N. W. Rubank elementary method: oboe. 1934. Avail-
able' from .Rubank, Inc., 16215, NW. 15th Avenue, Miami,

Florida 33169.

hate; Bruno. Etudes and scales
Yprk: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1937..

. Theodor Niemann method for the oboe. New York:
Carl Fiseher, Inc., 1927.

An old, but Widely used method for students at early
stages of the intermediate level. Includes a number of easy

-duets and`some orchestral excerpts.

Lamotte, Antony. Eighteen etudes for oboe. Paris, France:
Editions Billaudot, 1905. Available from Theodore Presser
Company, Presser Place, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvanial9010.

Advanced studies adapted from the violin etudes of
Mazas; Kreutzer, Rode, and others.

Luft, J. H.- Twetity-four studies Pr oboe. Paris, France: Edi-
tions Billaudot, 1926. Available from Theodore Presser
Company, Press& Place, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010.

Excellent advanced etudes, mostly technical:
Prestioi, G. A .selection of stu'dies. London, England: G.

Ricordi and Company, 1944. Available from Belwin-Mills
Publishing Corporation, 25 Deshon Drive, Melville, New
York 11746.

An excellent technical study book for students at
intermediate-to-advanced levels. Extremely thorough and
challenging.

Salviani, C. Studies for oboe; vol. 4. London, England: G.
Ricordi and Company, 1953. Available from Behvin-Mills'
Publishing Corporation, 25 Deshon Drive, Melville, New
York 11746, 6

Supplementary technical studies designed for students at
interrabdiate-to-advanced levels. Interesting and enjoyable
to play.

Skornicka, J. E. Rubank zntrrmedzutr method: oboe. 1939.
Available from Rubank, Inc., 16215 NW. 15th Avenue,
Miami, Florida 33169:

A sequel to the Rubank Elementary Method: Oboe by
N. W. Hovey listed above. -

b

or advanced oboists. New.
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Voxman, Himie & William Gower. Rnbank advanced method:
oboe; vol. 1. 1940. Available from Rubank, Inc., 16215
NW. 15th Avenue, Miami. Florida 33169.

Part of the Rubank method book series (see also Flubank
Elementary Method: Oboe by N. W. Hovey and aubank
intermediate Method: Oboe by J. E. Skornicka).

SPECIFIC SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Gillet, Ferdinand. Exercises of the scales, the intervals, and
the staccato. Paris, France: Alphonse Leduc, 1930. Availa-
ble from M. Baron Company, P.O. Box 149, Oyster Bay,
New York 11771.

Marx, Josef. The methodi&l study of the oboe, vol. 1: -basic
scale and arpeggio studies... NeW York: McGinnis and
Marx, 1963. Available from Pietro Derio Music Publica-
tions, 133 7th,Avenue South, New York, New York 10014.

. The methodical study of the oboe, vol. 2: -twen -
four melodic studies, opus 65. New York: McGinnis and,
Marx, '1963. Available from Pietro Derio Music Publica-
tions, 133 7th Avenue South, New York, New York 10014.

Excellent _melodic studies by Verroust. Appropriate for
students at beginning-to-intermediate levels.,

Rothwell, Evelyn. A book of scales for the oboe, New York:
.Oxford University Press, -1053. Order from Oxford Univer-
sity Press, Inc., 1600 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, New Jersey
07410.

Tustin, Whitney. Technicnl studies. New York: Peer Interna-
tional Corporation, 1955. Available from Southern Music
Publishing Company, P.O. Box 329, San Antonio, Texas
78206.

An extensive volume of progressively difficult Material
designed Tor students at intermediate-to-advanced levels.
Arranged in six section: Scales, Intervals, Arpeggios, Trills,
Tonguing Exercises, and Exercises for Fingering
Technique-

DUET COLLECTIONS

Flemming, Fritz. 60 progressive etudes for oboe. New York:
C. F. 'Peters Corporation, 1929. 3 vols.

All in duet form. Designed for intermediate-to:advanced
level students.
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Salviani, C. Studies for oboe; vols. 1-3. London, England: G.
Ricordi and Company, 1951. Available from Belwin-Millg-
Publishing Corporation", 25 Deshon Drive, Melville, New

York 11746.
Delightful beOnnipg-to-intermediate level duets.

Willer, Joseph. Twelve duos for two oboes. Paris, France:
Editions Billaudot, 1934. 4 vol. Available from Theodore
Presser Company, Presser Place, Bryn Mawr,. Pennsylvania
19010.

Advanced level material.
Telemann, G. F, Six sonatas. Wolfenbuttel, Germany: Ka l

Heinrich Moseler, 1949.
The famous flute duels, which are also very practical for

oboes. Intermediate-to-advanced levels of difileuLl
ORCHESTRAL STUDIES
Andraud, Albert. Vade-mecum of the oboist. San Antonio,

Texas: Southern Music Publishing Company, 1940.
-A voluminous collection of advanced level etudes (techni-

cal), and orchestral excerpts.
Heinze, W. Bach studies for oboe. New York: Associated

Music Publighers, Inc., n. d. 2 vols.
. Orchestral studies. New York: Associated Mugic

Publishers, Inc., n. d. 2 vols.
'Rothwell, Evelyn. Diffkult passages for oboe and cor anglais.

OceansidefNw York: Boosey and Hawkes, Inc., 1953. 3
vols.

A fine sfl=organized selection of exceq
. J. S. Bach: difficult passages. Oceanside, N w

York: Boosey and Hawkes, Inc., 1955.
Valuable supplementary material for intermediate learn-

ing levels.-

Strauss, Richard. Orclzestral studies New York: C. F. Peter
Corporation, 1938. 2 vols.

Ex.cerpts fOr three oboes and an English hornfrom the
works of Richard Strauss.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

Oboe and bassoon care. (filmstrip). Encyclo media Britannica
Educational Corporation, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611. 1966. 46 frames sound. color. 35
mm. (filmstrip series no. 11020, band instrument care).

Developed by teachers for teachers and students, each
step is clearly illustrated by vivid doseups.



RECORDINGS*
Art of the oboe.- Coronet ST 1717. Marcel. Tabuteau, oboisV

lecturer': 2-record set.
Mr. Tabuteau dtcusses the oboe and demonstrates his

artis'try in playing it. Royalties from this set go into a schol-
arship-fund for young oboe students.

erry Sirueek plays oboe. Coronet S 1510.
Marcel Tabuteau, oboist. Columbia ML 4629

Features findel's Concerto No. 3 in G minor for Oboe
and Strings.

Mozart. Oboe Concerto. Columbia. K. 314. J. DeLancie,
oboist.

. Quartet. Orion 7281. Oboe and strings. Ray Still,
. oboist:

Ogoe recital. Crest RE 7027. Arno Mariotti, oboist. (Golden
Crest recital series).

. Crest RE 7022.- Patricia Stenherg, oboist. (Golden
Crest recital series).

Recital music for the oboe. Mark Educational Recordings,
Inc., -4249 Cthrieron Road, Buffalo, New York 14221.
Donald Jaeger, oboist.

Wayne Rapier plays oboe. Coronet S 1409.

*The following list is representative, rather than complete. For a more
extensive reference, eonntlt the instrumental music section of such catalogs
as the Schwann Artist Issue, pubrished by W. Sehwann, Inc., 137 Newbury
Street; Boston, Massachusetts 02116.
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Intr Oduction
HISTORICAL BACKGROUNp

The modern clarinet stems from a 17th-century cylindricEd
pipe with a single-reed mouthpiece and no ke7s. It vas called
a chalumeau. Modified in the early 1700's by the addition of
keys, the instrument ultimately became hiown as a. clarinet
because the strident, brassy tones produced by its sm01 reed
resembled those of the clarin trunzpet. The clarinet is still a
sin e-reed instrument; but today's version:

usually made of wood, although models made ef metal
and of other materials are also available.
Conies in several rnodels, some of which have as many as
21 keys and seven rings.
Employs the principles of Theobald Boehm's system of
fingering in most models.
Produces flail, rich tones over a range of more than three
octaves.
is a leading instrument in bands and o chestras, and a
popular choice for solo/ensemble work.

The regulmmembers of the clarinet family, arranged from
high to low in an-alternating:pattern of transpositions, include
the E b soprano, whieh sounds a minor third higher than writ-
ten; the ti b soprano, which sounds a major second lower; the
E b alto, which sounds a major sixth lower; the B17 bass,
which sounds a major ninth lower; and either the E b or the
BE I, contrabass, which sound one Octave and a sixth lower
and two octaves and a major second lower, respectively.
These are played in concert bands and -in clarinet choirs; but
the B b soprano, the E b alto, and the B b bass tend to be
most widely used. Because the standard'model B b soprano
with 17 keys and six rings is the usual choice for public school
instrumental music programs, the material on the following
pages will relate to this member of the clarinet family, unless
otherwise specified. 6 3
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SELECTION, CARE, AND ilE PAIR

The Instrument

Today's clarinets are usually made from grenadilla wood or
synthetic materials, and they come in a variety of models and

-prices. In selecting an appropriate _instrument, primary.con-
sideration should be given to accuracy of scale, tone quality,
and response; but the following guidelines should also be ob-
served:

An instrument with a wooden body is recommended for
intermediate-to-advanced students, but a plastic model is
sufficient for beginners.
-A plastic model is recommended for use in marching
bands, but a 'Wooden instrument is preferred for concert
performances.
The joints should be tight and the pads firmly seated for
any leakage will cause difficulty with tone production.
Although most clarinets need to be -favored- on certain,
notes, an instrument which requires radical adjustments
of pitch should be avoided or the overall tone quality will
be affected. In particular, the throat tones (gl, g#P, a',
and bbl) should be clear and in tune with a minimum of
embouchure adjustment. (If necessary, the pitch can be
lowered by covering the tone holes with the:fingers of
the right hand, either singly or in hombination.)
The mechanism should be sensitive enough to allow
quick action in fingering, but durable enough to prevent
the keys from being bent.
A supporting peg should be supplied with, each alto,

-bass, and contrabass clarinet.
Once an appropriate instrument has been acquired, it

should be kept in proper working Condition. For example, the
bore of thh clarinet shOuld be swabbed from bell to barrel
after every playing, in order to remove accumulations of mois-
ture. The mouthpiece should be washed freqUently in
/ukewarm water, rather than swabbed. Wooden clarinets re-
quire special attentiob. Excessively dry conditions, sudden
changes of temperature, and failure tb warm a cold instru-
ment from the outside in before it is played may cause the
body to crack. Oiling the bore at periodic intervals helps to
maintain the quality, of the woOd; but since students must be
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careful to aVoid getting oil on the pads, it is advisable to have
them learn the process from the teacher, commercial litera-
ture, or a professional clarinetist.

Pamphlets describing the care of a clarinet are usually
supplied with the instrument at the time of purchase, but
they can also be obtained from clarinet manufacturers.

The Mouthpiece
Mouthpieces al'e Available in a wide variety of types and

..styles. They are made from drilled rubber rod; molded rub-
ber, plastic, or crystal (glass); and they vary in length, bore,
tip opening, and facings. Different combinations of these
characteristics produce different effects upon the instrument's
tone quality and response. The least variable part of the
mouthpiece is the tone chamber. Most manufacturers build
the sarne size, shape, and type of chamber into all their mod-
els; and some professional clarMetists therefore adyocate that
all the players in a given organization buy their mouthpieces
from the same company in order, to stabilize botlf-sound and
intonatiOn in group performances. Manufacturers ofien pro-
vide kits which enable the:learner to experiment with a vari-
ety of mouthpieces, using several reeds on each, until s/he
finds the one best suited to his/her _particular embouchure and
the bore of the instrument. In general, the standard model
hard-rubber mouthpiece with a medium-sized tip opening and
medium-length facings will probably be the most satisfactory,
for eavoids extremes and is less liable to warp or break than
similar models-Made from plastic or glass.

Free response and an unrestricted tone depend upon the
degree to which the table of the mouthpiece (the part beneakti
the ligature where the reed lies) is smooth and flat. In order
to avoid warping the reed or impeding its flexibility,' the liga-
ture should be fastened snuglybut without undue pressure.
Fastening the ligature too tightlY, or washing the mouthpiece
in water that is hot rather than lukewarm, may cause the lay
to warp. If this occurs, the mouthpiece should either be re-
faced by an expert, or replaced.

The Reed
Clarinet reeds are cut from nawal cane and from a syn-

thetic material called fibercane. For high ricality performance
on a B41 soprano clarinet, cane J'eeds are vastly superior; but
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those made from fiberdane, ivith ' grain' of nylon- threadS;
are quite appropriate for beginners instruments and for larger
members of the clarinet and saxophone families. Regardless of
their composition, however,.,clarinet reeds should be pur-
chased in sufficient quantities, to- permit selectivity and rota-
'lion.' The following characteristics may be helpful in identi
ing-good reeds:

The cane should be a deep yellow in color, with flecks of
brown in the bark of the-stem (the uncut bottom of the
reed). Light orgreenish yellow indicates that the cane is
either poor M quaty or iinproperly aged.

_ Small, darker.grains should nm parallel to the sides of
the reed (not diagonally) all the w#y to the tip. Reeds_
with brown spots should be-avoided_
Reeds made from French cane in a "straight cut" are the
besi. They have a thickness in the heel of the cut sec-
tion, an even taper to the tip, a ridge or peak running
down the center of the cut portion and tapering off eac`h
side, and a decided resistance point beginning approxi-
mately 1/4"-343" back from the tip.
The reed should be perfedly symmetrical -in shape and
cut so that the entire reed will vibratOin controlled
wat'elengths, thus producing optirwm tone quality and

- response.
Response is very important. To a large extent, how "hard`

or "soft" a reed will play depends upon As strength or resis-
tance to flexing----a quality that manufacturers identify with
labels such ,as soft, medium soft, Or 2, 21/2, 3, 31/2, etc.-The
ratings come from specific testS for stiffness which are con-
ducted in the factory. In commercial testing, the reed is dry
and sueh factors as weather, the age and/or quality of the cane
or fibercane from which the reed is made, the type of mouth-
piece with which it will be used, and the embouchure of the
player are not considered pertinent. But each of these has a
bearing on the reed's response; and for this reason, although .
the manufacturer's label is a valuable indicator of how "hard"
or -soft" the reed is likely to play, the actual determination

4 will-be made by the clarinetist as s/he uses it on his/her own
mouthpiece. Since a Change in one or another of the condi-
tions identified above may affect its response, a seemingly
"poor" reed should be retested under different circumstances
before a final decision is made. Another sound practice is to
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m7r

-slaenurri" the reed periodically with a strong suction of air,
thus removing excess,. saliva which might cause a bubbling
sound.

TUNING PROCEDURES
As indicated in-the diagram below, a clarinet should .be

'tuned:
(1) Tor throat-tones (written gl to alP/b l7') by adjusting

the barrel of the- instrument;
2) For c1 and g2 tones, by adjusting the middle joint;. and

For e-f and bl-c2 tones, by adjusting the bell.

(I)

In this way, the pitch is corrected at the point of optimal ef-
feet and the clarinet is, kept in tune with itself. But the- proc-
ess should be done with sensitivity and care, or its purpose,
will be defeated. For exaMple, if the joints are loosened as

. the instrument is tuned, both the .tone quaiity and pitch ad-
justment' will be adversely affected by a resulting leakage of
air.

Intonation problems can also be caused by an inappropriate
mouthpiece, mechanical deficiencies in the instrument, and/or
inad'equacies of the performer. A clarinet which is' consistently
sharP may need additional barrel rings or a longer barrel; but
if the sound is flat, the condition may stem from a soft reed,
too long a .barrel, debris in the bore or in the tone holes,
weak embouchure, or inadequate breath stipport. In most,
cases, however, the problem can be solved fairly easily with
the help of a master clarinet teacl-rer and/or a professional
woodwind repairman.
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- IL MethOd Criteria
Instrucdonal- materials, vary a great deal in terms of diffi-

-eulty and rate of progresSio4. In making a choice, it is impor-,
raant to cofisider-tim/specifk characteristics of the learner(s)

and of the learning SituationiSirice most students have direct
'contact with their teachers Only once a week, the materials
they will be using should bjl clearly written 'and illustrated,
well organized, and completelenough to enable them to pro-
gress as independently as posiible'through increasingly dif-
ficult and/or complex skills and understandings at a comforta--
ble, yet challenging Tate of specd. Self-teaching manuals usu-
ally have the qualities identified above, and they pro-vide-a
step-by-step development of :basic skills and concepts ,:vith
continued reinforcement throngh a variety of musical exam-
ples., ,

In any case, an appropriate method book4lhould include:
Descriptions and diagrams of the various parts of the in-
strument, the mouthpiece, and reed placemeilt;
Pictures and simple explanations of ;uch items a
bouchure formation, the use of the tongue, hand posi-
tions, .and fundamental techniques Of breathing;
A comprehensive and comprehensible fingering chart;
Activities designed to increase the student's ability to-,
read music, with particular attention to rhythms and beat'
and ample repetition for progressive-reinforcement;
Some interestMg, but unfamiliar melodic material which
will encourage the student to sightread rather than to
learn' by rote;

,

Explanations of cOrrect procedures for practicing, prog-
ress char actice records.

Pace is a parti impoitant consideration .in selecting
method materia s or very young learners. For, example, if .

the
instructional pattern bring's them into the clarion register be-
fore their embouchure, kmd positions, and tonguing
niques have been properly de ed, physical problems may
resul and

uppe

'unless the st
far en igh to cover
the

nts are able to stretch _their fingers
tone holes before being cintroduced to

register change break), their experience
with the clarinet may be a very discouraging one. On the
other hand, students may lose interest inNearning to play an

, instrument if the lessons progress too slowly.
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In general,, the n of' instruction should emphasize the,, , , ..e_ .
rudiments-of playing and mnsiciariship:with continued stress
.on basic skills ad concepts at all' revelS'of difficulty,- but the.. .L
method andAhe Substaneevof eaciP,lesson shoUld-have suffi-
cient aripal fpr shidents to mae practicing a pleasure:Tex-
tual material shouW therefoi-e be- supplemented with a varie_
of other resoureas, including books, suggestjons from and
-working experience with pEofessional ,clarinetiAs, and both

i sojo and.ensemble`literature. It ts 'well :_to remember, though,
that, a learner's prog4:ss is often- kess dependent (Ton instruc-
tional mat'erial and technicpies than-upon the stinndation re-
ceived from the teacher's interest inAirn/her A a Person.

III Tqaehing and Learning
I

TIEGINNING,LEVEL
. -Effective screening procedures for identifying Potential

, .

clarinelists usually inchi-de.a variety of indicators. Among,
them orce_the extent of'the pupilsiplerest iii playing A

-"clarinet:work habits and general ability li i learn, performance
,.,on ppeband instruments, teachers ..appra sals, 'and scores on

- commercially or locally develoPed tesp; Thr musicality. 'Physi-
cal charitcteristics -:,iiri also be important. Mliny teachers feel
that studelvs should begin to study the clarinet at a yery (Nirly;
age; otherk, believe that progress,Will be rithre rapid if the
learner is physically mature; but most agre6 thatat the very
leaststudents should 'haw. their.adult front 'teeth, be able to
cover.. t'liv tone holes with their fingers, and have a -long
enough attentidn span to undvrstmid the les'sou. This last
characteristic ,suggests that the leainer's maturation rate is
aii6ther faCtor to 1).. considered.'

It is titill;dly 1)ettur fdr stnd-jnts with very small hands and'
; fingers to wait until they have grOwn a little before trying to

. ,

play a, clarinet. In -some eases, 'however, they might begin
their leSsons with a small E 6.soprium clarinet or zi Bh soprium
plateau system clarinet {with Zlivere(I holes). Conversely', stn-
dents,with.very large hands ,,and fingers may find thiit an alto

bass clarinet, or one of the other Lirge members of the
.woodwilidiandly, is more approjniate fOr them tkin the_
standard Bb ,clarinet. Stndents who are double-jointed or
whose, hawk have little 'strength may lie ablr to play a
cldrinet, but may, be liaPpier and more sticcossh d with

a
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another instrunient. Physical irregulariti teeth, the angle
of hite, or the structure of the Jaw can also pose a problem,
but an interested student can usually' adjust to these with
his/her embouchure However, if the irre'gidarity requires a
correctiYe device, it is wise to have the stucknt consult a doc-.
tor before beginning any study of the clarinet. Additional in-
formation can be found in Or=thodonticw and Witul -Instrument
Performance, an MENC publication described in the General
Resource Listing on p. 148.

Finally, the learner may exhibit a veakness in one or more
of the areas related to musicality; but this, in an(
need not be a deterrent to succe,ss in playing an instrumer
For example, a student with good embouchure control and
adequate breath support tnav learn to play q'uite well despite
some difficulty in recognizing pitchparticularly ir activities
specifically designed to cope witIPt he problem are included in
the pattern of stndy. In sliort, sinCe -circumstances alter
eases,- each prospective student' should be evaluated as an
individual, on a variety of significant characteristics.

Once they have been identified, beginning clarinetists
should he placed in learning situations which are as apprOpri-

for their needs as iS possible within the local educational
framework. In some schools, (Or example, lessons arc given in
classes which include a variety ()I' instruments from the same
musical 'family, but grouping students who iire learning to
play the same instrument is generally inure effectiyp.
Heterogeneous gronping can provide stimulus, a wholesome
competitive spirit, and a valuable opportunity for peer
teachingif the situation is artfully managed: but periodic .
shifting to maintain some Jegree of homogeneity may prevent
slower' starters from bi.coming disconraged and their quicker
counterparts from losing interest. lit any event, clarinet StIl-
dClitti shOlIld receive as much individualized attention as pos-
sible during their first year of instruction.

At this time, the stndents should become thoroughly kiniil
nil- with the instrumentits parts, the operation of its parts,
and its capabilities. They should form the habit of assembling

playing it, taking it apart, cleaning it, and storing it with
Care. ln addition, they should develop a greater degree (if re-
sponsibility and self-discipline, proper study habits and prac-
tice procedures, increased auditory discrimination, aml the
ability to solve musical and technical problems related to plav-
log the clarinet.
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Major emphasis at the beginning level should be on form-
ing 'correct habits., building a firm foundation of inusicid and
related -knowledge, and developing attitudes that will lead to

-eess, Each of these elements should be reinforced at all
levels &instruction; but the formation of proper habits is par-
tiiallarly important-at the very beginning, for changes and im-
provernents become increasingly diffieUlt in later stages of de-
velopthent., A fulldength mirror is a useful aid to 'good pos-
ture, position, embouchure, etc.; and rote learning tends to
be the most effective mode for basic skill development during
the first few lessons, because it eliminates ,the contnsion that
can result from concentration on note reading,

Embouchure
It is wiw to have students begin with the mouthpiece

alone, rather than the full instrument. Make sure that the
reed and the ligature have been adjusted properly in each
case, and then have each student:

Draw the lower lip into a cushion over the lower front
teeth, -. taking care not to allolv flpo much lip to come in
contact with the reed or its vibration wiif be impeded;
Insert the mouthpiece almc4 vertically into the mouth
and place it snugly aganist the upper teeth, approxi-
mately 1/4"V2" from the tip; and
Close the lips around the reed, keeping the corners of
the mouth lifted a hit as though smiling.

Some students may need to drop the_ jaw a little and point die
chin toward the floor in order to aVoid bunching the muscles'
in the mouth area. These should seem to oppose each
other the lips pushing toward the reed and the jaw pulling
away.'lleaelt step is performed exactly as directed, a concert
c3 pitch will be produced when the student blows jut() the
mouthpkve.

Since proper intonation is largely dependent upon correct
embouclmre fOrmation, it is impiwtant to remind beginners
-that the embouchure should be held in a firxiblo, but con-
tinually poised shape. The lips should he firm (witlutut ht:ing
rigid), for too much noyemueiit will result m we.iggeration.

go
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Articulation

An important, but highly controversial factor in achieving
good articulation ht the-Use of the tongue. Many students spoil
their efforts by bringing too much .of that muscle into play.
Since the purpose of articulation is to stop the reed's vibration
as effi. eiently as possible without inhibiting the airflow, only a
very slight movement of the :tongue is needed. -Accordingly,
students slOuld learn to brush the underside of the reed near
its tip with -a light, delicate motion of the- front part of the

. tongue and- let the tongue itself -ride- on a continuous stream
of air in movements that are free of tension. Exactly which
part of the tongue- should contact the reel has been the sub-
ject Of some discussion, .The most common approach is to
touch the tip of the tongue to the upper portion of the reed.
A master Wacher kir a professional clarinetist can be of great
help in developing effective articulation; and some of the
items identified in the Selected Resource Materials section at
the end Of this chapter rnay also be usefill beeause they in-
chide both descriptions and diagrams,

in any case, however, students should develop a method of
articulation that is adaptable to a number of musical styles.
They'should also be able to use the technique with ,other
members of the clarinet family although the larger instru-
ments are played with more reed inside the month; which
usually cauSes the tongue to articulate farther froin the tip. In
playing the larger clarinets, students must shnilarly tongue at
.the reed's tip; but because there can be no-lessening of air
support, any major movement of the tongue from the front of'
the mouth- to the back should be avoided.

Stumnary

Ow end of their first year of study, clarinet students
should be able to play songs, etudes, scales by thirds, and ar-

v peggios in tlw keys of G, within i nulge of at least
two. octaves. Their performance should be acceptable in terms
of tone qnality and intonation, articulation, rudimentary
phrasing, and the ability to p6y rhythm patterns at a steady
tempo. (Beginning students are often tempted to rush through
their exercise,s and move on to other things; but until they
have developed a keen ear and the desire to -play it right.-
they might better work at slower tempos until they can per-
(Orin each note of thy scales, thirds, and arpeggios with even-
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ness and conviction. Varying the material and the learning
procedures -connected with it will help _to rmnntain interest.
Finally, the budding clarinetists should have begun to de-
velop a storehouse of musical knowledge relating_ to time, key
signatures, note-and rest values, musical terminology, and the
idioms used in reading music at given levelsof performance.

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Emphasis on basic Skill development should continue at the

intermediate level; but since the students will have made
greater progress in some areas than in others, the learning
program should be individually tailored to broaden areas of
strength and cope with weaknesses. The students.themselves
should play an ever-increasing part in developing programs
designed to meet their needs and characteristics.
Tone Quality and Intonation

Tone has a variety of component par _ among which are
the following:

Shape or outline .g., a tone may he round, ribbon-
shaped, threadlike,- etc., accordirq;, to the requnements of
the music). -

Bodythe substance or -filling- of the shape which is usu-
ally achieved by projecting du airstream and voicing the
tone as far forward in the oral cavity as possible.

Depththe dimension of sound which results from playing
easily .through the clarinet.

Resonance a clear, hell-like quality which can he demon-
strated by playing a third space clarion C and letting the
sound diminish to mi echo within the totzd tone.

Afelloienessa warmth of tone which can be developed
throngh practice with simple folksongs and chorales.

Richness the term is self-explanatory.
Edgea reediness which offsets or complem its the mel-

low qualities of good tone. The pn)per cultivation of tonal
edge will improve tone production in three ways. It will
enable the player to (a) produce more and more sound
ahnost efThrtlessly, without the common faults of stuffi-
ness or overblowing; (h) stay on pitch, rather than playing
sharp in softer passages and flat in hauler ()nes; and (c)
maintain a fairly even quality of tone, despite changes in
dynamic level,
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The main purpose of" tonal development is to he p students
to:

Produce the distinctive quality of the clarinet s sound,
and
Achieve a uniformity of tone throughout its entire range.

The process builds upon the basic skills developed dining thee
first year of study: good posture, correct embouchure forma-
tion, a high level of auditory discrimination, 'efficient breath-
ing patterns, and the ability to sustain a tone and to play
reasonably long phrases. However, until the studenis under-

.

,stand precisely What good tone quality is, they can hardly be
expected to produce it with any degree of consistency. In ad-
dition to such exercises as playing sustained tones at the.same
'dynamie'level from beginning to end, in decrescendos from
forte to inanity, in crescendos from pianissimo to forte, and in
coMhined crescendo/decrescendos, then, students at the in-
4ermediate leVel,should be enconraged to form their oWn con-
cepts of tonal quality by listening Carefully and repeatedly to
representative passages from masterworks and attempting to
play them in the same manner. Some of the recordings listed
at the end of this chapter and selections such as the following
might be appropriate fOr this kind of activity: the second
movement of Beethoven's Second Symphony (A major, Opus
92); the third movement of Rachmaninoffs Symphony No.
in E minor (Opus 27); the andante movement of -Schubert's
-unfinished- eighth symphony; the first movement of
Tehaikovsky's Symphony No. 6 (the -Pathetique-), and von
\Veber's oyertnre to Oberon. Playing with and/or under the
direction of professional perf4rmers can -also he helpfid.

Since:tone quality is identified by the nimilwr and intensity
of the overtones which Liccompany the finnlamental, another
usefikexperience is to have the students face int() a corner a
few feet away and listen for the overtones or partials in tfieir
own playing. Once they htwe become (iwtire of the various
tonal ingredients and begun to form a concept of good tone
quality, they might work toward the tielnevement of the con-'
cept by playing slow, slurred scales, scales by thirds, arpeg-
gios, and chromatic scales through all registers, while attempt-
ing to maintain a consistent quality of tone. This will require
that they:

Keep the oral and nasal c-avi
with the mouth closed);
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Maintain a firm, but_ flexible erabouchitre that will enable-
thereed to vibntte freely. u mu m ap to iixnu range nd thus
produce an easy increase in volume and intensity;
Direct an iirstr eam as far front in the orkil cavity as po,
sible;
Experiment with. pressure, voicing, and vel- iti until the
desired effect is produced; and, in general , -

- Play throdgh the clarinet_

Fingering

Like everything else at the intermediate level, efkctive fin -
gerikg techniques depend upon the development of correct
habits and procedures in the earlier phases of study. Oue of
the stud,ents' greateA problems in the beginning is a stiffness
bor'n of tension and the desire .to--do It right.- For exiunple,
they may tighten the muscles of the back and neck too much
in An el:left to stand or sit up straight. They may grip rather
than hold the clarinet, and extend their fingers like sticks in
order to cover the tone holes. Accordingly, they should he
pncouraged to let their arms hang from tlie hinges of their
shoulders, a little away from the body on either side, as they
stand or sit -tall.- An imaginary line drawn from th.e elbows
through the Wrists to the knuckles at the base of the fingers,
should be nearly striiightthe wrists neither bending toward
the 'body nor away from it, yet remaining flexiblv. The right
thumb which impports the instrument, is a key factor. Hold-
ing it firmly, but not rigidly, with the thumb rest botween the
knuekle and the nail will do much to keep the right wrist flex-
ible; and this, in turn, will benefit the lefi. It play also help to
counteract-a tendency among right-hi-inch-Al-Players to-pull the
instrument a little to the right. However, if the clarinet rests
too high on the right thumb, the weight Of the instrument
will shift to the index finge i 1 d throw the right,hand position
Out of line.

Students can, improve their fin°gering techniques lw making
sure that their- fingers curve toward the instrument until the
pads of their fingertips are Ni"-%." above the keys and tone
holes. The curve should be maintained at all tunes, with the
finger action coining from the knuckles. The pads of- the
fingertips should: fall on the keys and holes.with quick, spon-
taneous strokes -as though released and retrieved by a spring
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at ale knuckle base and the fittle 'finger of ei her hand
should' neVer be allowed to curl under.the keys.

Registers of the Clarinet

Chcrtutn eau o /11--issirno

Since the clarinet overblows the odd-munbered parfials,
there is a relatiOnship Limong the fingerings of the registers
which is based on the intervals of- 'the twelfth and the sixth.
The clarion fingerings are related to the chalumeau byi the
nterval of the twelfth (e.g_ the fingering for e, plus (he regis7
ter key, produces hi; I phis the register key produces c1; and
14 plus the registur key produces eV). Some of the fingerings
ill the altissimo register arc related to an interval of the sixth,
with the addition of- a vent provided by lifting the left index
finger (eg., the fingering foi i plus tflc register key, pro--
dnees e2; and e2, with the' left index finger lifted, 'produc('s
(13). For notes d3 and higher, it is necessary to add the- E b
key (which is phived with the little finger of 'the right handY
Lifting the lea nide\ finger :Ind ialding the register key to the

2 IU)li1iti
R

'Led lingering 4
b_ -0

E Rey

= Regis r key
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Example of Fingering Re afionships

T Thumb

R 0
T

11= Register key

Students are often reluctant to use chromatic and alternate
fingerings, Tlw extent -to_ whidi these techniques c an improve
a player's efficiency should therefore be demonstrated as early
as possihle; for the sooner the students begin to hear and feel
their effects, the more re ee ptive lhey will be toward using
them. Practical application to solo and ensemble work should
reinforce the habit once it has heen formed.

Articulation

Articulation is .composed of slurring and tonguing. The key
factors are breath,control and a careful coordination of tongue
and linger action. Slurring and a smooth legato style require a
contirmous stream of air from' tone to tone, coupled with con-
trolled lip movement -and coordinated finger action, Stodents
might find it helpful to practice chromatic seaks as though
_they-were playing in slow motion, Once they have mastered
'the technique, they should incorporate it into other scales,
arpeggios., etc., and then develop a staccato style of tonguing
whJeh includes maximal air support and avoids sympathetic
responses of the lip, throat, and/or jaw muscles. Playing be-
fore a mirror may he useful-n-141ns respect.

Since excessive tongue action is a common fault in articula-
tion, the students should be reminded that breath control is a
major element in the process. The airstream initiates, con-,
pects, separates, and terminates the tones; the=tongue serves
os something of a valve for and complement to the breath.
ThiS is particularly important in tonal endings; where students
should be encouraged to: 7
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Control the ending primarily with the breath her
than the tongue: and
Maintain embouchure, full diaphragmatic. support, and a
steady stream of air until after tlw moment of release.

-It gOes v itliout saving that slurring. and legito playing
should be matched with a gentle -packled-= touch, while stac-
cato tonguing should be accompanied by a crisp, ham-
merstroke finger action,

The,Up per Register
lh order to aeltiove good Fie quall _ intonation in the

upper register, players _must_ increase their air support but
withont tightening the bps, biting the reed, overblowing.
Students are` often nervous abont playing high_notes ancl, for
this reason, tend to relax their lips and stop blowing at the
end_ of a low note in order to -prepare- for the seemingly dif-
ficult task of producing high ones. Other deterrents include:

A nmuthpiece that is detective, unsuited to the player's
embouchure, or not well adapted to the instrument.
Too soft a recd. If the sound produced by a student who
generally plays quite well is thin and Gt- in the upper
register, a stiller reed inay be needed.
An insufficient quantity of reed in the player's mouth
which -closes off- or re-striets its vibration.
ExeesSive pressure on die reed caused by -biting,- a
situation, whieh can be vorreeted by pulling the chin
downward until the corners of- the mouth arc drawn in-
ward.
Lack of' controlled air support. Begular exercise in which
the student inhales slowly and deeply and- then exhales
with increasing speed and force play help to build this
support.

Given the proper reed lld mouthpiece, students who place
more of the reed in the mouth, who play.the cbaltimeau tones

/ du? embouchure they expect to use for the upper register,
and who then move into that register without a conscious
change in hp formation \yin find themselves producing die
high notes both -easily find wellfor if they imtke the
ehalumean tones as full as possible and continue-to blow at a
steady pace while gently pressing the register key, the sound
will automatically shift to a rich, resonant tone a twelfth above
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the note they have been playirn 'The trick," writes wood-
wind specialist Keith Stein, "is to keep on blowing, once the
key is touched, without flinching, shifting, or tightening up
the lips."*1

Style and MI ship.

Solos- and othet forms of" clarinet literature should be an in-.
tegral part of the learning program at 'the intermediate
level-7-with continued attention to tempo, dynamics., .style, ar-
ticulation, and other aspects of attistic interpretation. Par-
ticipating in small -ensembles and large, performing organiza-
tions can do much to broaden the students"- insights and per-
ceptions. Following the score of a musical performance while
listening to a recording of it is tn ecellent supplement to
playing_ experience, but students should have enen04nowl-
edge of the fundamentals to know what to listen to-Or for. If

-,. at all possible, then, the school musie department should de-
velop or- provide direct access to a well-equipped resource
center with books, periodicals,: scores, tapes, discs, realia, and
appropriate facilities for usiiig them. But there is no substitute
for day-to-day experience. Accordingly, the students should
be encouraged to play their instmments as often as they .can;
to acquire a dis; ine through intelligent practice;- to deepen
their' understandin of the elements of musical expression,
and of the imiqiie re ationship between the composer and the
performer; and ultimately, to develop a pride of inusicianship
whether their work with the clarinet becomes a vocational, or
simply a recreational activity, .

Reading

There is a relationship between how well students rail react
music and their ability to see, their attitude toward the proc-
ess of rea( ng, their knowledge of mpthe onits which corise ay
passage to be read, their use and understanding of spc`Cifie
echniques for reading improvement, the nature and difficulty

of the material, and of" con FS(2, their experience. F01- this
reason, it is wise to: . =

.

Make certain that stodents rait see well V110110 to meadl
without str;liu. Help them to ...idilea the lighting and the

"The Art of Clarinet Playing (Evunst(,n Stinthly-Birdlard 0)111-
pally 1958), p. 39.



position of their materials and, if necessary, provide ac-
cess to simplified, enlarged, or otherwise appropriate
reading material.
DeVelop-a_positive, attitude toward reading by haying the
students use music'they will enjoy; teaching them to play
a melody by rote, and then having them read it from a
score; playing with them, if possible, and encouraging
them to perform with their friends; and alternating sim-
pler material with scores that present a challenge and
still maintain a high level of interest.
Have the students woi-k with 'the basics of music until
they can identify scales aml chords at a glalice and recog-
nize chord and scale friigments in new and Viiried group:
ings.
Encourage the students to anticipate; to.read clusters of
notes and predict the next; to Iqok ahead; and to skim
rather than examine the score, relaxing- their gaze ly oc-
casionally glancing off the page at something else.

In the early stages of learning, students need a great deal-of
direct Instruction and individual guidance; but as they move
through 2 to 3 years of intermediate study, they should
exhibit a growing-independence_and a higher level of respon-
sibility, self-diseipline, iind initiative. The longer, more com-
plex assignments that usually accompany increased proficiency
will require them to mike better use of their time. Mechani-

ir cal problems should become less formidaNe, but repetitive
practice will still I nc iss ary ifrthey iire to solve the techni-

.cal difEculties ey may encounter in advanced clarinet litera-
ture. They siould begin to listen .carefully to their own,
perfornuince- especially in ensemble pliiying, where such l'ae-
tors "as Imlanc C and intonation itik Important and be able to
correct the d .ficiencies they hein. They should lelirn a great
deid about mu ic iii gi uc i 11 flul begin to concentrate on the
esthetic qindities of perlOrmaince. Gradiedly, is the students
become increasingly se/f-directed, the teacher.s role will shift
from instructor to facilitator and guide_

Su/m/1mq/

By the end of the intermediate level, students Should be
able to play etudeN, tif;.C11111Cid 'Stild1C 7101071; 1111d literature of
moderate difficulty in seven major keys and their relatiye
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Inors., within a range of three oc -e3). Their perform-
ance should demonstrate-that they know what quality playing
is, and that skill development has progressed to the point
where they can habitually:

Produce good torie quality and intonation;
Articulate correctly in all styles and patterns;

- -Play rhythmic patterns accurately and at a stead y tempo;
and
Use alternate tinge ings vith evennes- and smootl finger
coordination.

Their playing should alsi.o reveal a grown g musicianship,
with incre-ased attention to dynamics, phrasing, style. mid all
other aspects of quality performance.

ADVANCED LEVEL

Advanced level .students. 'hould cen erfecting.

those,skills they already have, in addition to developing new
onus; deepen :ts well tis broaden their knowledge of music;
and begin to exhibit the attitudes and behavior thitt eharac-

musician. At this point. more specialized instruction
:may be needed than the-instrumental music teacher can pro-
vide.- but his/her_inikptIl_know ledgeof thes-trbj-tAA, 001151-K1-
with vi,ahility to assess learner needs, interests, and
etapabilities, should prove invalnable in guiding individual
students to the help they need for the achievement of their
personal aspirations.

Tone Quality and Inton t

In order to play with go 1 tout qu mlmt imid intonation
.conditions are necessary:

(I) The clarinet must be in excellent playing condition, and
capable of prothieing :in accurate scale and a resonant
tone.

(2) The mouthpiece should he of s nahly high niality,
and appropriate for the player.

(3) The reed should be made of high quality can
properly adjusted.

(4) The:player should have good posture, sufficient lung
power, and excellent breath control.

For this reason, advanced level students should learn to
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, adjus and refine their Own reeds-, ant York toward
ability to sustain a tone at any dynamic ievei withoui

toss in either quality or pitch.

d Adjust
Even the best corm-nett:41 reeds must be refined

laying requirenlents of individual perfOrmers and the partien-
conditions of their playing. Students who are serious about

performing will soon feel a need to exlwriment with reed ad-
justment. The topic is covered in detail in many texts (see Se-
lected Resource Materials section at the end of this chapter),
inri the rule of thumb is still to proceed by tiial and error,
making only minute experimental adjustments and then test-
ing.them by playing.

Since reeds tend to become softer with use, it is advisable
to buyone that liztti a slight stiffness. Some pliwers condition
cane reed by wetting it with water, rubling it down with a
finger on a flat glass surface, and/or sanding it lightly with
.fine-textured garnet paper Mitil the finish is smooth. This

loses the pores in the cane and helps to resist decay rrom
diva. After the reed has been conditioned, the first few play-
igs should be of short duration, with amplc., time between

them to allow the cane to dry again completely on the glass
surface and thus avoid :,:waterlogging.-

If the reed has ahnost no resistance and produces faulty in-
t mation and/or a thin tone qnality, it shonld be clipped with a
reed trimmer to expose a stiffer portion of the reed fOr pl:W-
ing. This shmild be done by wetting the reed first, trhnming
it by hairliye degrees, and applying the playing test after each
adjustMent. Even i minute shortening Of the tip makes a con-
sideralde difference in response. AfteY the reed has been
trimmed, it should be sanded lightly as before in order to
even the fOrward edge.

On the other hand, if the reed produces blatant tones
which require a great deal of- air pressure, the tip should he
thinned with the moist, flattened ed of- a stalk of Dutch rush
(available in most Music stores) or very fine sandpaper., Soak-
ing tlie Dutch -11141 in water will make it soli, pliable, and
easier to use. In some cases, it !nay be necessary to scrape
the entire vamp, working- ciirefully in light !notions tow:.ird thv
tip while retaining the general contour of the reed. If the cut
of the reed is out of- balance, response 'will be stiff and the
beavy side of the reed shonld In honed to nratch the other
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s4:16. .steapiog the -tip .. and, shbulder areas- should selye the
.pibblem; but it-mar be neeeSsary -to ti(--f ape -the heart of the .
reed 'as'well, and if so,- thetirocess should be ddrie ver!')- care-
fully,

Reeds in neet-or adjustment can also cause leaking. A
LlarineLmay squeak if:

The player s fingers at en Ceovering the tone holes.-
A part`of=the player's hand is resting on a key not meaRt
Co be depresse&

_The pads leak: o'r
The reed is defective. _

If the first three items don't applr and the player is successful
on other reeds, then the Sault lies' with the reed being used.

.=

An asymmetrical cut of the vamp or a thick or uneven spot on
.the shoulder area or heart of the reed may caul it to squeak.
The condition can be identified by holding the reed up to the
light, Any spot that shows darker or thickerrthan the area
around it should be smoothed away with Dutch rush or very
fine sandpaper. The heart should be avoided, if possible, or
approached very gingerly,- because it is strongly aflected by

_even small adjustments.
--hi-may -eve nt-,- --emir-go-oil- re-eds- 4: h.c-jul it be. se 410 fin-
adjustingand not all of tht4e will adjust successfill v.

Vi bnato
_

The tise of vibrato is not an established tradition in playing
the Clarinet, as it is in ether woodwind instruments. A vibrato
produced by jaw motion is acceptable for -pop- styles, and
there are a few artist/teachers who -recommend that ft be used
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'judiciously as au expres _1 tool under special coiiclitions in
soli) p rfoi in nice In tlw latter insnince, however, -most
playerwould. find the sound of i diaphnigm-originated
brato more esthetic. The technique can be deyeloped.or-
adapted. from the discussion of vibrato in oboe_ texts and
methods: The larger meMbers, of the:clarinet family are: usu-

'-ally played With( xome vibnito yhen they are used as, solo in-
struments or fbr solo passages..

Technical Fapility
listudents- at the idyanced lev'el.have acquired an evenness

in -finger technique and a knowledge of .correct alternate,,fin-
gerings and when to use them ,. they should strive for in-
creased technical facility and make a kibit of using corrett al-

. termite fingerings. Dailv practiee of scales, scales by thirds:
broken chords; -ehroinatics, etc. throughout the entire. range
of the,insttument should .inerease- their facility in all the major
am! minor keys.-md help them to develop a solid.c9mthand of
their instrunients. Etudes,'. solos, and technical literature
which,the students find enjoyLible- and which require daily
work to master, are also valuable lot this puipose.

Articulatipn
Advanced level. students should improYe both ."speed and

ease of playing in all styles and patterns of articubition. The
daily- practice of scales, scales by thirds, brOken chords, and
chromatics recommended for increased .technical- fiicility: is- '
also usefid in improving artieuhition. Since articulation primir--
ilY depends upon tongue and finger coordination:the styles

sand patterns -should_ be practiced xlowly until, the tongue and
fingers work together snioothly. A metronome can be useful
for this purpoe, if the' speed is increased gradually, so long wit....
good control is maintained.

Difficulties with- articulation are not limited to tonguing
problems: they also stem from incorrect eMbouehure, poor
play ing7positnsl a- -etf WAN-0M: 41-1-peatrittv-impr ----nio-n-t-h--
piece, and other circumstances. When student, flcounter
particulzw difficulty in articukition, niusic which meets their
specific needs;should be included in their daily pnictiee. matt.%
rial. In, addition, theY should study the technical -ispects of

A ,the topic discussed in iminy excellent texts and method pate-
rials, ;.ind consult with professiornd clarinetists or clarinet
teachers. b'--, ,
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Since the extreme -high nOtes require both -excellent em--z-
bouchure deelopment and breath control, work on eMending
the range to g3 should be gradual. The procedures described
for intermediate level students (see pP. 67468) Are also appro-
priate here, but overpiactice on the extreme, high notes
phoUld be avOided as it may have a deleterious effect on the
quality of tone production in general. A few minutes of daily
practice over a long period of fime should be sufficient for the
_de;rolopment of high-register playing.

Style, Musicianship,,and Reading

AdVanced-level students shonld work towgrd continued im-
proveinent in their, playing, a greater degree of sophistication,
and a professionalism marked by the proper interpretation of
mugeal nuances. Ensemble or organizational performances
should broaden,their discriminatory powers in listening; and
they can improve th'eir rate of musical reading through zin
abundance of solo, ensemble, and teermical literattire. In ad-
dition; they .should belplayingincrasingly sophisticated mate-
rial irt_ ill kays of the clarinet s tessitura.. This should include
solos, etudes, ensemble parts, and other forms that are both
technically ,and- interpretively demanding

At the inced level, the students' perfo mance should
demonstrat eir ability to:

Produce eellent tone quality and i atoll ition;
Shade and cOntrol the sound through all dynamic levt
Articulate correctly and with- ease in all styles and
terns;
Transpose at sight from piano .seores in C orchestral
parts fbr clarinet in A, etc.; and
Reiall intricate rhythm patterns at sLed _y_temm:

Finally, as'maturing 'clarinetists, the _students shOidd demon-
strate a growing sense of:responsibility, self-diScipline, and
initiative; a- deeper appreciation for -music as an art _forM:, a-
keener sensitivity to the different styles .and types of music,.
more- creative _use of ,imagination n t er p atio and A
greater sense of discrimination and analysis in solving musical

:problems.
8 5
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IV. Selected Resource MaterIals
BOOKS, AND PAMPHLETS

Bonade Daniel. The clarinetis -ndiam,, including
-mehod.of staccato and (at of uljusting reeds,. Kenosbas
Wisconsin: Leblanc Publications Inc., 1962.'

Cailliet, Lucien. The clarfnet and clarinet choir, Kenosha,
Wisconsin: Leblanc Publications, Inc.,-1962.

Cummings, Frank & Cprl Gutmann. Band iristrzznzcnt rcia
pair manual-series L''clarinet, Berkeley, California: Don.'
Keller Music Company, 1953. Available from Wynn Musie
COmpany, P.O. Box:647, Orinda, California94563.

Eby, W. M. Tlw clarinet and its care, New York: Wafter
Jacobs Company,: 1927. Available from Big Three. 'Music
Corporation, 1350, AVenue of the AMericas, 'New-York New
York 10019.

rine einb uchnrc Yo-k: \Vat-
ter Jacobs: C.:6'11p 07.

Cates,. Everett. Oddmieter,etudes:
New York: Sam Fox Publishing Cc

ad: eble inStrument.,,
1ne_, 1962.

Heim, N. M. A handbook for 0(11'i:wt.!: 'nuance. Ken sha,
Wisconsin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., 1965.

Houvenaghel, Cbarles. Dramatic resillts of Leblanc research
in clarinet acoustics. Kenosha, Wisconsin: Leblanc:Publica-
tions, Inc., n. d.

Explains he_Mr (he reed, the ligature, the mouthpiece, and
the physical characteristics ol the performer tend to deter-
mine individual tonal characteristics.

Hovey, N. W. Chart( ,gular and trill fzng rings for thc B
flat clarinet. Elkhart, Indiana: H. &,A. Selmer, Inc., n. d.,
Available -from DetrliMusic Service, 5143 Busch
Boulevard, Tampa, Flbrida 33617.

Chart showing the proper selection and the
--limy fur trill-fi-ngeriirgs orrtfre-f-Et

Clinical studies for (1(1? iiicts E4f mit In-
diana: H. & A. Selmer, Inc., n d. Available the
Derby 'Music Service, 5143 Busch Boulevard, npa,
Florida 3361'4.

Four pages dealing with tone production and int nation
control for the B flat clarinet section.

. Major scales, arpeggios, and thirds foi the
clarinet. Elkhart Indiana: PI, & A. Sehiner, Inc., 1958.
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Available from Derby Music Service, 5143 Busch
Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33617.

Four pages of- major scales, arpeggios, scales by thirds,
and chromatic scales with correct fingerings listed through
all the keys. Useful in the development of technique in the
inteimediate and advanced stages of learning.

. Teacher's guide to the clarinet. Elkhart,
Indiana: H. & A. Selmer, Inc., 1967. Available from Derby
-Music. Service, 5143 Busch Boulevard, Tampa, Florida
33617.

Pocketsize pamphlet for the clarinet teacher. Clear, con-
-eise explanations pertaining to the selection of equipment,
reeds, and Mouthpieces; the teaching abaSic 'kills; and
other vital aspects of clarinet playing.

Mazzeo, Rosario. ClaNnet manual. Philadelphia: Henri Elkan
Music Publishets, 1959.

McCathren, benald. Clarinet fingering chart. -Minneapolis,
Minnesota: chmitt, Hall and 'McCreary, n. d.

Besides a simplified approach to learning fingerings, the
chart includes the application of these fingerings in context,
and altissimo fingerings to C4.

. Playing (Ind teaclOng the clarinet family.
San Antonio, Texas: Southern Music Publishing Company,
1963.

The selection and care of clarinet and
saxophone mmithpieces. Kenos
lications, Inc., n. d.

. Teaching techniques of the clarinet fanPly.
Elkhart, Indiana: H. & A. Selmer, Inc., 1972. Available-
from Derby Music Service, 5143 Busch Boulevard, Tampa,
-Florida 33617;

Free booklet for educators- which contains pertinent ad-
vice on all aspects of clarinet ;Instruction.

--Ft= A-4:pc-d-ru7n ari-neELtortes,,-Ann,
brir,-Michigan: University Micioflims , 1956. Publieation No;
19, 120.

oore E. C. The clarint Ktnoshi Wisconsin: Leblanc Pub-
&Itions Inc "1962.
=A-series of articles by' artist clarinetists .pe taming to em-

:4)ouchure, tone studies; the art of tonguing, the acquisition
of technique, legato 'playing, and other vital aspects of
clarinet playing.

Wisconsin: Leblanc Pub-
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. The clarinet and its daily routine Kenosha,
Wisconsin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., n. d. (-The Leblanc
educational series).
perman, kalmen. Handbook fdr making and adjusting

single reeds. New York: Chappell and Company, 1956.
. Repertory of the clarinet. London: G.

Ricordi and Company, 1960. Available from BelwM-Mills
Publishing Corporation, 25 Deshon Drive, Melville, New
York 11746.

Lists texts, method_ solos, and e s 4ribles. Mat_rial not
graded by difficulty.

The proper selection of t lurint t and sdroph
Elkhart, Indiana: Conn Corporation , 1965.

.Information on the construction of niouthpiees and the
relationship between design and the tone quality of the
mod thpiece.

mouthpieces.

Reed, Alfred. The balanced clarinet choir. 'Kenosha.
sin: Leblanc Publications,.Inc., 1958.

Benda'', F. C. The clarinet: some notes upon its histurz 'and
construction. New York: Philosophical Library, Inc., 1957.

Riehm, Dicthard, ed. The clarinet Oskar Kroll. New York:
Taplinger Publishing Company, 1968.

A thorongh explanation of the evolution of the clarinet
and its impact on composers from Cluck and Mozart to Mar-
tok and Stravinsky. Also includes a bibliography of clarinet
literature, from solos to large ensembles:. a good discussion
of other members of the clarMet f umil V and a novel section
with short biographies of some eminent clarinetists, with .

.photographs.
Seltzer.: G. A. A study of some technical problems for the

clarinet family in orchestral literature. Rochester, New
York: University of RocIsIster Press, L959. Micr9print copy--of original typescript.

Siegel, Allen. The twentieth century clarinetist. New York:
Friinco Colombo, 1967. Available from Belwin-Mills Pub=
lishing Corporation, 25 Deshon Drive, Melville, New York
11746.

Snavely, jack L rnderstanding the altissimo register.
Kenosha, Wisconsin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., n. d.

Spratt, Jack. Hour to make your own clarinet reeds. Stanford,
Connecticut: Spratt Music Publishers, 1956. Available from
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Plymo _b Music Company, 1841 _Broadway, New York,
New York 10023.
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Introduction
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

.

The saxophone was invented by a Belgian instiument inaker
rualed, Adolphe Sax (1814-94). App ireritly mtcnding to de-

ry op an instrument that would proYide'a,tonal link between
the clarinets and the tenor brasses- in French:military bands, =

he added a single-reed moiithpiece 'to a bi-ass body with ,
(conical bore and patented his invention in 1846. Its accept-
ance was immediate. The saxophone fared so well in a special
competition that for a time it replaced the hbrnO, the oboe,
and-the bassoon as instruments in French marching bands.

For Concert work: however, the saxophone ,was simply -an
extra wind- until it was legitimized as a solo, and orchestral
instrument by the standards of style and pePrmance estah=f-
lished by Marcel Mule's French school of saxophone playing.
In the United States, conservatories and schools of music
were reluctant to allow their students to major on the
saxophon, and its popularity as a jazz instrument during the
1920's did little th improve its legitimacy. Since that time, the
virtuoso potential of the saxophone- in a variety of timbres,
ranges, and t'echniques has been SO well demonstrated that a
number of inajor -works have been written for it by such re-
nowned composers as Glazunov, Halm, Hindemith, thert, von
Koch, Larsson, Leeson, Martin, and, of course, Mule,

The Slixoph(me fupctunis acousticilly as an open pipe, u er-
blows an octave, and is capable of producing the complete
overtone series_ All members 'of the family in.enrrent use tie
transposing ins4ruments relaivelv simple lind
ling:eying -system tILit includes an articulined GI; kt s in au
tomatic octave key, and side key rollers which are operated
by the I ttle hngers.

M-Qc fOrifie ixi not5-laroil thc-Tfelituerfirt-lizr
n chromatic range defined below.



earlY as .1842 however, Berlioz described the range of the'
instrument as'three octaves from b b. Contemporaw teachers
_have supported this contention by using a flexible em-
bouchure and throat plus auxili&ry fingerings and their com-
binations, to extend the upper range at least a fourth beyond
the level shown above; and such- composers- as Henry Brant,
Jacques lbert, and Henry Cowell have included notes above
written f in their solo literature for saxophone.

From high to low in an alternating pattern of transposition's,
-the most frequently uSed members of the saxophone family
are the soprano in B b, which sounds a major second lower
than written; the alto in E b, which sounds a major- sixth
lower; the tenor in B b, which sounds a major ninth lower;
the baritone in E b, which sounds an -octave plus a major Nixth
lower; and the bass in B b, which sounds,two octaves plus a
major second lower. The B b soprano and the B b bass are
seldom found in schoolsalthaigh the soprano, in particular,
should be promoted because it enables students to use some
of the moderately dffictilt _.literature that has been written or
arranged for the popular saxophOne quartet. There are two
forms of this ensemble: the SATB and the AATB.

SELECTION, CARE, AND REPAIR

The Insirument
,

In choosing a saxophone, the, followingA,items -hould
considered:

The cork on the neck should be intact
The instrument shonld have all keys between' bb and
P. 9

-The keys should not bend easily.
The,pads should be properly seated.
TheleyactioTh'shWld be respons'ive ant produce
miriimiim of noise.
The instrument's quality ts not nec earily related to its
age.
The determininw factors sliould.,be wenn ir of intonation
and a pleasing tone.

The advice of professional perlbrmers can be very helpful in
this matter and might preclude much difficulty at a later date.,

- ,



Like all musical instrumcntsthe saxophone re1uires proper
Maintenance fbr consistently good'-tesponse. I =should be en-
closed in a case whepever it is nOt in use,., the neek and
mouthpiece wrapped separately in small Cleths 'and snugly lit-

-ted into the adsories compartment: Tte surface of the neck
mid body_ should be wiped with a soft cloth after every play-
ing Periodically, a soft damp cloth should he used and the
interior cleaned with a saxophone swab rir-omething-simihir.

. The mouthpiece and heck need -particu4Vattention. They',
tbo, should be wiped :After every playing; bur they should also
be washed occaSionally in lid-wwarm stilap j. water and then
thoroughly rinsed and dried, in order (0, prevent accumnIk
tions of foreign matter that c:An seriously_ affect both tone atd
intonation.

Dusting under the keys and rods with an ordim.try feather
-Ips to keep the pads free of dust which, coMbined with the

moisture that results f'rom playing, -sometimes causes them to
stick to the tone.holes. 'if a pad tends to stick, the condition
can be 'remedied by placing4a small piece of lens cleaner, thin,
cloth, or fine: paper between-the Pacl and the hole, closing the
key, with gentle pressure, and with the key hold down gently "

_ ,
drawing the ,material bad: md forth*. Pads that. continue to
stick even after periodic cleaning should be replaced. The Ctf'

' key May cause trouble in this', respect, partly because it
opened by Xpring tension rather't-han the pressure of a finger.
For this reason, students should' be aclvised to lift the G4
plate before they begin to play in order to be sure that it
hasn't sealed. =,

When required, i tiny drop of woodwind key oil should be
canfully applied with a toothpia to iii frietion points,

Any excess 'should be Wiped away immediately and no =oil
should tough the, pads, or they can be ruined. In generka,
stud9nts should, be wa.rned agiinst a -do-it-yoursolr apprmiCh
to adjustments and repitirs; but.the following items can be
usaful--in-clealifrg-with-rehtnrely-rniimnirobiems.

A small screwdriver,
A pipe cleaner,

e A crochet needle (for replacing slipped
Cnient, and-

9 Cork grease or ise line players pre e i the latter
because the kel that its mineral base is Fess, liable
decay the cork than the animal tallow of which the gre s
is made).
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:Major iepairs should- be referred to a qualified repair-
arp but even/if- there are no apparent difficulties; the in--
teurnent should be checked and readjusted once'a year.- , 4

Mouthpiece

be 'most e
ophone' is

d ligatu
-sPediv

onthpleces
eeaL A good

diameter Iakger than either of the openings ihto it. Those With
stTal riide walk should be avoided, because such -cl,arinet-

mmithpieces hinder thne production. Students should
advised to choose a high quality rubber or plastic mouth-

and to- be careful not to damage the tip or facing. by
,ta ping or dropping it. In additthn to providing a_ different
type of sound, metal mouthpieces have an advantage for some
tenor and ,baritone saxophone players who prefer smaller
monthpieces. _The utilization of metal reduces the thickness-of .

r -the walls, while preserving-the strength of hard rubber and
the same inner dimensions.'

A mouthpiere with a medium fating and tone chamber will,
usually produte the best results for a beginning student. The
term facing refers to the anglelength, and shape of the
curve toward the tip/and-away frErrn the mouthpiece table on
which the flat heel-a the reed rests. The tone chamber is the
hollow,portion of the m,outhpiece, the dimensions of which af-
fect the resonance and timbre of the sound produced. A
medium facing and tone chamber provide an acoustical com-
promise that facilitates tone pr6duction in all ranges and
dynamic levels, with maximum consistency of timbre and in-
tonation. Most players agree that UV is the best combination
for producing characteristically pleasing saxophone tones. Ex-
treme -styles May delude students into thinking they are suc-
cessful at the moment, but such styles can also-cause severe..
embouchure Jensions on compensations which could impede
the students progress for years afterward. For exainple, a fac-
ing that is too steep in combination with a reed that is too stiff
might cause the player to develop an excessive bite and thus
compound the problems related to embouchure. .

While the value of an 'excellent motithpiece should never
be underestimated, proper use of the4igature is also impor-
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itiCal factor in tone prlduc on on the
e mduthpiece, in combination with a good
e. Care in the selection of each 43f-these will
-saxop niSts-to advance-more readily.
are de of hard- rubber, plastic, glass, and

ce should have a tone chamber with a



tant in producing a full tone because it affects the vibration of
the read: The upper screw (toward the tip Of the reed) should
he tighteqed just enough to hold the reed in place 'Without
limiting its ability to vibrate. A plate fitted to the ligature
below the tensioh,-screwk or rails is also recommended in
order to equalize the preslure of the screws and prevent the
gature from cutting into the edge of the reed.

The -Reed-

Good reeds are as important to a student's success as they
are to a professional's; and for this reason, even a beginner's
reedS should be selected with care. Again, the rule of thumb
is moderation. Not all manufacturers have standardizecrlabel-

, ing procedures, jhough many use the numbers 1, 1 1, 2, . .

5 to designate the various degrees between soft and hard.
But since these classifications are determined tir measuring
the strength of the tip when the reed is dry, there is a good
deal of variation even among reeds that bear the same
strength number.

Beginners should use reeds of medinin strength in ,Order to
'develop the sensitivity of a prop'er embouchure..(Too Soft a
reed usually results in tob little breath suPport and an irloon
sistent lip positi'on.) However, Once proper :ernbotwhure and
breathing habits have been firmly .established, a stiffer reed
should be used. Most reeds'soften aftier a few:playings, so that'
one which feels too stiff atfirst may respond well after it has
been -broken

Students should be ericour id to experiment with a
number Of reeds, since onlV:a few of them will be suitable for
use. A go'od reed Can: ,,be identified by the following
characteristies:

Seasoned cane. This should be deep ydlow ill color (nOt
greenish or light yell6w),,Iwith flecks of brown in the bark
of the. stem (the uricut bottom portion of the reed).
Straight grain running parallel to the sides of the reed.
Small, darker grAins: in even, ;Ienalwise distributi(M to

.the tip of .the reed. (Brown spots or areas should be
Avoided.)
Symmetry Of sh pe. (The h1ows on either side of an
imaginary mediaji should he idntic al.)
Even- resistyfe to PressuiftS 1rghtl exerted by a
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umbnail at the corners and along of the reed
Is. (The greater the'resistance e harder the

ed.)
,)

back of the reed s d he absolutely flat: Since cane
during lh rying pirocess- if it `isinot carefully

ed, reed should be stripped-of excesi rnoistur)e 'after
-ei'ch pl4ing and then fastened to- a flat- plate glass op corn:. .

-- tor e case. (The reed should never be store
on the uiouthpiece, or the outline of the wind6W

printed:on the back) In assembling the reed and
he ligature should be loosened, the reed slid

,tand then ,die screws tightened. Placing the
reed could nick or othrwise damage the

=p.

bile
I .be

mouth-
butt-

igature
elicite.

ING PBOCEDU ES
The alto saxophe _e sounds a major sixth lower than written.

en playing th written second- lin6 g', the-alto s ophone
will*sound the concert below. By moving the mo, thpiece

out on cork, the instrument can be tuned to itat
rticular no While centering the pitch, it is ad 'sable to,;
gulate th intonation by experimenting with vari us toneS

over the range of the instrument. Once the saxoph ne is- in
- tune, it s a good policy to mark the location of the mouth- '

Tiece O he cork with 'a pencil. However, this location should
-.'not be allbwed to remain static, or to substitute- for critical lis-

temn and adjusting as necessitated by various play,ing condi-
tion

e tenor saxophone sounds a major ninth lower than writ-
- By playing third space c2, the tenor saxophone*ill sound
b 12 concert a ninth beloW, in unison with the ,Second line

gl of the alto. The baritone saxophone soAds an octave plus a
major- sixth lower than written. By playing g2, the baritone
sounds in unison with the alto and the tenor en b concert.
Tuning pr edures on these instruments are identical to those
described f r the alto.

IL Method Criteria
A good teacher constantly reassesses both methods and

materials in an effort to determine the most effective ways of
.helping students to learn. Since teaching and learning are



dynamic phenom na, it is strorly recommended' that an- ec-
leetic aPproach be used Ind that the methods and materials
be appropriate for;

I) The objecfives to be achieveda working knowledge of
the mechanics of the instrument good soand produc-
tion, criticaPhstening, -sensitive performapce of quality
musical selections, creative interpretation, and improvi-
sation;

(2) The-Jearning situationclass or one-on-one instruction;-
honidgeneous or het rogeneous grouping of instrp;
ments, frequency and-duration of the.sessions,-etc.; apd

(3) The characteristics of the learner(Sage, talent, poten-
tial,' musical backgr nnd and experience with musical
Mstruments:.initiativ arid ability fo learn

Finally, the methods nd materials shduld be musical in
oach as well as conte

HI. Teaching and e rning
BEGINNING LEVEL

Students can begin to/study the saxophone when they are 9
or 10 years old, if

They are big enouli to hold the instrument without dis-
,comfort; and (

Their hands are large enough to allow the fingers to op-
erate the pearl plateaus while the left thumb is on th
thumb plateau, and the right thumbnail -is below the
thumb rest..

HoweGer, if the inst ent is too heavy for a giyen stud,ent or
his/her hands 'so sma l 'that they persist in touching theaslde
'keys -and thus prey nt' the proper tones from sounding ,
another instrument niight better-be selected.

The single most iriportant factor In playing a axophone is
the production of a- ood basic sound. Havin students work
on the mouthpiece alone, as a supplement to egular practice,
is an excellent approach to the developm nt of a full, rich
tone because it allows, them to concentrate on embouchure
and breath support /without the encumbrance of the whole in-
trument. Other usehA aids iticlude timing the tone; checking

,\ die fullness ()litho tone, support, ,ria digerences in pitch; and
having students listen to professional performances.
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The concept of good einbouchure should be carefully ex-
lained so that:students will understand the basic.funchons of.

.the mouthpiece, reed, facial muscles, and teeth. in .the pi-O-
duOtion-of a tone. For example, they should learn-that:

The embouchure is the formation of the lips around/the
mouthpiege together with the teeth, cheeks, and' jaw
all of which dreet -tone production.
A major- purpose- of_ the embouchure is to provide a.
ealed Connection which maintains the pressure-of the':

airstream and transfers-it to the mouthpiece.
Under_norrnal conditions, the embouchure is formed
allowing..the upper teeth to rest gently on the,top of the
mouthpiece (see diagram) approximately 1/2(4" from _the tip
fin: the alto, W. for the tenor, etc., while the corners of
the mouth are drawn tdgetherrotind /the mouthpiece/
reed, as if SaYing the word prut
The lower lip should-cushion the reed, but with so little
pressUre that the reed cafi e freely.

Arows indicate the proper posi-
k lion ;if the upper teeth and the

lower lip, directly opposite each /
other.

The embouciure s ould be firm enough to blow an -a. on an
alto saxop ne outhpiece, a g out a tenor saxophone..

mouthpiec , or f- on a baritone saxophone mouthpiece
pght from tht b ginningif the, reed is a good one. (These

, are appro imate pitches.) A reed that is too soft may close up
'when it s blQ ii with sufficient airstream and proper ern:
bOuchii -

. .

The functioning of embouchure, rAd, and mouth- -
piece prs tieing a rich saxophone sound requires, a Well .
suppo ted ell controlled stream of air. Students may more
readi r tand the 'difference between a steady stream of
air clan incontroHed'puffifthe y: 1 0 1
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(I) Pretend that the instrument is a: straw, and then
(2) Form the word who with their lips and BLOW.
e 4rnount of air will be roughly the same in each case; but'

as the following diagram shows, the air is exhaled for a longer
period of time in the first instance than in the second.

NUMBER OF sgicorviDs

1. INTENSE; CONTROLLED AIRSTR -M

SECONDS

2. AN UNCONTROLLED PUFF OF AIR

(GONE AFTER 4 SECONDS OR LESS)

In order to produce a full, rich tone, the alrstream must be
concentrated, 'steady, and intenseas in blowing through ,a
straw. _ ,

Playing a siophne=iqtiires qt-lick but noiseless inhalati95
and extended exhalation. The rate is slower than in normal
breathing, so students must learn to breathe deeply in order
to maintain an- adequate supply of air and sujhcieut oxygen in
the bloodstream.. Good posture Is_ essential b the process be-
cause it 4Ilows thechest,to expand to its, ful capacify. For this
reason, students should develop the habit f standing and sit-
ting erect, with the chest high. In addition they should learn
to:

Prepare for inhalation 'by dropping th Jaw. keeping- the
upper teeth _anchored in order to preserve the cur-
bouchpre, and opening the throat as though they were
about to yawn;
Begin breathing action from the floor of the chest cavity

h k I d Iusing t e side and a) oninta muscles that sur-
round the --area;

loa .
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a

Stop ancl start the,airflow without taking a ne* breath,,
by changing the Size oPthe throat opening and the
pressure in the chest cavitY;
Equalize the airstream by increasing suppovt trom ihe
diaphragm;
Extend exhalatiOn while inaintaining a steady, uniform
pressure with the muscles of the chest and abdomen"; and

,

_ 'Play-on a full-breath, with the lungs sufficiently.inOated
to allow the natural elasticity of the muscles to work for

-them.
The following exercise might be useful in developing a

proper concept Of breath support:
Have the students stand 'with teir backs against- a wall,
hands clasped behind thelneck, a d elbows back. Ask them-
to inhale in three staps:

(I) To the diaphragm,
(2) To the lower rib, cage, and
(3) To the upper chest cavity,

thus filling, the lungs completely W ile, keeping the
shoulders down and relaxed, Then have them form an em-
bouchure and attempt to blow a long, intense stream of air
as in the straw example above, keeping the throat open and

relaxed.. -41*-

The exercise should be rePeated severar times before it is

applid to playing the saxophona. If it is done correctly, a
solid, ringing tone will result.

Before the saxophone is played,- its reed should be
thoroughly wet in the mouth or in a glass of water and rubbed
toward the tip to close thh pores. The tip should be even and
flat ,. never wavy. If neeessary, it can be flattened by holding it
against the table of the mouthpiece with the thumb. In plac-

ing the reed on the mouthpiece, care should be taken to in-
sure that the fide rails are in line with the flat table edges and
that the tips when depressed toward' the mouthpiece, is
alignea with the outer edge pf the curved tip rail. This is very
important in securing optimal efficiency in tone production.

The neck screw most be loosened before the neck is in-
serted into the body of the saxoPhone. It should never be
foreed.into place while the screw is still tight, or the joint
may eventually leak. Keeping the coupling lubricated is go._

preventive- maintenance, as.,a leak here could act as .an auk,
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iliary octave key; but some fricfion is necessary:in order to
hold the neck in the desired position.

In the beOnning, th'e mouthpiece should be twisted into
Tlice on the greased cork until it `reaches the .spot marked by
,the inStructor as best suited to the overall intonation of the
instrument. This should help to improve the strudenes pitch
consciousness. Later; as his/her embouchure is strengthened,

the rnatk should be readjusted accerdiiigly.
The saxophone should hang at a lev'el which allows the ku-

dent to blow it without stretching his/her neck. The strap
should pe comfortable, and easily raised or loWered. The
swxophone should be _held in front pf- the body (sopi-ano), af
the right sidc (tenor), by means of a sax stond (baritone and
bass), or in whatever position (especia y the alto) seems most
appropriate for the size of the instru nt and its relation to
the player's arms and body. The chief criteria are comfort-and
stabilitythe former because it affects tone quality, intona-

'n, technique, and interpretation; the latter because it af-
s rhg number of times the embouchure must be adjusted.

In-proper fingering_ position, the left thumb should rest on
the 'thumb plateau, 'while the first finger of the left hand is
placed firmly on the B key and the other, two fingers rest
above the A and G keys. The little finger is not used at_this
stage. The first, second, and third fingers of the right hand
should be placed oKer the' F, g, and D keys; and the right
thumb against the body of the instrument below the thumb
rest.

Pitch is essential to the concept of good tone quality, even
at the beginning stage. However, although- single long tones
are important at first, moving the fingers in slurred quarter-
note pattern's while playing sustained sotulds can help in de-
veloping smooti-; technique and might also reduce the number
of reading and coordination problems 'that so often arise later.

Articulation-

The contact points of tongue-on for sawphone articula-
tion are determined by:
- The size of the mouthpiece:

The amount of mouthpiece md recd taken into the
month;
The nearly horizontal position of the*Mouthpiece in the

-.mouth; and 1 U
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Size, and shape of the player's tongue in relation to
e oral cavity. _

uccessful approach is to anchor-die tip of the tongue be-
the-lower teeth or lip (not on or under the reed) and let
_h up to touch the tip of the reed lightly: A point some-
"back otthe tongue tip actually contacts the reed-711ot'

w as commonly thought but merely halting
'-df- --feed-rei -the "leifg+h- be tithe- itqu kid by

he s -.1e of articulation that is being used.--Even a student
a short tongue should be able to tongue freely, reed tip

tongue tip, witholit a'iichoring. The deciding factor is the .
resulting sound (e.g.,7the."slapping- effect of too much

ngue-on-reed Should be avdided). _It is also gimportant to'
_make sure that no saliva is tranSferred from the tongue td the

--Interior of the mouthpiece, and that no excess moisture is al-
lowed to collett there. Finally, there imist be a constant sup-
ply of air to -the instrument throughout the process of aitieula-
tion , `. ...._,

A tone Can be stoPped in any of the following ways:
. .

By touching the tii-3 of the reed,with the tongue; ,
By allowing-the beginning Of a note to double as the e-

. lease of the previOuVitte, as in -legato artibUlations1 .
By abrUptly halting the air supply; and

-. By allOwing ale' breath to die away-as in diminnèndos or
phrase endings.

The choice is determined.by the player, as s/he interprets the
composer's directions in relation to the style of the music.-

A detailefl discussion of articulation techniques and the fac-
brS Which drect them, complete with diagrams, can be found

in The Art of Saxophone Plaiiing by Larry Teal (see :annotated
-reference in the Selected Resource Materials listing at the
end of thi chapter.) . /
Comprehension of Rhythinicand Melodic Notatibn

Rhythmic' feeling, rather than intellectu ,knowledge, is
most' conducive to the successUl developm t of the be0n-
ner. Fingee-snapping, clapping, and foot-ta ping, to rhythms
not unlike jazz are good techniques for creating a feel for
music. In addition, the students milt be asked to identify
the rhythms of certain melodies as t ey sensr them. When _.,,--
they, begin to comprehend rhythms visually in notation, a
metronome can be used to make them aware of .the relation-
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ship between rhythm and beats that divide time evenl.: Play-
ing articulated rhythm Patterns can also be helpful, because-it
develops coordination in blowing, tonguing, fingering, and

,

timing. Accurate reading imd relaxed-performance often result
_from this approach. . .

Asking students to\play tleir own quarter-note melody pat-
ems can do much to stirmulaie creativity and provide a natu-
ral=introduction to key signatures .and notation. If a. student .,.

develops something unusual, it should bf written on the .

chalkboard for an to see. In any case, the stOents' interest in .

discovering what they bAv.e created often motivates their'
telearning hovt,to Write it . rminology shOuld be introduced aS

the need arises, but it is
i

recommended,that the teacher use
correct technical terminology rightifrom the beginning and in-,
sist that his/her students do the safne.

lntonatio

Often stiidents neglect to use their sense of pitch discrimi
nation to the fullest rxwnt, They see the music as they play,
at ,the expense of listening to it; land the teacher thay there-
fore conclfide dila students have,a, 7poor ear- when, in filet,
they simply may 'ilot be using their abilitiq to the best advaill
tage.

Two sounds of ihe ,same\pitch may .yad in clarity, quaky,
imd timpre,,- For this reason;, it can be 'cery difficult, to tune
different instruments, -Applying the principle of in-tune play-
ing helps to increase an aural a5 areeness. of pitch differences.
Using a strobotuner creates a ces'nal awareness of ifiem; but
the strobotuner should be vieWed as,a training aviee, not as
a crutch or "substitute ear. It is most svaluable.Thr:

(1) Tuning , \
Tune to A or B concery When, the wheel has
stabilized indicating that the tone is iii\,tune,.h:Ave the\students e'xperiment 'by +kWh-1g first easier and'tben
harder, and notice what happens., In;a crcendo, the
pitch goes flat; in a decrescendo, the pitch ten- go
sharp,

(2 ) Developing breath support
Next, have the -students pkriv the higher octav
they have go5od embouchures and proper breath, suppor
and fittensity, they will 'play out of tune. While observ-
ing the indicator, the; should attempt to make the ad-
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justments required for playing in tuhe. At this time, the
er can- corivince the students that 'they must 'use

th subport and embouchure control to play in tune.
The fact that notes are fingered properly does not
guaxante-that, they will sound prbperly. Since students
are apt to be more inipressed visually than' they are- au-
rally, the aural. element should be Stressed. Fur--

hei-4hould -point-out- that the harder
saiophçmst blow, the flatter they 'gay; while 'brass
players' have, a tendency to play sharp when thay_ blow
hard ancl Without control. The' situation illustrates the
'ccimplexity _of intonation prpblems in ensembles, and
emphasizes the need-for continnal efforts'to listen criti-
cally while playing.

) Improving tbfte quality
A darker signal in the- strobotuner window indicates a
clear, intense, resonant sound. A lighterilltrial usually
intlicates a weak sound which requires ineteased gUp-
port.

(' Summary

A beginner.s .attitude 'tends to be positive. S/he wantg to
-learn. The teacher should preserve that enthusiasm, capitaliz-

-ing upon it whenever possible wkiile pursuing a methodical
approach to teaching and learninga few things at a time:
tone production, simple fingerings, tonguing, and .then the
coordMation of these items. Tape-recorded lessons and per-
formances cad be very helpful in creating interest in self-,
evaluation and providing_periodic measures of growth.

ERME-PINTE LVEL ,

Tone

As students progress to the point where they are able to
express themselves musically, they should work toward great-
er refinement in performance, with particular atfention to
embouchure development and careful listening.

Playing major scales over the range oi two octaves (holding
each note for fpur slow counts and breathing between each
note) provides an excellent exercise for the- continued fie-

,velopment of bfeath supPort and control, einbouchure, tone,
.and intonation. The scales should be extended to include the



oniplete tessItura of the instrument, each irate played :with a
sonwit sound.: Further attention should:be given, to-variA-

.tions,in tone color inherent in the instrument's use of a dou-
ble octive key mechanism-. EffortS should-1)-e made to match
tone quality between notes c2 and d2, and g2 and_ a2.- Natural
fullness in the lower register.should be matched ih the middle
and upper registers by -increasing the -cushion" of the lower
lip and by .draiiting the corners of the mouth 1ittghtly
but firmly, like a drawstring on a laundry blfg.

As students become familiar with fingeringg which produce
the tones from c3 to P, they shoUld strive to itnprpve -the
quality of these tones until, theY, approach the_ fullness or
sound produced in other registers. It is often helpful to have
them memorize some high note studies -so that note reading.
can be dispensed with while production Of these tones is Prac-
ticed.

.4""Further attention should be directe&-tovard matching tone
quality white executing changes betweeri-cP and d2., Particu-
lar attentioO, to intonation is also c4tienl at,this point. The
-closed fingering for cl#2 should be 'demonstrat&d and then
compared with open ctI 2:

Seale" tones should be tfraeticed with both breath and
legato-tongued articulations at waving dynamic levels. A good
prctice is to start the tone softly, gradually build a crescendo
to the fullest possible sound, and then graditally decrescendc
to silence.- Students mugt be careful to maintain the same
pitch level throughout

Key Identification Chart
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g3GIIT HAND:

-Correct left thumb technique should -he reviewed. Slurring
back and forth between c2 and d2 provides a simple exercise.
The left thuMh Tust,be anchored to the plateau and rock to--
ward the octaVe. key_ With is little wasted) motion as possible'
while the fingers are niised slightly 5511 but

-.lowered firmly artlic 'notu dmoge. lingenerid, keeping hand
movements to a minimum will aid in the developMent of good
h'and and finger position.'

Students should be niade awlwri of- a ujumiii r of xhe
nate fingerings available to s4ixophoniSts. A few liaNie ones-. .

have been included here. When the students learn to play.
chromatic scales, they should employ:

The zide e finrirm 6 The -ide c finerin

0
C a

0

The side f should be used when preceded or followed byi. The side c should be used when preceded or follow d by
lig, but it should be avoided as a sustained tone because of its
poor reiionanc and pitch qualities. The key is depressed by
the base of the right Mdes finger.

The note (12, and sometimes b', inn] c are fingered
like those an octiive. lower with the added o6tave key. This
technique is applicable in conWxt with the neighboring higher
diatolic or chromatic tones .when it is desirable to nniintain
similar tone color, 91: for technical fluency. Studyns should be
warned 'that it may be necessary to -favor- thesc,elosed-pipe
fingerings to achic.Ve good intonation (sharp (In most.
saxophones).
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Saxophonists have the follow
for bf, 1 and b b2:

ayaik le to them

ifecti4 in Used in Primarily use- Right-hand

chromatic and most flat IA in arpeg- middle key (fff)

diatonic sit- keys, ex- giated figures may be left

uatior4 cept when down for both

preceded or notes

followed by
b

Instrument must he in proper a_thustm t

All moderw saxophones ue equipped with an articulated
which-enables the play ci to close. the G4 'pad with any of

the first three fingers,of the right hand, while .depresSing the

G4 key with the little finger of the left hand. This makes it

possible to play- lower notes with' a minimum, of cross
,Tingcring, if the instrument.-is in good adjustment. The

. 4:keY Would-be depressed fOr all 'lows in tin, f011owing example:

In addition, most modern saxophones have an interlocking

Cg mechanism which allows the C pad to:be opened by de,
pressMg the Cl# , B ot Bb key with the left-liand little finger.
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To discover the advan age of this' situation, students mi ht beasked to slur the following figure:

'The example above would be fmgered with the low cP key= depressed throughout, empldying the interlock to produce thegt4 I with the same key that would produce the eg i, Ofcourse, the enharmonic application .Of these devices (ID lama
t-Ojor triad) should be pointed out , the students. The ae-quill ion and use of this mechari'm," however, is debatedamong saxophonists on the ground that the left-hand littlefinger is one of the'weakest fingers.

Vibrato

Vibrato is an integral -part Of a mature tone and the per-former should be able tb control it at wifliby increasing or de-
creasing 'the number of fluctuations of pitch, volume, and
timbre per second, or by stopping it completely. Aceording tothe individual's own school of playing and the style of musicbeing performed, the average speed used by professionals will
vary from approximately 5 to 7 undulations per second.

Wind players emPloy a number of different techniques in
producing vibrato: ont their instruments. Most successffilsaxophonists use a method called jaw, vibrato. This requires arelaxed throat and a fii-rn embouchure. The initial concept ofjaw movement can be realized without the mouthpiece, if

-students are taught to vocalize a thah-woh-wah sound with a -relaxed jaw alternately opening and closing in an up-and-down
motion. Varying the 'speed from 2 to 6 measured pulses per
second should facilitate the movement of the jaw. -When the
jay/ is limber and unfettered' by teilsioll, _the procegs can be
transferred- to the saxophone. The:aRront ,of perpendicular
motion of the jaw to and, from the rebd is proportional to the-fluctuation of the pitch. ..

Careful listening can guide performers toward the de-.
velop-ment of a vibrato which avoids -the extremes of being toowide and slow, or too tense and fast. Before- vibrato can beused effectively in melodic passages, however, it should be



mastered through practice With whol - ote scales ad
ured undulatiOns. Ainetiunome can be useful fo this pur-
pose. In addition, students should be made aware the fact'
that a freetyle, unmeasured, even vibrato is the Øltiin ate ap-
plication of these exercises to music. _ mature: performer's
vibrato fl without regard to the numlier of uIs ations per

_ .

bear. Liste iig to professional string and voo rforMances
will stren his corieept.

In 'any students should .understand hat vibratO will
not Compels it loi poor tiine quality iind, i fict, may even
make it worSe.

.Tolie Pro luctiun

It is generally conceded th it there is/no radical change in
saxophone embouchure iong the loW, middle,. and high
rangesif the instrument is in good mechaniCal condition. To
avo flatness in the. low range abd sharpness in the high
range, the embouchure. !,;,- -iild remain almost constant for
I ose notes played,. witk / r without the :-octave key. Tone

produetion in theuppc' register requires only slightly more
"pueker- of the lips around the reed and mouthpiece than in
the lower register. Prodpoing low notes on ,the saxopluple is
priMarily dependent upon a. firm erribouchure, an open
throat, and full diaphragmatic support. If a student encouhters
problems in Producing a tone in this register, there rnay be/
an air leak in the instrument being played.

/

Intermediate stud( its- should have freqnent opportunities
to perforrn in bands, orchestras, .Xtage banils, quartets, trios.,
and duets in' addition to ,solo performance. Saxophones are
most frequently used in ensenible situations; for this reason,
the, ability to perform, effectively as a member of a musical
team is most important.-

Since progress.will .Seem slower at this stage, tape re-
cOrdings can be very helpful in maintaining interest: Lessohs
and sold/ensemble performances shonld be recorded and

. .

playedsfOr criticid listoning Ensemble tapes with prepared ac-
conipaniment- can be uSeit-to,Aevelop overall musicianship,
including tone produCtion, advanced. technic:al facility, and iffik.
terpretive powers. /
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Students should be encotiraged to practice regularly, and to
_ . /

"structure practice sessions for maximum efficiency. For exam-
ple, a session might be 'arranged ag folloWs:

(1) Warmup routine/
Whole-note scales, straight tone and vibrato
Major za-d/or minor scales, limited to two or three
keys at each session, played both legato and staC-
cato /(.see Scales far the Saxopholw by Sigurd
Raseher listed in the Selected Resource Materials

1

sec:ion at the end of this chapter)
(2) Technic studies

/(3) Solo i-aterial
(4) Chor al and scalewise patterns played bY L U limitccl to-

two or three at each sessioli but including:
Chordsmajor sevenths, dominant sevenths,
minor sevenths, angmented.seventlis, diministhed
sevenths, and-minor sevenths with Hatted fifth
Scalesmajor; natural,'harmonic, and melodic
minor; and whole- ne i

ADVANCED LEVEL

The advanced level is a period of artistic realization. Major
.emphasis should be given to perfecting skills and iiicrdasing
knowledge to roaximal degrees,: The goal should be the at-
tainment Of mature musical concepts and performance skills
which rnake it possible for the player -to communicate with
meaning aild pleasure. The teacher should become less and
less an instructor, and more and rnore a guide who encour-
ages' the -studfants to develop theft CreatRe abilities and refine
their Musickinship in highly flexible and relatively unstrue-
tured lesriSo si. -

Student at, the advanced level should develop a greater
degree of 'ophistieation in the control of tone and intonation.
Daily Work on sustained tones and volume control, with in-
creased emphasis on proper breathing, should therefore be
encouraged. In' addition, they should refine the sound tskiey'
produce by extending the upper range, and by working on

-the overtone series. Some performer/teachers advise, their
students to extend this range by ,-vocalizine the bigh notes.
They,also suggest playing the exercises in elementary method
-books an octave higher than written. They recommend that
young studentsplay harmonics on b b and on other fundamen-
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tal to
manipula

Bugle calls beginnitw on P (fingering the funda bb) c-
al.6 Jbe useful e14-cises. The altissimo register (above P)

s more embotik.hure tension (without biting), an eeh posi-
tion of the tougu6ind throat, and gre-ater airspeed and dia-,
phragmatic supporK Exercises for developing the embouchure',
and/ the ability to-place the sound -are included in Top Tones

Saxophone, by Sigurd Wascher; tiigh Haz-monics by
Nash; and Beginning Studies in the Altissiino Register,,by
mary Lang. (See the Selected Resource Materials section

end of this chapter.)

Reeds

of the student's development, a nange of
mouthpiece might be adyisable. This will depend upon the
type and quality of sound desired. Various .monthpieces
should be tried (e.,g., thi:ise made "cif hard rubbei, plastic,, or
metal; those withYii more open hiy; those with m -small,
medium, or large chamber; etc.). In peeforming on various tip
openings, it is imP6rtant to remember that, the wider the
opening, the softer the reed should be.

The ability to select and adjust ree& is also-a critical factor
in producing a conirddled (one. Serious students should make
full use of availableNexts With inforimition on reed adjust-
ment. and e..xplore.`this matter with other single-reed players

,

and professionals.
,

Articulat
Articulation demands -persistent attenti n, and -considevable

CI
time must be devoted to its refinement. The use of a met-
ronome is essential if' tkie player is to he made aWare-of the.;
'need fbr rhythmic stability while topguiug at all tempos. Play-

,
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ing the exercise below at progressively fiistcr tempos should
iinprovethe student's ability to artfculate Ire preeisely.

Th'e .xereise can be made inyreaiingly difficult b combining
with 'melodic- patterns, styles, intervIds, scides, etc., and

_pplying the, following practicex:
-4,''Legato tongue a given note, using a don articulation;

,LegatO tongue, while changing notes, with attention given
to the coordination'of tongue and fingers;
Vary,the tiwthms, ipeasurE. by incasure, and apply them
to scale patterns;

4., Then repeat The exercises in a .sticcito stle ,

Advanced' students should tave reached a level a,maturity
in technique Which enables them to playTat sight tW' more dill
,ficult port!ons of the Xtandard literature. Accordingly, they 7.
should have, command of- all major, minor, and Aromatic
scales in a variety' of ar Adated rhythmic and interval patterns
over the range of the 51strtIlnent.

1

Su mmary

:-Students at the...advanced. level should participate in as
Many diverse musical actiVities as their time and interests
perinit. (Organization', ensemble,. and solo experiences should,
b- -.accompanied .by evaluatiOns of performance irh terms of

style. and ,interpretation.) They should ,underst
,an_ be able to perfdrm in the Varied.styles of diflc?t'usi-
cii eriods Finall thewlemands.made on saxophone-players
-a e it adviSable for students to learn hoW to double on other

6

adwInd instruments and to tr inspost cspcci mlh if they are
'considering professional careers in public school music cuc a-
tIønor as .woodwind veciahsts in jazz.''.:.

.Advhnced students may, develop an interest in, improvising,'
If 'so, they should realize that improvisation requires an in-
formed sense of hearing arid a fundamental 'knowledge of
.seales, chords, theory, and harmony. Various books aud,ree-
ords.are aVailable for this purpose.,

1 D
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At this level of learning, students should have had s'ufficithit
experience with ti iic skills, ,knowledges and attitudes" to de-
velop-their owft- styles of-playing. Proressional re4ordings will
acquaint them with, the diflering Slyles of_isiozophone.artists,
and they can emulate these, and/or refine tlic-=(jr own by playing
with-records and tapes which provide piano or orchesteal ac-
companiments. Whenever Possible, however, students should
be encouraged to pkiY I:vith live professional 0obps.

IV.- Stleqed :Resource

BOOKS-AND PAMPHLETS

riats

flemke, F. L. A comprehet listin`g
-2d rev. ted. EllSart, IndiSna: H. & A. Sehner,
Available 'from",Derby- Musis Service,
Boulevard, Tampa,. Florida 31617.

An extensive listing-of fofeigri and Ameri
literature. d

w h -attire;
Inc., 1961.
54,43 Busch

n saxophone
,

. Teacher 4. guich to the saxophone: Elk:Wart, 11.1-
.v diana: H. & -A. Selmer-, Inc:, 41. d. Av'ailable frOm Derby

Music Service, 5,144 Busch Boulevard, Tampa, Flyrida,
..,33617.

Koehnitz L. A. -Stu Wand his
Embassy, 1964.

New York Belgian

Londeix, Jean-Marie. 12.5 ans .de mnsique pour saxophi,
Pari.;: Alphonse ,Ledue, 1971. Available from 'M. Bar
Company, P.O. Box 149, 0ter Bay, New York 11771.
asteller, J. & D E." McCathren. Vi7ctern 1WJJliU7iL

:hnique. Leonarc Publishing
Corporation; n. d.

MeCathren, Donald. The saxifp/ume,book. Ken sh i Wiscon-,
sin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., n. d.

Opperrnan, ,Kahnen liandlwak for rna/.zug and adjn.,
-,-siggle reeds_ Nekv York: Chappell and Company, 1956.

Includes procedures for' making and adju.sting saxophone
reeds.

-Teal, Larry. Tlw art or sax-aphoiw playing. E anston, Illinois-
- Summy-Birehard_Company, 1963.

An ithoritative treatise .which contains detailed explana-
tions of all )phases of saxophone playing, including tone
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production and vibrato, hreathing, fingering technique
reed adjustment, etc.

METHODS AND ETUDES
Beebiguier-Mule. 1-8, exercises or etudes: Paris: Alphonse

Leduc, n. d. Available from -M. Baron Company, P.O.Box
149, Oyster Bay, New York 11771.

Canhiell, D. C. /Mies on timean.approach to jazz improm-
satiori. Whitesboro, New York: Donald C. Cantwell, Pub-
lisher, 1969.

A -combination musical arrangements and instruction
booklet.

Gillet, Fernand. Studies for the 'advanced teaching,
oboe. Paris: Alphonse Leduc, n. d. AvailaMe from M.
Baron Company, P.OP Box 149, Oyster BayT-New York
1.1771..

Often used by saxophonists.
Karg-Elert, -Sigfrid. 25 capricen und sonate

solo. Op. 153. Frankfiirt am Main: Wilhelm Zimmerman,
n. d. Available from C. F. Peters Corporation, 373 Park
Avenue South, New York, New York 10016.

Mose, H. E. Ttventy-Jiqe daily studies. Ney York Carl
Fischer, Inc., n. d.

Interesting technical Studies in easy keys.
LaMotte, Antony. DiX-hntt etudes. Paris: -Editions Billaudot,

d. Available frem Theodore Presser Company, Presser'
.Place, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010.

Lang, Rosemary. Beginning studies in the altisshno re,ficter.
Indianapolis:- Lang Music Publiptions, 1971.

Lee, Samuel. Melndic and progressive C X e rC iS-es
ophone. Boston: Cundy-Bettoney, n. d.

Londeix, jean-Marie. 'Gammes et modes. Paris: Alphonse
Leduc, 1970, 2 vols. Available from' M. Baron' Company.,
P.O. Box 149, OySter Bay, New York.11771

McCathren,'Donald. 'Saxophone fingerin'g chart. New York:'
- Edward B. Marks Music Ccirporation, n. d. Available from

Belwin-Mills Publishieg Corporation, 25 Deshon Drive,
Melville, NeNY York,117,16.

Includes a logical approach to learning fingerings,
chrOmatic scales, and high harmonic fingerings.

Mule, Marcel Cinquante-trois etudes. Paris: Alphonse
duc, n. (1 3 vols Available from M. Baron Company,

0. Box 149, (:),.ster Bay; -New York 11771
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Etudes 'Paris:- Alphonse Leduc, h.
Available from M. Baron Company, P.O. Box 149, Oyste
.Bay, New:York' 11771.

, .. .
Gammes et arpe'ges. Paris: Alphonse-'Leilre,

1946. 3 vols. Avaibbk from M.- Baron Company',\. P.O. Box
: 149, Oyster Bay, New York 11771.
Nish, Ted. High harmonks. New York: Leeds Niusie Corpo-

ration, n. d. .

For the development of the wiper register. Cont uns ex-
cerpts from records:.,_ ,. . .

Pares, G. & I. Albert. Daily exercises for saxophone; ed. by
N. W, Hovey. Melville, New York: gelwin-Mills Publishing
Corporation, n. d.

Parisi, Stanislao. Forty te nieal and nwlodious stildies for
. saxdphone. Bks. I & IL a l nged by G. Iasilli. Sith Aram io,

at
Texas: Sciuthern Music Publishing Company, n. d.

restini, G. Raccolta di stadi (bor oboe). Milan: G. Ricordi and
Company. Available-from Belwin-Mills Publishing Corpora-
tioo, 25 Deshon Drive, Melville, New York 11746.

:Often used by saxophonists.
Rascher, Sigurd. 158 saxoplw

Wilhelm Hansen, n. d.
Scales. for the savophone. New York: MoGil

and N4arx, ni d. -Available from Boosey iind Hawkes, Inc.,
Oceansiddb New York 11572.

Top tones for the saxophone. New Yl) -IC Carl
Fischer, Inc., n. d.

Recommended fi r the player, in appinadiing harmonics,
cOntrol, etc. .

24 intermezzi, with piano accompaniments by
Erik Leidzerr. New York: Bourne Company, h. d.

,

Rossari, Gustavo. 'Fifty-Aree melodious eludes. Bks. I & II:-
arranged by G. Iasilh. San Antonio, Texas: Southern Music
Publishing Company, n. d.

Rousseau, E. Saxophone metlwd for beginning studenrs.
Kenosha Wisconsin: L.e4lanc Publications, Inc., n. d:

This is especially lood frit- clarinet players learning
saxophone.

Rubank,-Inc. Methods for saxophone: elementary. int
mediate, advanced. Miami, Florida: Rubank Inc., n. d.

Suggested for use in addition to other.methods.
,.. . ,

Schmidt, William. 10 'contemporary etudes. Los Angeles:
Western International Music, Inc., n. d.

Cc nhagen:



SftIJner . Methode pour saxophone; part qj Costallat. Available
from Theodore Presser Company, Presser Place, Btryn
Mawr, PennsyWania 19010.

Articulation studies in a variety of keys.
'Teal, Larry. The saxophonist;k worlthook. Ann-Arbor Miclii -

g= University Music Press, 'n.
Highly recommended.,

' Violavjoseph. Technkpic of the saxophone. Vols., I-III. Libel--
tyville; Illinois: National Educational Services,

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

,Saxophone care. filmstrip). Encyclopaedia Britannica Educa-.
tional CorPoration, 425 North Michigan Avenue Chica'go,
IllinOis 60611: 1966. 46 frames sound. color. 35 mm;
(filmstrip seriesr4. 11020, band instrument care).

Developed by teaehers- ibr. teachers and= students, each
ep is clearly illustrated by vivid closeups.

RECOR6INGS*

Americans music. MRS 22868. Mark Educational Recordings,
Inc.-, 4249 Camerdn Rciad, Buffalo, New York 14221.
Donald Sinta, alto saxophone.

This first record of a recital. series developed by 'Mark
Educational Recordings is -of particup interest to
saxophonists because t includes original works fOr the
strument by Creston. Hartley, Benson, and Heiden.

The art of Cecil Leeson. Vol. I. ENS 2002.(8(,9L-2002). Eu
chante.Records. Muncie, Indiana_

Cecil Leeson. Leon Stein Quintet lbr Saxophone and Strink
Quartet. Enchante Records. Muncie, Indiana.

Chicago Saxophone Quartet. Coronet S 1708.
Fotir netist/tetchers perform new works and arran ements

for SATB.
Contest and concert sólos for saxophone. Au tin Custoni

Record No. 6601. Harley Rex, saxophone.
Contest music for saxOplume.,Seliner No. 4150. Frid =1-Ienike,

saxophone.

11,

*The falowing list ional rccordings is represjntative,
than complete, For a more extensive , collection, consult the instlumer
music section of such catalogs as the Selavann Artist Issue, published by
Schwann, Inc., 137 Newbury Strc.i L figsfon, lmsetts 02116.
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Helpful pcFfkwiiing tips for the student
the jacket of this album which wzis desi
tional objectives. Recommended for ,the.
dents, teachers, and sefrools.

Eugene Rousseau plays saxophone. Cur

EuOne Rouswau the 1_5irtuoso Nixoph LP'1.60,,E
The two Rousse;,ni recordins (Coi4JnLt 1P 1 md '.1,P

1601) are educational recitals.which would bil.a'w9rthy
dition to schOol or persomd libr u us Representritive"&corn--
posers include tonneau (unaccompank;c1 CapriciA Cho f,

npressions. MG VS-6111.. Very e Records. Tr=
d Saxophone f,?urirtet.
Fine Art:s Saxophone Quartet. (oronet S 1712.

Features the work4if jean-je.an, Clerisse, and Pieini
.

and 1-1iIdemith.

Leb

formed by rrilisic teaCher/performers.
Mule saxophone recital. = Availabre from Schile-r s-

s'ion of the Magnavox Compaiw, Box 310, Elkhart, Indiana
46514.

or saxophone quartet_ MI-15 817. The Marcel Mule
Quartet. Available from the Nhisical Heritage Society, Inc.,
1991 Broadway, New York, New York 10023.

TI e New York Saxophone Quartet. MES 32322. Mark Educii-
tional Recordino, Inc_ 4249 CameroU ROad, Buffalo, New
York 14221.

i

P ul Brodie- stirophone. Golden Crest Reeital Series,
RE 7028.

nt Abato, alto saxoplwn . FI-7103Q. Nonesuch.
Includes music by lbert, Glazunov, etc.
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THE-BASSOON

I. Introduction'
HISTORICAL RACKGEOUND

The bassoon is a donble-reed i strurnent with a ange from_
BEll7 to e2. However, the upper register is generally limited
to d2 because the higher notes make heavy demands upon th'e
player's embouchure and are not always of the best quality.
As'its name implies, the kissoon wTrorignially used for bass

.tones; but by"the 18th century, its value Lis a tenor yoke had
been ree,ognized and it is now, an established member of the
orchestra with a wid6 range of inelodie and bass functions.
Music for the instrument is written as it ,sounds, in hass or-
enor clef as needed, The treble del is also used, but mainly
in French edition music.

Little is known about the origin of the bassoon. Among its
preslecessors wore the early 16th-eentury Italian phagotion, a
single shaft of wOod with two parallel bores connected af the
base in the shape of the letter LT; the late 16th- Ce ntury Eng-
lish curtakl) and double curtakl), which Were used in bands;
and- the 16th-17th-century dolcian or dolzion, a small one-
piece, two,keyed musical instrument with a dulcet tone
which its name derives. A woodcut made by J. C. Weigel of
Nurremberg in 1698 seemslo indicate that the dulzian was
gradually replaced by*a jointed, three-keyed bassoon that re-
sulted when the two.bores in a shaft V4,ere.convertpd to a long
joint and a tenor joiht connected by a U-shaped double joint
and extended by the addition of a bell that enabled the in-
strument to produce the BB b alluded to above. By 1738, the
standard model had four keys, the last of these 13eing a G4
key opel ated by the right-hand little finger which established
the basic pattern for holding the instrument.

The bassoon was first defined in an English dictionary in
1706, its name adapted from the French basson and the Ital-
ian bassone or bassono. There were filur members of the fam-
ily: the fagottino or diseant bassoon, which sounded an octave
above the standard. model; the tenoroon or tenor bassoon,-

.
which sounded/ a fourth or a fifTh above; the low quart-
bassoon, which sounded-a' fourth below; and othe low qui _-

bassoon, which sounded a fifth below. Currently, there- ere
two basic models in use: 'the standard model bassoor and the
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cohtrabassoon !so called i 'contrafagotto or h;tibh
whAch sounds an octave below.

The first scores fbr Imissoon weretten by -the German,
composer Heinrich Schutz in 16;19. During the .-'ears, that fol-
lowecf, liturgical music frequentlY: included parm for the- in-
strument which, in combination with the,cello and the'

- clarinet, had replaced the. orgim in most English church ser.
vices. ',idly wrote passages for the bassoon in his opera
Psyche in 1674, and- Keiser used-it to accompany some olthe
zirios- in his detach% U-1 1705. Johann Sebostizib Bach ilso found .

the instrument of value to his Work.
By the e3Fly part of- the I9th century, developments iiI

woodwind keywork and ;in extension of the upper, rain.t,e had-,given the bassoon a full ch ow itic seak. Two distinct -moaels
had emerged:

(1) The Heckel, German system bassoon: which was de-_

signed aid built by Carl Almeuraeder and J. P. Heckel'
in 1831; and
J. N. Savory's 'French or conservatory system bas.soon.

The mOdels,differ in construction,, size of bore, location and
dimension'of holes and key mechanisms, shape of bell, style-
of reed, and quality of sound. ClOully produce(I 1)5 BuGt, the
French system is popular in Spain, France, and Italy. The
Heekel system is preferred in the other European conntries
and m the United States, although both French and.Germau
models arc made here. For more than a century, Heckel has--

-scions Were highly prized throughout the world; but since the
late 1940's, it is Amertean artists and manufacturers who' have
been respon'sible fiw improving the instrument in terms of
perfbrinanee itid nethods of- production.

SELECTION, CARE, A 1 REPAIR

'Ow I .tr

lurd model bassoon has live major irk:
he hocal or crook, a curved metal tube to which the

double reed is fitted;
The tenor joint or wing, which derives its name from the
filet that it has a wooden projection %Vith oblique bores
fbr the,first three fingers of the left band;
The double'or boot joint, which conhects the tenor joint
or wing to a long or bass joint and makes a manageahle
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instrutnent-of an.81/2-foot conical tube;
The long or bass joint -referredlp above; and
The,b'ell, which ushally Ims a PTastic or ivory rim.

MOSt bassoons are made of hard maple because it is easier
o shape, lighter: in- weight, more resistant to cracking, and
asier to finisKtlan Most other woodsalthough rosewood

,and sycamomare also used. The surface-of the instrument has
,an ebony -or mahogany stain, and is thoroughly lacquered.
The bore is -either impregnated with a special substance or
carefully oiled to prevent moisture from enterihg the poreg.'

e wing joint and the small side of the boot joint are lined
with hard rubber or ebonite; and all the metal parts aie made
of nickel silver, German silver, or brass. The end of the bell
is fitted with an.ivory or plastic ring which not only decorates
the initrument, but also helps to prevent the wood from
cracking. The material and workmanship used in finishing
these parts are usuall); reliable indicators of the quality of the
bassoon as a whole, and should therefore be examined in
selecting a good instrurnent.

Some bassoons are made of polypropylerW ebonite, or
fit;erglass. These are often chosen for beginning students be-
cause they are less expensive than wooden models and are

-generally more capable of withstanding marked or sudden
changes in .temperatiire and humidity. 'A few,}_rnnufacturers
produce a special bassoon for beginners that -is,.s-maller than
the Standard model and has fewer keys. J,

. Since a player's habits tend to be shaped hy tne instrument
being .used, it is wise to select one of fairly high quality.
Ebonite or plastic models are usually sufficient for beginners;
but the serious student should have a 22-key Heckel system
bassoon made of hard maple or rosewood. Unfortunately, the
quality of instruments varies greatly not only from one brand
to another, but,p. ven among the products of a single manufac-
turer. For this 'reason, it is advisable to exaMine, listen to,
and play a number of bassoonspreferably with the assistance
of a professional performerbefore making a final choice. The
opinions of a competent bassoon repairman are also valuable,
because he can state from, his experience which instruments
seem to hold up best under certain conditions what their
strengths and weaknesses 'are likely to be, andthe nature of,
any quirks or peculiarities they are likely to possess.

. At the very least, the bassoon should be equiPped with tne
following items:
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An automatic iiianissimo or "whisper key;
An -inner lining of rubber or- Hastic in the tenor joint,
and a similar lining of rubber or metal on the small side
,of the boot joint;

a Two brass or silver-plafed bocals, numbers 1 and 2;
Guards for the Bb, D, E, and C. spatulas;
Connecting rollers for both sets of thumb and little finger
keys;

e- An autotnatie ring key for C. with cork pads; and
An F$ trill key on the tenor or wing joint.

In,adaition, the instrument should be checked carefully for:

Tone qualitythe bassoon should produce a full tone
with -cutting power.%
Intonationthe bassodn should be in tune with itself;
Even sealethe -tone quality should be balanced
throughout the range of the instrument;
Resistance; arid
,Key actionthis should be flight to the touch, with
'springs regulated for balanced pressure within key groups
operated by the same finger.

Finally, the instrument to be purchased should be thoroughly
examined for pracks. Additional guidelines, plus a detailed-
discussion of desirable options, are .included in William
Spencer's The Art of Bassoon Playing (see annotated reference
in the Selected Resource Materials section Iat the end of this-

chapter).
Careful attention should also be given to- the choice of

bocal, since this part of the instrument affects its pitch, re-
sponse, resistance, _and tone quality. Bocals-coMe in a variety

of metals, bores, wall 'thicknesses, and lengths. The letters A,
B, C, and D, alone or- in 6prribination, indicate the style of
the bocal and the metal of which it is made. The numbers 0,
12, 3, and 4 denote length: the higher the number, the
longer the bocal and the flatter the pitch. Most bassoons. are
equipped with two bocals, a number 1 and a number 2.,

A very important part of the student's instruction in bas-

soon relates to the care and maintenance of the instrument.
Whenever it is not in use, the bassoon should be kept in its
case and the case enclosed in a protective cover for storage
and carrying. Extremes and sudden changes in temperature
or humidity should be avoided, as these can cause cracks in
the body and rapid deterioratfon of the pads and Veys. If the
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14, it should be warmed to room temperatum_
Jvlayed-f-=and always- from the outside in. Small

the surface will not affect the sound, but they should
ed as soon as possible before they deepen or reach a

ole, Finally, an -assembled bassoon should be carried by
e wing and the bass joints, and the bocal should be re-
,Ved if the instrument is to be .carried for any distance out-

.

e.
ere is a proper way to assemble a bassoon;
The wing and boot joints should be connected- first. With

, the wing_ joint_in the left hand (the-thumb in the
curved-out part) and the boot joint ut the right, the two
segments Asuld be pulled together with a gentle, twist-
ing motion. Undue pressure or itrain on any of the posts
or keysespecially on the automatic whisper keyshould be avoided. When the curved part of the wing
oint is in line with the large`hole for the bass joint, the
section should be placed in the instrument case (not on a
table or chair) until the next piece has been assemSled..
The bell should be added to the bass joint avith the same
gentle, twisting motionthe bell in the right hand with'
the thumb depressing fhe B b key and the joint in the
left, held under the arm and against the body for sup-

Then, with the boot and wing section (which was assem-
. bledearlier and laid in the case) held in the right hand,

the bell and bass section should be grasped with the left
and slipped into place with a -slight twist. Adjusting the
joint lock will keep the pieces in proper alignment.
The bocal should be inserted last, with the grip at the
large end to avoid bending it.

_ -

The assembling process is reversed when the bassoon is
taken apart. Gripped at the large end as before, the bocal
should be Carefully removed, wiped with a soft cloth, and re-turned to the case. Then the joint lock should be released,
the bell and bass section separated from the wing and boot

--section, the bell removed fr.,* the bass= joint, the boot re .moved from the wing joint, and each part placed in the case
before.cleaning.

After the Bassoon has been completely disassembled, its
interior should be swabbed with a triangular piece of chamois
attached to a cord and weight or a soft cloth wrapped around ."
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-a rod, like,those designed for cleaning guns'.. Unfortunately,
the swabs that usually"come with the instrument are less_than.
.satisfactory because they rarely dry the bore -and often leave
lint:in the tone holes, lf,a piece .of chamois is used,- it should .
be no larger than, 4 inches op any side or it will stick in the
wing joint,: and the weight :should be Covered with something
like_adhesive tape or it may scratch,the interior, surfaces.;

The,wing joint shotild .be :cleaned by drawing the chamois
througb, the bore two o'r three thnes. ln cleaning the boot

-Joint,. where most of the moisture bollects, the:chamois should
.be,laid over, the hole, pushed to the bottom w'ith a:swab, and
then pushed and pulled by the Swab and the' weight., The
fingerholes should be _blown free of moisture as the _bore is
being cleaned. The bell and bass joints should also be Wiped;
but., these -require _much less effort since very little moisture
tend& _to collect there. Some of tide -pads will get wet and:
should be dried out by gently depressing the pad 'upon a
piece of clOth or blotting paper inserted between it and the
tone tole. The pads ou the lower end of the boot joint,', espe-
cially thoSe :on the low G and _Gg keys, are particularly sus-
ceptible because this area collects so much water that bas-
soonists; often remove the bass joint and pour the water from
the bOot during an interval in playing, in order to preServe
the pads, the student should keep his_ instrument upright
even during rest periods rather than lay it_ across his lap :
where the water can run out through the tone holes.

Once the interior of the instrument has been thoroughly
dried, the player's fingerprints and perspiration should be
wiped from the outer surface with a -soft cloth and' each Sec-
tion carefully eneasedbut without locking the bass and wing-
joints, for the lock could he torn f"rom the wood if tWcase is
,dropped or badly bumped.

At least once a week,, the bocal should be washed with
lukewarm soapy water and the keys dusted with a small
paintbrush. A commercial bocal cleaner, a very small brush,
or a few pipe cleaners fastened ,together can be helpful in -re-
moving food iNirtieles or other :deposits of foreign matter that
do not wash- away when.clear water is run through the 'bocal.
The vent hole and the hole for the whisper key should, be
cleaned with Aall broom strawnever a common" pin or
needle, as eithe olthese could enlarge the holes.

Every 6 to 8 veeks, the, wooden :surface of the 'bassoon
should be cleanec and polished,with a small amonnt of fUrni-
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And*.e..metal' , d with a jeweler's clath.
4k hquid ielishes,should` never be uSed on or near the

::these can cal(se ginnmirig. The fingerholes in the
boot joints should be cleaned periodically with a

ick. a piece of claKinet reed, or a pipe cleaner, and then
_oiled with a eery small amount of bore oil applied to a

c eaner-
key,.- bearings and the bore of a wooden bassoon will

require periodic oil ng, if the instrumeht has been used
,'. mit-re than a yearbut-

,
-ith great care and exceedinglY small

v. arnounts-of the proper' il. The bearings.should have a tiny
:of, hig,h-grade nongumm ing oil Osuch as that used by

aid' rePairmen) applied with a toothpick at each bearing
point. In addition, unless-the wOod has been treated to pre-

' vent penetration by .moisture ;. the bore of the instrument
2 s.hould be ,oiled lightly every 6 to 9 months with boiled lin-

Aeed oil Or a special bore oiftripplied to a swab; or to a piece
of cloth wrapped over a swab, which is then wrung out to re-.

move any excess oil. The bore of the large side of ihe boot

d so that the wood will

oint governs the procedure: beca se of the moisture that ac-
mulates _in this area, the instru ent shoUld not be played
2 to 3 days before the bore is

ave an opportunity to dry out, and for 2 to 3 days afterWard
,in order té let _tbe oil soak in. It is advisable to slip a piece of
'paper under the pads on the instrument to shield them from
the oil. The bell and bass joints should not be oiled more than
once a year, if at all, but should be dusted about once a
math.

If the bassoon is pared for in the manner described above,
it should perform well and require few, if any, adjustments
and repairs.

The Reed

Good double reeds are essential for quality performance on
the bassoob and a major influence on the student's concept of
its sound. They are also short-lived and expensive. Xradi-.
tionally, bassoon reeds have been cut by hand from a variety
of cane known as Arunda Donax: but some manufacturers are
experimenting with synthetic materials and/or machine-
ptocessing in an effort to produce cheaper, longer lasting
reeds that aie sufficiently high in caliber. As a result, plastic
reeds are now available which have a uniformity of shape a
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shading; and mad-40es have been developed wIlich\will not
only cut the Cane iato appropriate lengths an( shape °the 4
reeds tirom it; but will also finish the lay and wrap the,final

_product. .Like thçe made of plastIe, cane reeds cut\by .
machine are symmetrical and evenly shadvd; but they- are\
generAly preferred to plastic reeds because of the quality of
.the soutid produced by the cane. In any case, the reeds must
be adjusted to the player's particular requirements before
they can be used:

From the vsry beginnirig, then, bassoon students should
have a genp-thus supply of- reasonably good reeds Lind their
lessons should include increasingly detaild information alio&

The cortiposition, styles,' sha.ping and measurements of
double reeds for the bassoon;'
The relationship between these items and the sounds as
reed will produce;
Methods-and criteria for selecting reeds;
Techniques for adjusting reeds; and
Procedures fbr making reeds.

v.-

Fully illustrated descriptions can be found in rsome of the ref-
erences on pp. 138-139, but the following material shodld be
useful as an overview.

'Selecting a good reed begins with 'a careful examination of
its parts and approximate measurements see diagram on next

age).
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TEp
1/16-

View of Rrd fEom the Side

a

Adapted from Illustrafion 6: Parts of the bassoon reed, with
standard mea'surements on p. 24 of The Art of Bassoon Play-
in by William Spencer (Summy-Birchard Company, rev.
ed 1969) with permission from the publisher.
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,:,,the: tube perfectly tound, both inside and out, rom
the hake to the seeond wire?

The tube isithe part of the. reed irrto which the boc ii is
inserted. It must,be perfectly round and snug in fit or air,
leakS will result. Slight irregularitiek can be removed by
a small rat-tailed file or additional reaming; brit if the
condition is serious the tube may need remolding.
Are the wires ndatly wound about the body of the reed?

The wires are 'asually made of soft brass. Their chief
function is to hold the various parts'of the reed iniplace
after the tubing has been formed; but beeause their size,
position,.and tightness affect the vibration of the blades,

-they are, important items to consider. The wires on
French 'models are fairly heavy and trimmed off close to
the tube; those on Gerinah models are longer and bent
downward with a twist, as shown in the diagram. In
either case, ,the wires should be evenly wound and close
to. the body of the reed, without cutting into the rind of
the cane (if cane is- used). This is especially true of the
.first wire, which .might even be slightly loosefor when.
the reed is wet, the cane expands abd a wire that is too
tight will impede its vibration.
What is the shape of the throat?

In essence, the throat is an extension of the tube. It
shaold bt round at the second wire, perfectly smooth in-
side, and elliptical to almost flat at the first wire where it
relateo.tto the lay. This is also an importaht item to

amje fOr the contour,of the reed at the shoulder is 'a
letor when the lay is `scraped by hand. Both shape
'othness can be checked by looking through the

_rom the bottom.
What is the shape of the I i uiid how well has it been

d?
y is the contour of the blad between the.

lder and the tip. If the reed has a core of thicker
e or plastic (see -heart or spine" in the diagram), it
produce' a dark, mellow tone and is: probably a Ger-

. n model; but if the blades are shaded evenly, as in the
French .model, the sound Will be light, "reedy,- and
somewhat nasal in -ivality: The lay can be examined by
looking at the blades agnnst a light, feeling them with

= thumb and finger, andior comparing the lateral propor-
tionS and the longitudinal taper% ,The thickhess of the
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rnera, and the taper from the center to
ers, s add be the same on both blades. Turning "\--

e reed against the light so that it strikes the surface of
._the blades at a slight angle may reveal imperfections that
axe less easily discerned when the light passes directly /
through -the blades. ,Dark spots indicate thicknesses that
can b-e-q&aped away; but very light spots usually mean
that the reed has been gouged too deeply, arid this situ-a-
"Hon cannot berernedied.
Finally, if the reed is made of cane, what is its quality?

Healthy, seasoned cane is a deep yellow in color
(never a-pale or greenish yellow), its bark or rind is waxy
and flecked with brown. 'In good reeds, the cane has a
fine, strzught grWn running parallel to the sides of the
blades. Those with brown spots shbuld- be a-oided.

After the reed has been examined thorougbly, it should be
soaked in water (but only to the first wire) for 3'41 5 minutes .
and then tested for air leaks, playing quality, and iound in the
following ways:

-

The crow test

Place the reed lightly between the lips up to the first wire
and blow through the reedwithout exerUng lip, pressure on
the blades, until it produces a double-pitched sound or
-crow-. in which the lower pitch predominates. Many profes-
sional bassoonists tune the crow to third space eb. The sound
of the crow and the amount of wind pressure required to pro-
duce ,it indicate how the reed will play and what adjustments,
if any, will be'needed. For example:

If the higher pi!ch predominates arid the cro is difficult
to produce, the reed may be too stiff and/or the tip open-
ing too wide; but
If the sound is flabby and too easily produced, the blades

probably too close at the tip and/or too thinly
scraped.

The pop test

Place the reed between the lips, cover the end of the tub=
with a finger, suck-out all the air, and quickly pull the reed '
from the mouth. The blades should remain closed for a mo-
ment or two and then -pop" open.
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-the blades fail to stay closed, they are probably too sti
'and/or the tip opening is too wide; and
If they stay closed for more than g seconds, they are
probably too thinly scraped, too close at the tip, or both.

i.The, playing test --- ,

With the assistance Of a competent performer, it is advisa-
e to check the -reed for:

Ease of rAponse and tigine-QualitY
Play slow. /slurred scales in F, G, and q, comparing

- the quality of the tone with the amount of pressure re-.
quired to produce it. The reed should produce a_ full, '
free, resonant tone with relative ease.

Intonation
Play third space e and The E ati octave below, at a
dynamic level of forte, and compare the two pitches.
Then open and close the ,_,E key while playing third
space e and note the change, if any, in the pitch. Re-
peat the comparison test with third viace e b and the E b
an octave below. Then open and close the B hole and
the Bb key while playing third space e b. If the pitch is
accurate in these and/or similar tests, the reed should
play well throughout the range of the instrument.

a Attack and staccato response
Test the reed by attacking the C in each regiver and
playing a staccato scale and an appropriate passage
from bassoon literature. The tip of the reed, the area
just behind the tip, and/or the tip opening may need to
be adjusted to the player's embouchure for improved
attack and staccato response even if the reed is a good
one; but these are minor changes that are quickly and

tisily accomplished.
Dynamic contrast and flexibility

These are also important criteria, but the reed must be
-broken in- before it can be tested for them. In gen-
ral, \however, if the .reed has passed the tests de-

scribtd above, it should be capable of producing qual-
ity tones at most dynamic levels in all registers with re-
lative qnickness and ease.

The final judgMent is a matter of personal preference; for
having thoroughly examined and experiinented with a variety
of reeds, the player will select the ones which meet his/her
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requirementsor make his/her ow This aspect of
bassoon study is often most appealing to yot ng stude4ts, and
the results of early efforts can be surprisingl , good. There are
several good books on the subject; the equipMent for rnakiiig
reeds is fairly inexpensive; the activity should increase the

-'studente understanding of the connection between the ehar-
acteristics of a reed and the sounds it will produce; and their
growing skill and-knowledge might-foster a sense of prid&And
independence that will enhance their interest in music. Vor
these reasons, even-beginners should be eneouraged to rn4ke

,and adjust their own-reeds.
Because the quality of a reed is affected by sb many vari-

ables, any guidelines for adjustment must be either very de.7
tailea or overly general. The following suggestions are therel,,
fore intended as an introduction to the subjeet, and the,
teacher is advised to consult the references given at the- end
of this chapter for more specific information.

As a preliminary step to playing or adjustment, soak the
reed up Jo but not beyond tlie first wire until the sides
close (approximately 3 to 5 minutes) and then rub the
blades with a finger, a fine emery board, or a' piece of
Dutch rush until the pores are closed and the grain
ceases to rise. -

To open the tip and increase the arch at the back, place .
the reed on a mandrel -and squeeze the first wire at. the
sides with a small pair of pliers, squeeze the second wire
from Ale bottom, ancrelip off a sliver of cane kora the
tip. Do not tighten the wires by tWisting the ends.
To close the tip and d' -?ase the arch at the back,
squeeze the first' wire from h top and the bottam,
squeeze the second wire from th'i ides,5 and scrape some-
of the cane from 41e tip.
To decrease the arch caused_ by a first wire that is too
tight, replaCe the wire with a new one-and twist the ends
in-a direction opposite to.the original twist.

Squeezing the wires in corresponding places will produce re-
verge results, and it iN_the first wire that has the greatest ef-
fect upon the arch and, as a result, upon the tone quality of
the reed. If the tone is desirable as it is, any change in pitch,
response,or resistance should therefore be made by adjusting
the second wire rather than the first.
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Alter each playing, the reed, like the instrument, should be
carefully cleaned and stored. Rinsing the blades and flushing
the tube with a stream of warm not hot water will remove any
residue of saliva or food particles and keep the blades vibrat-.
ing freely. A small feather or pipe cleaner inserted from the
back of the reed and drawn-our-through- the 'tip can be used
to swab the interior, if necessary. Once -it is clean, the reed .

should be wiped.with a soft clothand placed in a storage case\.
.that is not airtight. The best type contains a mandrel for each'
individual reed, but a small box lined with cotton should be
sufficient.

TUNING PROCEDURES
The bassoon tunes to a fbr orchestrA. vc below the

oboe al-440 cps) and bb for band.- IfLthe instrument plays
flat with all the joints tightly Phshed in pitch should le_
sharpened by using a shorter .(no. I or 0) bocal, by reaming
the reed,4ar by shortening the blades. If it plays sharp, either
a4onger (no. 2 or 3) bocal or a longer reed should be use& If
the bsooli is not in tune with itself, the student's em-
bouchhre should be checked to make sure that the lower

ar
lip_

is -,back tow,d the tip of the reed and thae the tipper lip is_
near4he wire =see diagr.a. below).

This
If the student

the situation can
support, contractir

nds to p.1
"Ally
he lips.

t This
at in the high registers,

diRed by increasing breath
und thc reed (without tighten-
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ing -the jaw or teeth), and taking more reed into the mouth.
The -.opposite procedure should be used in correcting the
characteristic sharOness of the tones between BB EL and F.

A slight backward movement of the lower jaw helps in low
ering the pitch, and a slight forward movement tends to i-aise
it. Students who transfer from clarinet to .bassoon, a 1.1.ery
common transfer, tend to play sharp in the upper register.
They should drop the lower jaw back and conceive of the _lips
as a cushion, rather than, a vise.

IL Method Criteria
In selecting method books and materials, it is importantto

consider the age, previous experience, and particular needs of
'the student(s) with whom they will be used, for these are
prime factors in determining, the rate at which learning can
take place. Some of the commercial publications are very well
desWed and include supplementary solo and ensemble refer-
ences which are valuable for both.teacher and student. elf-
instruction manuall, are not recommended as basic tools"-for
learning bassoon, but they can be useful as supplements to
regular class sessions. Whatever the choice, the materials
should:

Be sequenced in a way aiat will make students feel that
they are movi g forward wiih each lesson;
Provide suffi nt drills and exercises to, assure both mas-
tery and reinfo ent of skills; and
Include fingering and trill charts, progros charts, and a
number of helpful and interesting diagrams and illustra-
tions.

In addition, a beginner's book' should have labeled illustra-
tions of the bassoon and its parts, plu.4 a clear, description of
their functions; instruction on the care and storage of the in--
strument; and explanations, charts, and diagr ams with regard

_to hand-and fingering positions, erribouchure,.and the position
of both teeth and tongue while the instrument is being
played. Techniques" for breathing, articulation, and tonguing



the double reed should be thorou _hly covered, with particular:
att ntion to coordinating the tongue'and fingers. Short piece
which emphasize phrasing and the concepts of staccato an
legato should also be .included, along with scale and chordal
exercises and materials for ear training in tonal relationships.

The instructional materials for intermediate and advanced
\ students should consisfbf classical studies and etudes for bas-
\soon, solo literati*, and method books which destribe ad-
vanced techniques for plying the instrument. These are most
'appropriate for indivieualized learning and should be
supplemented with a study of theory and ear training that in-
cludes interval identification. Since technical proficiency and
niuSidal interpretation are primary goals at the advanced level,
the studenU should be dealing with major. Works by noted
enniposers in solo, orchestral, and ensemble repertoire. These
should include bassoon literature of increasing difficulty which
lends itself 'to memorization, sight reading, aneensemble

- playing.

ill. Teaching and Learning
BEGINNING LEVEL.'

Students can begin to study the bassoon as soon ak their
fingers are large enough to' cover the holes and the *left ring
finger can comfortably reach the 'rill*, but general maturity
is also important. For this reason,:the comments and recom-
mendationg of classroom teachers with- regard to wOrk habits
and responsibility can be very useful in selecting -qualified -

students. Early, piano or woodwind experience is highly desir-
able.

Most ,schools do not start enough double-reed players. If
possible, the ihusic teacher at the middle or upper elementary
school level (grades 5 and 6) should begin to teach- this in-
strument to groups'of two or three students. Such classes usu-
ally move smoothly, if the instruments and reeds are of suffi-
cient quality to enable the students .to play in tune.

Playina' tosition and Embouchure
In prOper playing position the bassoon is.,held across 'the

body, with the left palm upward at chest level and the right
palm downward on the butt of the instrument as it rests
against the righ t,thigh. A. leg or seat strap helps to distribute
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the weight and, in the early: stages of development, a hand
support screwed into the double joint of-the German model
tends to hold the fingers in the best position for plaYing.

Correctly formed, the embouchure should serve as a cush-
iou which prevents the lips and teeth from biting or pinching
the reed. The upper,lip should be placed near the first wire,
rolled ovey the upper front teeth and drawn firmly against
tiled!. The chin should drop back, placing the lower lip near
the tip of the reed. Like the upper lip, it should roll over the
teethbut in a relaxed manner, without turning inward.

Diaphragmatic breathing should be taught during the first 3
months as it becomes relevant to. lessons in phrasing and
dynamics. The crescendo/decrescendo from pp to if and the
reverse should be given special attention, since this is a par-
ticularly difficult skill kr beginning students to maste

t_t
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Fingering

Key Identification 'Chart

Front of Ithn6 Joint:
Left Hand Fingers

rill

resonating

Low

Low

Back of Boot
Joint or Boas Joint.:

Rigjt Thumb

Front of Wing,Joint:
Hand Fingers

A lapted from Illustration 24; Chart ,of bask fingerin s for
Heckel system bassoon mi p. 57 of The Art of gaswmi Play-
log by William Spencer (Suminy-Birehard Company, rev.
cd 19b9) with permissnm fiinn the publisher.
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The first note for beginning bassoonists should be f; as it is
the easiest to manipulate. Left-hand notes e, d, and c can also
be learned in the first lesson; but it is important that the
notes be as§ociated witli correct fingerings on, the chart as
1;4 are being played. The students should memorize these

fingerings as they are introduced and knoW their positions on
the staff, their names, and how they are to be produced on
the instrument. In addition, the students should be 'encour
aged to read the fingering chart.

Lesson material in F Major is good for beginners since it
can challenge both right and left hands without the-introduc-

, tion of difficult fingerings and half-hole combinations. Familiar
as well as unfamiliar- melodies, simple etudes, and easy solos
should be included in the early, lessons.

g lk la_

1:immor.4,-QauekzA a, gm*, usizA ulkuummi aim mum smu mom Isawarwiscamaimmr;liamminumrnmsromin mon rommismimmilimmTmmoimmuir.rzwimqmrwil6zammiimsommommilimmi1i.mmkaam6,67410 ammo!

pa chart)

key Whisper Use a "flick- key (either A

Bb

key and or high C on the octave
hatf-htile skips, or other ascending

or descending intervals
over' the register bre# f
to

* a4 tends to '!crack when approached by a
-

The function of the octave or whisper key (its range is from
BI3b to at, and sometimes a 4) should be carefully explained.
The use of the index finger of the left hand to cover half of.,
the hole on f, g, and a b should become habitual. The a 1:1

can be played approximately half-hole to improve its response.
and intonation, If the octave key is Icept closed, the pitch will
be lower than if it is open This half-hole procedure Will
eliminate the ugly fluttering sounds that pre produced if the
index finger covers the entire hole. The whisper key musf be
down when these three notes are played. The use of the high
A key or.B(C) key on octave jumps (such as A to a, B.to
bb, c to e', d to d') will insure that students jump to the
octavc otherwise they might fail to jump the octave and in-
stead produce the unison note. In this procedure, the thumb
presses lightly and' moves quickly off the key with a flickering
motion, from which the A and B(C) keys derive the name

flick keys .
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Students can be introduced to f 1, g1, and a 15-1d-m-ing their
,first year of studY. In order to produce better tone quality on
these notes, the resonating key (the Eb key played with the
little finger of the left hand) should be used. The notes
and ctI Can also be learned at this time, but studentsrThould
use the fingerings identified below (see Key Identifeation
Chart on p. 127) since those in some m thod books are neor-
rect.

c 0
Low DP*. a C 4:

7 r 7:
0

7

0 *
FKey

Piano or whisper key

Articulation

Students will develop a sustained concept of articulation if
they are taught to practice whole notes on f-e-d-c and thCn
bisect the airstream 'into half notes and, again, into quarter
notes. They should be introduced to slurriug.sometime within
the first 10 lessons, and learn staccato and legato tonguing
techniques after they have mastered the slur._ In good staccato
technique,_the -tongue generally.does not end the note as t
but instead articulates tn. The legato tonguing technique cati
be presented us a refinement of the articulation technique de-
scribed above, whereby the tongue -brushes' the long stream
of air as_ a valve.

The.development of.accurate, fast articulation -in a variety of
styles depends upon the students rprehension or the fol-
lowing principles:

The forward part of the tcrigue is used in tonguing.
The_ tongue and jaw should be relaxed (avoid -the puck-
ered chin).
The throat should bel)pen. with the tongue slightly de- .
pressed-in tile center.
The tongue should serve as a valve which controls the
airstream and the resulting vi ration of the reed.
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Proper tonguing requires continuous breath support and
sufficient wind pressure,
The amount of pressure exerted on the tongue should be
inversely proportionate to the speed of artkulation.
A well-regulated instrument and a_flexible reed are es-
sential.

The contact points of tongue and reed vary, to some extent,
according to individual preference. In general, either the tip
of the tongue or a spot on the top of the tongue just back of
its tip should touch the tip of both blades of the reed flow-
ever, some bassoonists usc the technique illustrated below to
increase the efficiency of their articulation.

Place the tongue here.

This technique involves less contact of tongue and reed, and
might be used experimentally in the classroom.

Musicianship

The basic rudiments of music should be covered during the
first few months_ of the beginning level of study. These in-
clude the staff; the clef signs; the bar and double bar lines;
measure; notes and rests; time signatures (214,_ 3/4, and 4/4);
simple -key signatnres and scales; and simple tempo and
dynamic markings.

Finally,- the teacher should proinote a serious, but cornk -
able atmosphere for learning. Student curioSay abotit the bas-
soon, and about music in general, should he encouraged.
There should be time for enjOying the basic principles, and
for ensemble playing, as,well as supplementary solo experi-

In particular, students should' be urged to listen to their
own playtng and to tapes and records of performances by pro-
fessional bassoonists and peers. They should come to realize
that listening is the key to good intonation, that correct finger-
ing alone will not necessarily ,pro uce notes that are in tune
with each other, 1 4
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Ensemble work fbr \elementary school Ytudents might in-
.!clude participation in band, orclwstra, duets, trios, quartets,

and the woodwind quintet Children at this level are wit too
young to be exposed to authentic woodwind quintet timbre.
In fact, participation-in the quiatet cansontribute moreJo the
development of good concepts of tone qiudity, interpretition,

. and the rhythmic resplinsibility of individnal pedbduers than
can readily be Measured.

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

Alusic ship atul Piactiec I ccli niques

.Intcrinediate level study should include a refinement of he-
:ginning level achievements, with partkuhir emphasis on
,411Tes. This aspect of the work should include concentrated at-
tention to (km-trine gradzition, tone quality,uniformity of
sound, use .of alternate fingerings, development of speed,.
,tongue-and-finger coordination, -and familiarity with specifW
pitvh problems of the bassoon. In addition, the students
should learn certain note patterns (e.g., arpeggiated chord
progressions of I, IN', V. I and other harmonic idioms com-
monly fbund in music) that will promote snmoth_perfOrmance
tedinique. Interval identification should also b1_, introduced,
and the memorization of melodies extended.

Exercises like the following which enhance thi; develop-
ment of legato technique, good intonation, and general facility
on the bassoon should be an .integral part of intermediate
leVel study:

t
- ,

NM V41.1MMrlamolg 1L1 [ma iMa ii MIlleaMI MINIIIMIin=1=
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Students should also be working -on extended arpeggios;
chromatic material; extended scales, using therfull range; and
problem-solving with regard to specific keys. Among the prob-
lems which should be included at the intermediate level are,
those involved in the use of:

The whisper key;
4._ The half-hole first finger left hand;

The E resonating-key; and
The high A or high B-C key for legato slurs, either by
"flicking" or depressing the key with the left thumb for
better response of ascending octaves. In general. the high
At.key is used with octave slurs to a and the 'high B-C
key, with octave slurs to b

Fingerings for Legato Sldps to and Fro

0

Regular Optional

The choice of fingering depends upon the tone quality of e
produced by the particular combination of instrument and
reed that is being used. More detailed information can be
found in Cooper and Toplausky's Essentials of Bassoon
Technique (see reference to this text in the Selected Resource
Materials section at the end of th's chapter).

Sample Exercise
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The D b key can be used instead of the E b key, by experi-
menting with various reed/bocal/instrument combinations.
Using the, b resonating key on these notes should improve
their tone, quality.

As the students progress, they should be introduced to such
mechanically intricate techniques as embellishments, appog-
giaturas1 turns, mordents, and trills. When they ,ean negotiate
the upper register with some success, they should learn to

-,ad the tenor or C clef. This Should be presented as a sepa-
rate. item, rather than relating Jt to Pie G or F clefs; and a
good deal of time should be devoted to it, since nearly all ad-
vanced material includes Artions that are written in tenor
clef. The tenor or C clef can be found in most intermediate
bassoon method books, and in cello and 'trombone literature
which can lie used as supplementary material for the study of
bassoon.

Students will be well into the intermediate phase"- of per-
formance before hey begin to make extensive use of the top
octave of th64 s_on range. On these notes, even good stu-
dents have a tendency to withdraw and pinch. in many cases
(especially g', a1, h', and c2) the player must relax the lower
jaw while supporting the tone; and the resonating key may be
needed in order to produce a sound on all notes above
There should be a ringing sound after the note ends in'Nich of
these cases, if the pitch has been properly produced.

Much atteiitioi has ben given to t mal attack on a wind in-
strument; but thc correct closing of a tone.is even harder for
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students to grasp, and its execution is most important. A natu-
ral resonance follows the completion of a tone produced by
string and' percussion ingtruments. Unibrtunately, however,
although tonal resonance or taper is also necessary in wood-
wind sound, it is not a natural effect and must therefore be
conceived and then produced in accordance with the concept.
In general, the tone should be tapered to a pleasant sound
with full resonance, appropriate breath support, and aceurate
intonation.

The use of quality reeds is most important. .Reedmaking
studied either with a competent professional or from the
many books -on the subject is a must-for intermediate stu-dents, so, that as they advance they will be able to play on
their own reeds and understand how to alter them to taste.
The teacher must recognize that if the reed is not prepared to
produce dynamic extremes, if it plays out of tune or males
the tone croak, then the student will not be able to make the
instrument respond properly. For solo work, a short narrow
reed will give- students the advantage of faster technique and
greater flexibility. A good study of length and other variables
in reeds has been included in William Spencer's The Art o
Bassoon Playing (see annotated reference in the Selected Re-
source Materials listing at the end of this chapter). He shows
lengths of lay from 1" to 1.5/16" and widths of tips from 16132"
to 21/32" in a comparison of 10 commercial reeds. An even
greater variation in size would be found if all professional and
commercial reeds were measured.

Breathing and Vibrato

Students at every lokl of learning must be aware .that ef-
fective breathing requires an adequate breath supply, proper
use of specific muscle groups, and application of the principles
of breath control to phrasing, dynamic shading, vibrato, into-
nation, and tone quality. Shallow breathing initiated in the
chest or throat regions will result in poor tone control. Proper
breathing originates in the area of the diaphragm, and should
be accomplished without unnatural raising of the shoulders
and upper chest.

Diaphragmatic breathing is essential to vibrato. If students
are asked to-notice what happens when they laugh heartily,
they should be able to identify the muscles which function
during the process and then use them to pulsate a sustained
tone on the bassoon. When the students can increase the
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Pulses ;: :-.gular speed of 5 to 6 frer second, they can begin
to apply he principle to ,sustained lyric studies or songs. In
general 4he teaching of vibrato 'should -be delayed until the
students 4an produce stable times uf consistently good qnality
and:are r -dy for easy solo material,

It is ve difficult for students to evaluate the sound they
produce white alp/ are producing it. For this reason, they
,should listen to fecordings of their playing and compare:the
sounds they actually produce with those they tl!ink they pro-
duce. They May be surprised to hear qualities that the
teacher, had nOted, but that they were unable, to hear while
playing. With the help Of a tape recorder, they should de-
velop a birlyaccurate concept of 'their:own tone production
and then work more efficiently td improve it. Discontinuity
and rough transition are examples of the kinds of problems
students should be able to identify in a recording and begin to
correct. Since discontinuity or disjointedness is usually 'caused
by poor breath support and an inaccurate concept of cre-
scendo and diminuendo production, they should try to_ build
each crescendo with an ever-increasing push of air and then
reverse the process fin- w prober diminuendo, checking their
efforts with the tape recorder. In this as well as in other re-
spects, it is important that the students also listen attentively
to artists and competent professional' bassoonists as they play
solo, band, drehestra, and ensemble selections in live and
'recorded performances.

intermediate-to-advanced study should include yoi-Crk on
solo literature written by such finnous composers firf, the bas-
soon as Gaillard, Telemann, :Ind Handel. Studr-Mts at this
level should be thoroughly familiar with the instrument's con-
tribution to bands and orchestras, and become increasingly
fiimiliar with its role-in smaller ensembles. For these reasons,
they should be active in school *and/or corumunity bands, or-
chestras, and smaller ensemblw; and perform in 'concerts, as-
semblies, and music festivals. The :most valuable types of en-
semble work fOr students at this level are the baroque trio
:And the woodwind quintet. The baroque trio sonat'as of Vi-
valdi and Telemann can easily be adapted for flute, oboe, bas-
soon, and keyboard, with the bassoonkt playing the basso.
continuo part; and there is a wealth of good music' for the
woodwind quintet, plus many fine recordings by excellent
performing groups e- Selected Resource Materials listing for
representative titles The major benefit of ensemble work is
that each member of the group must listen carefully to the
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total sound and. exercise good musical judgment with regard
to his/her owm cOntHbution.

ADVANCED LEVEL

Students at the advanced level should be expected_to:
Continue their daily -exercises for finger dexterity, using
arpeggios in advanced chord progressions throughOut the
range of the instrument;

nerease their proficiency in playing tenor clef;

et: Become ,acquainted with concert etudes and melodies
over the bassoon's tessitura;

Study excerpts from art memorize bassoon solos in such
well-known orchestral works as Mozart's Le Nozze.
Figaro, the second movement of Beethoven's Third Sym-
phony, -March unebre,- and Stravinsky's Le Sacre du
Printemps;

Increase their understanding of the various musical styles
of the major composers and develop their ability to
interpret tempo, dynamics, and expressive notation in
context; and.

'Perform solo literature of such composers as Hindemith,
Vivaldi, Mozart, and Saint-Saens with proper expression,
interpretation, tonal beauty, vibrato, and the many subtle
shadings appropriate to the style of each selection.

Their knowledge of music theory should include chord
progressions, major and minor scales, whole-tone scales, and
the use\.of major and minor chords and diminished sevenths.
They should have acquired a sizable collection of books and
reoordirigs; a number of tape recordings of their own playing;
.and a file or scrapbook of programs, clippings, etc., from con-
certs, recitals, and artists performances. Finally, they should
have begun to think of themselves as bassoonists who seek
opportunities to learn as well as to perform, who cut their
own reeds to their musical tastes, and who exhibit a profes-
sionalism in both attitude and behavior that makes them
worthy of the name. 147
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THE CONTRA BASSOON

\ Advanced level students can gain' S.-'aluable inAght from,ex-
perierice with the contrabl:issoon, if they are physically mature
enough to play it comfor.tably. The instniment is the largest
member of the woodwind flintily, and musf be placed on the
floor in front of the performer and held between he knees,

awhen lt is played. The contrabassoon has tt tuni g slide,
. water \rake which prevents saliva (or moisture) froi 'collecting
in .the wooden sections of the instrument, and two octave
keys. As indicated in 'the diagram, the lower oGtave key'is
ukd jot notes g through CP and a b' thrJugh bi; and the

octave key is used fejt- notes di through W.

. There is no hispe m the bocal, and ti -?re are no tigh
A or 'high' B. keys.-

Method books are difficult to find, and the few that are
available are .designed for -use by advanced bassoonists; but
handmade reeds for the instuument can bv purchased from a
number of woodwind supplyhouses or a professional per-
former. If students choose to make their own, the reeds will
probably have to be cut without the help of a shaper.

The contrabassoon can be a valuable member of any concert
group because of its versatility, its tonal beaky, and the 'inim-
itable contribution of its range to the total sound ol th e en-
semble. It uses the same music as the standard bassoonbut
sounds an octave lower, Among the major orchestral works
that require the voice' of the .contrabassoon are Beethoven's
fifth and ninth symphonies, Brahms' first and third sym-
phonies, Dukas' The Sorcerer's Apprentice Mozart's Grande
Serenata in B h for 13 WWI Instruments, liavel's Thiphnis et
Chloe, Strauss' L3cm Juan, uid Verdi's Othello.
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IV. Selected Resotiree Materials

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS

Artley;T, Joe ifoui to make double itt (Is for )boe,'nglish.
horn, and:bassoon; 2d ed., rev. Stamford, Connecticut:
Jack Sprott Music Company, '1961. Availkle from, Plymouth
Music Compa0, 1841 BroadWay, New, York; New York
10023.

'A very informative text on procedures tor making double
reeds, A good self-instruction guide for high school stu-

o dents. Includes-a catalog of equipment needed.
Best, A. S. The bassoonist Educational Sewiees Department

of the Conn, Corporation, 1958.
An instructional aid- designed for instrumel music

teachers of young bassoonists.
Camden, Archie. Bassoon technique_ New York: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 1962. Order from Oxford University, Press,
Inc., 1600 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410.

Written for the student who cannot take regular private
instruction from a professional bassoonist. Deals with basic
techniques-andtincriides an extensive lat of music for the
bassoon.

Chrisilieb, Don. Notes on the bassoon itt j iitiumnt ry,
measurement analysis; rev, bd. Published
1966.

,Pictorial.fingerings
Published by trie author, 1969.

the bassoon, rev. ed,

Cooper, Lewis & Howard Toplanskv. Essentials of bassoon
technique. Toplansky, Publisher, 559 Winthrop Road,
Union, New Jersey 07083. n. d. ,

A comprehensive source of fingerings for bassoon. In-
cludes all alternate, trill, and harmonic fingerings.

Heckel, W. H. Ott-or/lath; scale for Heckel bassoon. New
York. Carl Fischer, Inc., n. d.

. The tivoon. Trans. by Langwill and Waples.
Stamford, Connecticut: Fack Spratt Music Comptmy, 1940,
Available from Plymouth Music Company, 1841 Broadway,
New York, New York 10023.

Langwill, L. G. The bassoOn and contrabassOon. New Yo k:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1965.

Lehman, P. B. The harnionic structure of the tone of tire b.
soon, Seattle, Washington: Berdon, 1965.
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Oubraddus, F.. Enseignem.ent rcornplet Paris,
France: Alphonse Leduc. 3 vols.' AVailable .' Baron

.Company, P.9. Bbx 149; Oyster Bay, New York 11771.
Pence, Homer. Teezers' guide to the-bassoon. Elkhart, In-..

diana: H. elcc,k A. elMer, Inc., 1963. Available fibm Derby, .

_Music_ Serviee, 5143 Busch Boulevard, 'Tampa, Florida
33617, ,

An oNersizell'liamPhlet designed for instrumental music
teacher s,. who a?,e not bassoon specialists. Uses a problein-
solvirkApproach: Text is lucid, authoritative, and illostated
by numeroirs diagi-ams and charts.

. .,.Read, V. B. Daily studies for bassoon and teMpo-iUner: Palo
Alto, California: Electronic Research Products,' 1965.

A pamphlet des'Fribing how,,,to use a tempo-tuner with
'the bassoon. \

'
_. .

Risdon, Howard. Mu;s61 literature for .the bassoon. a conzi
lation-of the music.for the bassoon as an instrument in en-
semble. Seattle, Washington: Berdon, 1963.

.. . _ ... .

sieniiioi, E. J. 7-eolith:a1 ,rowth for the- bassoOr
,

Ev.msfon Illinois. Summy-Birch.ird Company 1963.
Explanations and erudes fbr improvement of tone, intona

. .. \'- tion, and fihgering techniq 1_
Spencer, William. The art of bassoon playing. Rev. by Fred-

erick A. Mueller. Evanston, Illi ois: Summy-Birchard
Company,- 1969. . .

A thorough, technical, yet readi y comprehensible refer-
ence which includes all 4spccts of bassoon technique. Full
of illustrations, charts, and diagrams.,Also includes selected

:literature, periodicals, methods, and recordings. A 'must for
students, teachers, and many performers as well.

METHODS
Merin, C. & P, Vieille. Non relic technique du bass

Paris, France: Henry Lerioine, 1942.
Dherin. Vol. 2: Studies_by Pierne.

Etudes for advanced technique and interpretation.
Cambaro J B. 18 studies for bassoon. Ed. by Simon Ko

New Yor:: Internatimal Music Company, 1951.
A 'good book for advanced level students. Includes,the

tenor clef.
Gekeler, Kenneth'. Bassoon nwthod Niolville, New York:

Belwin-Mills Publishing Corporation, 195211P vols.
Presents i. logical progression from elemiit lry through

interniediate-* I study;

Vol. 1: Exercises by



Kopprasch, C., 60 studies for bassoon. Ed. by Simon Kovar.
-New York: International Music CompanY, 1956. 2 vols.

For advanced shidents,.only.
Kovár, Simon. 24 daily exercises for bassoon. Simon 'Kovar,

4974 Noeline Avehue, Encino, California.-
A comprehensive _method book for mechanical drill in

tone control and d _ amics. Suggested for intermediate and
advanced level s ents.

Mather, Christine, dapter . first pieces for bassoon. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1 64. 2 vols. Order from
Oxford University Press, Iric.; 1600 Pollitt Drive, Fair
Lawn, New Jersey 07410.

A well-designed collection for bassoon and pimp that en-
rables beginners to play 'musically 'While using material
which is appropriate for their early development. The sec-
ond volume introduces the tenor def.

MiMe, L. Concert studies, opus 26, for bassoon. Ed. by
Sinfon Kovar. New York: International Music Company,
1948. 2 vols. --

Designed for advanced students only. Most of the studies
are two pages in length and cover the entire range of the-
baiso9n in a melodious manner. Uses the tenor clef. .

. 25 studies in scales and chords for bassoon.
Ed. by Simon Kovar. New York: Internatirrnal Music Com-
pany, 1950. ,

4 prerequisite for the concert studies cited above.
Suggested for use with intermediate and advanced level
students. Includes a good approach to drill on tenor clef. -

Notes alive. Educational Research, P.O. Box 820, Chicago,
Illinois, n. d.

An elementary instruction book that makes use of records
and tapes as 'supplements.

Orchestral -studies for all instruments. Ed. by Mederack.
Frankfurt, Germany: Verlag Friedrich Hofmeister, 1955. ,

8 vols.
Orchestral Studies _for bassoon. Ed. by Pezzi. Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania: Elkan-Vogel Company, Inc., 1948. .

Includes works by Tchaikovsky, Wagner, and Strauss.
Orefiei, A. Studi inelodici per fagottti. Part, France:

Alphonse Leduc, 1946. 2 vols. Available from M. Baron
Company, P.O. Box 149, Oyster Bay, New York 11771.

Melodic studies using both clefs. For advanced ilevel stu-
dents.
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Paine, Henry. Bassoon student. -Melville, New York:
Bel Win-Mills-Publishing Corporation, 1969,,

A private' instructicin book an the elementary level which
includes suggestions for the student and supplementary
material' lists.

Piard, Marius. Enseignenzent du contrabasson. Paris, France:
Alphonse Leduc, 1952. Available from M. Baron CompanY,
P.O. Box 149, Oyster Bay, New York 11771.

Method material for adtanced -bassoonists who elect to
study contrabassoon. Includes drills, etudes, and orchestral
studies. One of the very few method books available for this
instrument.

. 16 characterjstic studies for bassoons. New
York: International Mtic Company, 1950.

. One-page etudes for the moderately advanced student.

Siennicki, E. j. Technical growth for the bassoonist.
Evanston, IllinoiS: Summy-Birchard Company, 1963.

Explanations and etudes for improvement of tone, intona-
tion, and fingering technique.

Stadio, Ciro. Passi difficili e solo- per ftzgotto . London,
ngland: G. Rieordi and Company. Available from

elwin-Mills Publishing Corporation, 25 Deshon Drive,
Melville, New York 11746.

Includes diffieult solo passages from the major sym-
phonies and operas.

Weissenborn, Juljus. Bassoon studies, opus 8.- New York:
Carl Fischer, Inc.; International Music Company; Cundy-
Bettoney; and C. F. Peters. 2 vols.

The standard comprehensive private instruction series
covering the beginning through intermediate stages of de-
velopment in volume I and the advanced stage in volume

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

Oboe and bassoon care. (filmstrip). Encyclopaedia Britannica
Educational Corporation, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chiagu Illinois 60611. 1966. 46 frames sound. color. 35
mm. (filmstrip series no. 11020, band instrument care).

Developed by teachers for teachers and students, each
step is clearly illustrated by vivid closeups.
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CC4I.NOS*

-Danzi, Franz. Bassoon qua tets. Lyrichord LL 154. Arthur
._,Grossman, bassooniSt.

-0 Hindemith, Pan!. Sonata for bassoon. EMS-6. Garfield, bas-
oonist.

-Leonard Sharron) plays bassoon. Coronet.
Representative solos for bassoon and piano drawn- from _

,many periods of music history.
Mozart,,*. A.- Concerto in B b. K. 191. Vox PL-8870; Cer-

rn* bassoonist. Decca DL-9834; Klepae, bassoonist. Lon-
don LL4135; Helaerts, bassoonist. RCA Victor LM-1030;
Leonard Sharrow, bassoonist. Westminster WL-5507;
Oehlberger, bassoonist.

uszc minus one. Classic MMO-104.
Includes a complete performance of Beethoven'

Opus 16 and Mozart's Quintet on one side, and th
performance without the bassoon part on the other.

Phillips, B. Concert piece for bassoon and strings. Columbia
ML-4629; Schoenbach, bassoonist.- Victor 18102A; Pezzi,
bassoonist,

Recital music for bassoon. MRS 32286. Mark Educational
Recordings, Inc., 4249 Cameron Road, Buffalo, New York

.14221. Robert Quayle, bassoonist, with James Staples on
the piano.

Includes standard contest -pieces such as Hindemith's
Sonata for Bassoon, Bozz's Recit., Sicillienne and Rondo,
and Mozaas Concerto in B b.

Vivaldi, Antonio. Concerto in Bb, Colosseum CLPS-1029;
Montanari, bassoonist. Concert Hall CHC-56; Garfield, bas-
soQuie.

von Webe.g..Carl Hungarian fantasz . Victor 20525. Grun-
bassoonist.

. Rondo. YPR 1009. Carmen, bassoonist.
'Wilder, A. Air for bassoon and strings. Columbia ML-4271.

Golizer, bassoonist.

The-se items are representative of the'.types of recorded Material that can
be most usefid tor teachers and/or students. The selection is far from com-
plete. For a more comprehensive listing, consult the instrumental music
sections of such catalogs as- the Scluvann Artist Issue, produced by W-
Sc,hwann, Inc.; 137 Newbury Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116_
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GENERAL RESOURCE LISTING

Accompaniments Unlimited, Inc. Grosse Pointe Woods,
Michigan 48236.

3,000 tape recordings of piano accompaniments to in-
strumental and vocal solos. Since the tapes have accompa-
niment played at reduced tempo fbr learning,- it is advisable
to use them on tape recorders with variable speed control
for accurate tuning.

Anastasiow, N. J. & R. F. Shambaugh. -Experimental use pi
pre-instrumental music melody instruments.- Journal o
Research in Music Education. Vol. \III, No. 4 Winter
1965: 246-248. Washington, D.C.: Music Educators Na-
tional Conferenee.

Baines, Anthony. Musical instrziinents throng/i the ages. Bal-
timore., Maryland: Penguin Books, Inc.. 1961.

_. Woodwind instruments and their istory New
W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1963.

Band instrument care. (filmstrip series no. nom. 10
filmstrips. Encyclopaedia Britannica Eclucational Corpora-,
tion, 425 North Michigan Avrnue, Chicago, Illinois 60611..
1966. sound. color. 35 mm. 4

Presents closeups of Jach step in the care and mainte-
minee of. various band instruments.. ShowAt some of the
products that lend themselves particularly well to cleaning
and maintenance.=.Instrutnents included arc the baritone
and euphonium, clarinet, cornet and trumpet, flute and
piccolo, French horn, oboe and bassoon, percussion in-

ruments, saxophone, trombone, tuba, and sousaphone.

Bartolozzi, Bruno:', New souads for Wootheinds.- TrariS. by
Reginald 8. Brindle. New' York: Oxford University Press,
1967. Order from Oxford University-Press, Inc., 1600 'Poi-
litt Drive, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410.

Berlioz, Hector. An bridged-treatise on inoderr
tion and orchestra New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., n. d.

New York: Bonade-
.

Bonade, Daniel. Manual o
Fako-NPA Corporation, n

1 6 4
d.
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Brand, E. D. Band instrument repair manual. Elkhart, in-
diana: Erick D. Brand, 1946. ,

Brilliart, Arnold. -A mouthpiece mAer speAs to teachers."
Sebner Bandwagon. Elkhart, Indiana: H. & A. Selmer,

'WI lc., May 1966, Available:from Derby Music Service; 5143
Busch Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33617.

.A discussion of mouthpiece specifications and their
-portance to students.

Cahn, M. M. The instrumentalist's handbook and dictionary.
San Francisco, California: Forman Publishing Company,
1958.

Carse, Adam. Musical wind instruments. DaCapo Press. New
York: Plenum Publishing Corporation, 1965.

Coker, Jerry. hhprovising jazz. Englewood Cliffs, New Jer-
sey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. n.

Conn Corporation. 1101 East Beardsley, Ellchart, Indiana
46514. How to care for your instrument.

A 36-page pamphlet on the care and maintenance of all
instruments. Easily understood and fully illustrated.

. The effect of temperature on the tuning stand-
ards of wind instruments, by Jody C. Hall, Chief Acoustical
Engineer, and Earle L. Kent, Director of Research,_ 1939.

An educational pamphlet that cites the necessity. for a
tuning standard and then describes the effects of tempera-
ture on that standard.

. The proper selection of clarinet and saxophone
mouthpieces.

35 mm filmstrips with teaching guides.
Visual aid and teaching manual describing embouchure,

tongue placement, hand position, and other fUndamentals
which must be learned at beginning levels of instrumental
music instruction. Includes separate filmstrips fbr all hand
instruments and strings.

DeFranco, Buddy. The dimensions of jazz Kenosha, Wiscon-
sin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., n. d.

A serie_of articles pertaining to the rhythm and har-
monic structure of various jazz idioms. Describes the role of
the stage band in modern American society.

Fennell, Frederick. Time and the winds. Kenosha, Wiscon-
sin: Leblanc Publications, Inc., 1968.

Galpiin, Francis. A textbook of European musical instruments:
their origin, history, and charatej. New York: J. DeGraff,
1936. itD



Ceiringer, Karl. Musical instruments, their history in West..
ern culture. New York: Oxford University- Press, 1945.
Order from .Oxford University Press, Inc., 1609 Pollitt
Drive, Fair.Lawn, New Jersey 07410.

Cower, William. Woodwind tone production comparative
chart. Kenosha, Wisconsin: Leblanc Publications, Inc.; n. d.

A chart which illustrates the similarities and differences
among various woodwinds, as affected by angle and bite,
embouchure, tongue, breath, and intensification- of tone and
vibrato.

-Hendrickson, V. Handy manual fingering charts
strumentalists. New York:.Carl Fischer, Inc., 1957.

Hilton, L. B. Learning to teach through playing. Addison-
Wesley Company, 1970.

Johnstone, A.- E. Instruments of the modern symphony or-
chestra and band; a pictorial and explanatory guide. Ne:v
York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1917.

Kuhn, W. E. Instrumental music: principles and methods o
instruction. Rockleigh, New jersey: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1962.

Langwill, L. G. An index of musical wind instrument makers;
2d ed. Publaed by the author. -Edinburgh, Scotland.
1962.

Learning'Unlimited band series. Developed by Learning Un-
limited, a division of Hal Leonard Pointer 'Publications,
Ine., for exclusive distribution by Charles E. Merrill Pub-
lishing Company, 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio
43216.

Programed instructiob materkil consisting of a series of
booklets, each accompanied by a "teacher on tape- cassette.
Available for flute, oboe, clarinet, alto saxophone,. tenor
saxophone, and bassoon as well as for 1.w4ss and percussion
Mstruments, tile material is arranged in six levels of instruc-
tion for use in.independent study, private lessons, and class
instruction in which all members of the group are.'learning
to play the same instrument. ,

Leidig, V. F. Contemporary woodwind technique. Hol-
lywood, California: Highland Music Company, 1960. ro

Describes the acoustical relationships of wind'instrument
families, and relates this information to fingerings. IncludeS
explicit transposition charts, study guides, and quizzes.

Luce, J. R. -Sight-reading and ear-playing abilities as related
to instrumental music students. journal of Research in
Music Education. Vol. XIII, No. 2--Summer 1965: 101



109. Washington, D.C.: Music Educato National Confer-
ence.

Martine, Sibyl. Musical instruments: a comprehensive dic-
tionanj, Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company,
Inc., .1964.

Martignetti, A. J. -Causes of elementary instrumental music
dropouts."' Journal, of Research in Music Education. Vol.
XIII, No. 3Fall 1965: 177-183. Washington, D.C.: Music.
Educators National Conference.

Music minus one. (recordings). 43 West 61st Str t: New
York, New York 10023.

Accompaniment backgrounds. on LP records for,singers
'and instrumentalists. Self-teaching music methods (e.g.,
woodwind quintets minus flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, or
hoin). Volumes I, II, or III. Solo repertoire with piano ac-
eompaniment minus flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, or
bassoop.. Band or Orchestra accompaniments minus flute,
oboe, elaridet, saxophone, or bassoon.

Watt, B. M. The woodwind kook. New York: McGinnis and
Marx, 1957-58, Available from Boosey and Hawkes, Inc.,
Oceanside, New York 11572.

New York State Education Department. Bureau of General
Education Curriculum Development. Words, sounds, and
pictures about music; Albany, New York: New York
State Education D artment, 1970.

An annotated eso rce listing of books for children, books
for teachers, - d sual materials, and sources of supplies
and 'services for usic education in the elementary school.

. Bureau of General Education Curriculum De-
velopment. Words, sounds, and pictures about music, 7-12.
Albany, New York: New York State Education Department,
1970.,

'A companion volume to the annOtated multimedia re-
source listing cited above. Designed for,music teachers in
grades 7-12, the collection includes a professional bibliog- _

raphy, periodicals general reference works, guidelines and
materials for general music, references for music in the
Western and non-Western worlds, music theory, acoustics,
instrumental music, vocal music, music for special students,
and sources of Supplies and services.

New York State Sehool Music Associafion. Manual draded
solo and ensemble materials, Scotia, New York: New York
State School Music Association,. 1975.
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Onondaga Community College. New York State School Music
Association Manual Library. Syracuse, New York: Onon-;
daga Community College Music Department.

Contains a complete ofillection of -NYSSMA Manual Li-
brary holdings, plus recordings, a listening center, .and an
electronic piano setup. .

Paetkau, D. H. The growth of instruments- and instrumental
music. New York: Vantage Press, rric.,1962.

Palmer, H. G. Teachinglechniques of the woodwinds. Mel-
ville, New-York: Belwin-Mills Publishing Corporation,
1952.

Peters, H. B. The literature of the woodwind quinte
Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, Inc., n. d.

The results of a study by the Wingra, Quintet covering
literature for woodwind quintet plus one additional instru-,
ment.

Rasmussen, Mary & Donald Mattran.. A teacher's guide to
the literature of woodwind instrtiments. Durham, New
Hampshire: Appleyard Press, 1966.

Russell,George. Lydian chromatic concept of tonal organiza-
tion. New Yu k: Concept Publication Company, n. d.

Nor_
Sachs, Curt. le history of musical instruments. New York

toi and Company, Inc., -1940.
:

Woodwind anthology. New York: Woodwind
Magazine, 1952. Reprinted by McGinnis and Marx. Avail-I-
He from Boosey and Hawkes, Inc.,- Oceanside; New York
11572.

Sawhill, Clarence & Bertram MeGarrity.- Nair g and 'teach-
ing woodwind instruments. Englewood Cliffs, New jersey:
yrentice-Hall, Inc., 1964.

Spicer, Randall. Training the woodwind section in full band
rehearsal. (Educational pamphlet). Kenosha Visennsin:
Leblanc Publications,,Ine., n. d.

Summy-Birehard Company. "The art of series. Evanston,
illinois Summy-Birchard Company, 19570, 5 vols.

.Includes The Art of Plate Playing, by Edwin Putnik
(1970); The Art of Oboe Playing, by Robert Sprenkle and
DaV id Ledet (1961); The Art Qf Clarinet Playing, by Keith
Stein (1958); The Art of Saxophone .Playing, by Larry Teal
(1963):-and T/w Art of Bassoon Playing, by William Spencer
(1969)

_Lod
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Taylor, C. H. frevailing practicet in the supervision of in-
strumental music. Washington, D.C.: Music Educators Na-
tional Conference, 1962.

Thorntim James. Woodwind handbook.' San Antonio, Texas:
Southern Music Publishing Company, 1960 .

gspecially valuable for new teachers. Contains ap-
proaches to -flute,:oboe, clarinet, saxophone, apd bassoon
playing.

Tiede, C. H. The practical band instrument repair manual.
Dubuque, Iowa: William C. BrOWn Company, Publishers,
1962:

Repair operations are Outlined with photographs, dia-
grams, and step-by7step procedures. Maintenance and pre-
vention are- stressed. Techniqmi are geared for use in pub-
lic school situations where.acceSs to professional repairmen

--is limited.
TriMm, E. L. The woodwMds. Rockleigh, NeW Jersey: -Allyn

and Bacon, Inc., 1967.
Viigner, Robert. "How,to get the most out of reeds:. ,eltner

-BandWagon. Vol. 14, No. 2-2May 1966. Elkhart, Indianw
H. & A. Selmer, Inc., n. d. Mailable from Derby Music
Service, 5143 Busch Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33617.

Warner, -T. E. An aiwitated bibliography of woodwind in-
struction books, 1600-1830. Information Coordinators, 1967.

Weerts, Richard. Handbook for woodwinds. Kirksville, Mis-
souri: Simpson, 1966.

. Developing individual skills, for high,fchool
.bands. West Nyack, New York 'Parker Publishing Com-
pany, 1969. .

Separate chapters describe methods Of practice and
memorization, graded instrUctional materials, solo and en-
semble literature, apd individual instruments and their
idiosyncrasies. New teachers should find this text especially
helpful.
estphal, F. W. Guide to teaching woodwinds. Dubuque,
Iowa- William C. Brown Company, Publishers, 1962.

-. Woodwind ensemble method for teaching edu-
cation. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company, Pub-
lishers, 1961.

Wiesner; Glenn, Daniel Balbach, & Merrill Wilson. Or-
thodontics and wind instrument performance.. Washington,,
D C.: Music Educators National Conference, 1973.

A guide - for teachers, dentists, students, and parents
whid, ;ncludes the following topics: purposes and goals of
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orthodontic treatment; physical adjustment to wind instru-
ments; mouthpiece pressure; choice of instrument; protec-
tive appliances; appliances for the untreated case; and re-
tainers 4nd psychological adjustment.

Woodwind anthology. (Articles from Woodwind Magazine).
New York: McGinnis and Marx, 1952. Available from
Boosey and Hawkes, Inc, OCeanside, New York 11572;

Woodwind World. Oneonta, New York: Swift-Ddrr Publica-
tions, Ine. 5 issues yearly.

Includes noteworthy musical events, pedagogical and sci-
entific articles, and reviews of hooks and niu sic.

+Mt_
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